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Pt. 1, Art. 11
Note 7

7. Voting rights
Statute, which permits only residents to

vote in village district elections, did not
deprive nonresident landowners of right to
vote in violation of state constitutional pro
vision, even though 90% of property own
ers in area were not residents. Chasan v.
Village Dist. of ~astman (1986) 128 N.H.
807, 523 A.2d 16.

8. Violation of election laws
Statute which permits any citizen to file

a complaint stating that his name is ille
gally kept from checklist and statute which
provides ballot-law commission with juris
diction over questions concerning validity
of nomination for public office did not
adequately protect rights of candidate for
public office so as to preclude him from
maintaining action for declaratory relief to
determine whether his conviction for an
illegal contribution established proof of a
wilful violation of election laws within
constitutional provision that no person
shall be eligible to office who shall have
been convicted of any wilful violation of
election laws. Beaudoin v. State (1973)
113 N.H. 559, 311 A.2d 310.

Petition by candidate for public office
for declaratory relief to determine whether
his conviction for a contribution to a polit
ical candidate without candidate’s knowl
edge and written consent established proof
of a wilful violation of election laws within
constitutional provision that no person
shall have right to be eligible to office who
shall have been convicted of any wilful
violation of election laws was proper.
Beaudoin v. State (1973) 113 N.H. 559,
311 A.2d 310.

Consistently with this article, a candi
date for office cannot be disqualified be
cause of noncompliance with the statutory

requirement that a statement of contribu
tions and expenditures be filed, unless
such noncompliance was wilful. State v.
Sullivan (1958) 101 N.H. 429, 146 A.2d 1.

Where an honest and reasonable effort
has been made to comply with the provi
sions of a statute requiring the reporting of
campaign expenses, any mistake made
with respect thereto cannot be classed as a
wilful violation of the election laws of the
state. Daniell v. Gregg (1952) 97 N.H.
452, 91 A.2d 461.

9. Technical irregularities
The doctrine of substantial compliance

is used to effectuate the long-standing rule
that statutes regulating the form of ballots
or votes should not be applied to disen
franchise voters because of technical irreg
ularities. Kibbe v. Town of Milton (1997)
142 N.H. 288, 700 A.2d 1224.

10. Municipal authority
Statutory law and State Constitution

preempted town’s charter provision im
posing term limits on locally elected offi
cials, where State had created a compre
hensive statutory scheme governing the
field of elections, including qualifications
for office, and had neither expressly nor
impliedly granted towns authority to im
pose term limits. Town of Hooksett v.
Baines (2002) 148 N.H. 625, 813 A.2d 474.

11. Judicial authority
Legislature’s failure to enact a new dis

trict plan for the state senate following the
2000 census required the Supreme Court
to redraw the districts to correct violation
of equal protection and equal voting
rights. Below v. Gardner (2002) N.H.
—, _A.2d__, 2002 WL 1369821.
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[Art.] 12th. [Protection and Taxation Reciprocal.] Every member of
the community has a right to be protected by it, in the enjoyment.of his
life, liberty, and property; he is therefore bound to contribute his share
in the expense of such protection, and to yield his personal service when
necessary. But no part of a man’s property shall be taken froth him, or
applied to public uses, without his own consent, or that of the represen
tative body of the people. Nor are the inhabitants of this state controlla
ble by any other laws than those to which they, or their representative
body, have given their consent.
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TITLE X
PUBLIC HEALTH

CHAPTER 125-0
MULTIPLE POLLUTANT REDUCTION PROGRAM

Section 125-0:1

125-0:1 Findings and Purpose. —

I. The general court finds that while air quality has improved in recent years, scientific advances have
demonstrated that adequate protection of public health, environmental quality, and economic well-being - the 3
cornerstones ofNew Hampshire’s quality of life - requires additional, concerted reductions in air pollutant
emissions. The general court also finds that the state’s tradition of environmental leadership - setting an example
for similarly feasible air pollution reductions from upwind jurisdictions - is also well served by additional
emission reductions.

II. Recent studies and scientific evidence, documented in the New Hampshire Clean Power Strategy issued in
January 2001 by the department of environmental services, indicates that significant negative human health and
ecosystem impacts continue to be caused by air pollution. The general court finds that the substantial quantities of
several harmful air pollutants that continue to be emitted from existing fossil fuel burning steam electric power
plants, despite recent reductions in the emission of certain air pollutants from some of these facilities, contribute
to these harmful impacts and that additional emissions reductions from these sources are warranted.

III. Specifically, the general court finds that aggressive further reductions in emissions of sulfur dioxide (SO2),

oxides of nitrogen (NOx), mercury, and carbon dioxide (C02) must be pursued. These pollutants are primarily

responsible for the human health and ecosystem impacts documented in the New Hampshire Clean Power
Strategy issued in January 2001 by the department of environmental services.

IV. The general court finds that, as demonstrated by recent analyses, a high quality-of-life environment has
been, and will continue to be, essential to New Hampshire’s economic well-being. The general court further finds
that protecting New Hampshire’s high quality-of-life environment by reducing air pollutant emissions returns
substantial economic benefit to the state through avoided health care costs; greater tourism resulting from
healthier lakes and improved vistas; more visits by fishermen, hunters, and wildlife viewers to wildlife
ecosystems, and a more productive forest and agricultural sector.

V. For the above reasons and others, the general court finds that substantial additional reductions in emissions
of SO2, NOx, mercury, and CO2 must be required ofNew Hampshire’s existing fossil fuel burning steam electric
power plants. Due to the collateral benefits and economies of scale associated with reducing multiple pollutant
emissions at the same time, the general court finds that such aggressive emission reductions are both feasible and
cost-effective if implemented simultaneously through a comprehensive, integrated power plant strategy.

VI. The general court also finds that the environmental benefits of air pollutant reductions can be most cost-
effectively achieved if implemented in a fashion that allows for regulatory and compliance flexibility under a
strictly limited overall emissions cap. Specifically, market-based approaches, such as trading and banking of
emission reductions within a cap-and-trade system, allow sources to choose the most cost-effective ways to
comply with established emission reduction requirements. This approach also provides sources with an incentive
to reduce air pollutant emissions sooner and by greater amounts, promotes the development and use of innovative
new emission control technologies, and specifies to the greatest extent possible performance results regarding
environmental improvement rather than dictating expensive, facility-specific, command-and-control regulatory
requirements. The general court acknowledges that future federal regulations may mandate some facility-specific
requirements regarding mercury reductions.

VII. The general court also finds that energy conservation results in direct reductions in air pollutant emissions.
Thus, incentives for energy conservation are an important component of an overall clean power strategy. The
general court recognizes that energy conservation expenditures made by utilities using system benefits charge

http://www.gencourt.state.nh.us/rsa/html/X/l25-0/1 25-O-mrg.htm 12/8/2008



CHAPTER 125-0 MULTIPLE POLLUTANT REDUCTION PROGRAM Page 2 of 18

funds can benefit all citizens and ratepayers.

Source. 2002, 130:2, eff. July 1, 2002.

Section 125-0:2

125-0:2 Definitions. — In this chapter:
I. “Affected sources” means existing fossil fuel burning steam electric power plant units in this state,

specifically Merrimack Units 1 and 2 in Bow; Schiller Units 4, 5, and 6 in Portsmouth; and Newington Unit 1 in
Newington, excluding any of these units that may be repowered.

II. “Allowance” means a limited authorization to emit one ton of SO2, one ton ofNOx, one pound of mercury,

or one ton of CO2 during a specified year.

III. “Commissioner” means the commissioner of the department of environmental services.
IV. “Department” means the department of environmental services.
V. “Discrete emission reduction” or “DER” means an emission reduction generated over a discrete period of

time, and measured in weight (e.g., tons).
VI. “Ozone transport region” means the ozone transport region as established by section 184(a) of the Clean

Air Act, 42 U.S.C. section 751 lc.
VII. “Person” means any individual, partnership, firm or co-partnership, association, company, trust,

corporation, department, bureau, agency, private or municipal corporation, or any political subdivision of the
state, the United States or political subdivisions or agencies thereof~ or any other entity recognized by law as
subject to rights and duties.

VIII. “Renewable energy” means energy derived from hydro, geothermal, wind, solar thermal, photovoltaic,
biomass, methane waste, tidal, or other source approved by the department.

IX. “Repowered unit” means an affected source that has installed qualif~iing repowering technology as defined
by 40 C.F.R. part 72, or has replaced a unit by a new unit, provided the new replacement unit:

(a) Is on the same or contiguous property as the replaced unit, regardless of owner;
(b) Has a maximum power output rate equal to or greater than the maximum power output rate of the

replaced unit; and
(c) Is designed to control, or is equipped with best available technology to control, emissions of multiple

pollutants simultaneously, and in conformity with the emissions rates and reductions used to establish RSA 125-
0:3.

X. “System benefits charge funds” or “SBC funds” means revenues collected by Public Service Company of
New Hampshire (PSNH) (currently at a rate of 1.8 mills ($0.00 18) per retail kilowatt-hour sold as set by the
general court in 2001, 29:14) to fund energy efficiency and conservation and load management programs
approved by the public utilities commission.

Source. 2002, 130:2, eff. July 1, 2002.

Section 125-0:3

125-0:3 Integrated Power Plant Strategy. —

I. The department shall implement an integrated, multi-pollutant strategy to reduce air emissions from affected
sources.

II. The integrated, multi-pollutant strategy shall be implemented in a market-based fashion that allows trading
and banking of emission reductions to comply with the overall statewide annual emission caps established under
RSA 125-0:3, IlL Allowances, up to the amount of these caps, shall be allocated to each affected source based on
the output of each affected source. The department shall make publicly available all allocations prior to the
effective date of such allocations.

III. The strategy shall include implementation of the following statewide annual emissions caps:
(a) 7,289 tons annually applicable to total sulfur dioxide (~°2) emissions from the affected sources;

(b) 3,644 tons annually applicable to total oxides of nitrogen (NOx) emissions from the affected sources;

http://www.gencourt.state.nh.us/rsa!html/X/1 25-0/1 25-O-mrg.htm~ 12/8/2008



CHAPTER 125-0 MULTIPLE POLLUTANT REDUCTION PROGRAM Page 3 of 18

(c) [Repealed.]
(d) 5,425,866 tons annually applicable to total carbon dioxide (C02) emissions from the affected sources

until December 31, 2008.

Source. 2002, 130:2, eff. July 1,2002.2006, 105:2,1, eff. June 8,2006.2008, 182:3, eff. June 11,2008.

Section 125-0:4

125-0:4 Compliance. —

I. The owner or operator of each affected source shall file a compliance plan with the department describing
the technologies, operational modifications, market-based approaches, or other methods that will be used to
comply with the emission caps established under RSA 125-0:3, III. Compliance plans shall also include a report
of the mercury content analysis program results required under RSA 125-0:4, II and a report of the stack testing
results for mercury emissions from Merrimack Units 1 and 2 and either Schiller Unit 4, 5, or 6 required under
RSA 125-0:4, III. An initial compliance plan shall be filed no later than one year after the effective date of this
section. Amended compliance plans shall be submitted to the department 45 days prior to the implementation of
any change to the plan.

II. The owner or operator of each affected source burning coal as fuel shall conduct a mercury content analysis
program. This program shall consist of monthly fuel samples and analyses for at least 12 consecutive months and
the submittal of a final report to the department no later than one year after the effective date of this section.

III. Stack testing for mercury emissions from Merrimack Units 1 and 2 and either Schiller Unit 4, 5, or 6 shall
be completed using a department approved test method no later than one year after the effective date of this
section. The owner or operator shall submit a test protocol to the department at least 45 days prior to the
conimencement of stack testing.

IV. Compliance with the emission caps established under RSA 125-0:3, III may be demonstrated by making
emission reductions at the affected sources, using compliance market-based approaches, or other methods
acceptable to the department.

(a) (1) Affected sources may use SO2 allowances from federal or regional trading and banking programs and

incentive programs established under this chapter to comply with the SO2 emission cap established under RSA

125-0:3, III. In addition, allowances or credits from other programs may be acceptable as determined by the
department.

(2) Affected sources shall transfer to the department all annual allocations provided under the federal acid
rain program. Affected sources shall receive from the department SO2 allowances equivalent to the cap

established in RSA 125-0:3, III. Additionally, in order to promote local reductions, for each year after the
compliance date that combined SO2 emissions from affected sources are below the annual average emissions for

the previous 3 years, affected sources shall receive additional SO2 allowances in a combined amount equal to the

difference between the current year emissions and the average annual emissions for the previous 3 years.
(3) Further, in order to encourage reductions in upwind emissions and thereby provide greater benefit to air

quality in New Hampshire, for each 0.80 allowance purchased by an affected source under the federal acid rain
program and utilized for compliance with the provisions of this chapter which originates from within the ozone
transport region, the affected source shall receive an additional 0.20 allowance from the department.

(4) The combined sum of all allowances received by the affected sources under subparagraphs (a)(2) and
(a)(3) shall not exceed 20,000 in any given year, and shall be credited to the affected sources’ accounts in the year
following each annual compliance period.

(b) Affected sources may use NOx allowances from federal or regional trading and banking programs, or
other programs acceptable to the department, and NOx discrete emissions reductions by affected sources other
than Merrimack Units 1 and 2 from state trading and banking programs, to comply with the NOx emission cap
established under RSA 125-0:3, III. NOx discrete emissions reductions may only be used to comply with that
portion of the NOx emission cap established under RSA 125-0:3, III which does not apply to emissions between
May 1 and September 30 of any calendar year.

(c) Affected sources may use CO2 allowances from federal or regional trading and banking programs, or

http ://~.gencourt.state.nh.us/rsa/html~(/1 25-0/1 25-0-mrg.htm 12/8/2008



CHAPTER 125-0 MULTIPLE POLLUTANT REDUCTION PROGRAM Page 4 of 18

other programs acceptable to the department, to comply with the CO2 emission cap established under RSA 125-

0:3, III. Early reductions of CO2 may be banked for future use in regional or national trading programs or to

meet the emission caps established under RSA 125-0:3, III.
(d) [Repealed.]

V. The owner or operator of each affected source shall be allowed to recover all prudent costs associated with
compliance in a manner consistent with RSA 374-F, RSA 369-B, and the Agreement to Settle PSNH
Restructuring, dated August 2, 1999, Revised and Conformed in Compliance with NHPUC Order No. 23,549.

Source. 2002, 130:2, eff. July 1, 2002. 2006, 105:2, II, eff. June 8, 2006.

Section 125-0:5

125-0:5 Energy Efficiency, Renewable Energy, and Conservation and Load Management Incentive. —

I. In order to encourage energy efficiency, energy conservation, renewable energy, and the reductions in local
emissions which result, the integrated multi-pollutant strategy shall promote energy efficiency and conservation
through conservation and load management programs.

II. Public Service Company ofNew Hampshire (PSNH) may utilize SBC funds equivalent to the
unencumbered amount, if any, rolled over from the prior program year for energy efficiency projects at facilities
owned and operated by PSNH, provided that the company made a good faith effort in the prior program year to
meet the goals approved by the public utilities commission for its core energy efficiency programs, and provided
that the SBC funds used by PSNH shall not exceed 2 percent of all SBC funds collected in the prior program
year. PSNH may utilize these funds to implement approved core energy efficiency initiatives or measures at
PSNH’s facilities that are cost effective and which enhance the efficient use of energy at PSNH facilities. Any
energy savings resulting from the use of these funds by PSNH at its facilities will not be included in the
calculation of PSNH’s energy efficiency program goals, any shareholder incentive, or any other incentive
program. In any year that PSNH utilizes SBC funds, PSNH shall submit a report to the public utilities
commission and the department detailing how these funds were utilized, and will make the report available to
interested parties. Any party may request that the public utilities commission schedule a hearing to review these
reports and the expenditure by PSNH of rolled over SBC funds at its facilities.

III. [Repealed.]

Source. 2002, 130:2, eff. July 1,2002. 2008, 182:10, eff. June 11,2008.

Section 125-0:5-a

125-0:5-a Energy Efficiency and Sustainable Energy Board. —

I. An energy efficiency and sustainable energy board is hereby created to promote and coordinate energy
efficiency, demand response, and sustainable energy programs in the state. The board’s duties shall include but
not be limited to:

(a) Review available energy efficiency, conservation, demand response, and sustainable energy programs and
incentives and compile a report of such resources in New Hampshire.

(b) Develop a plan to achieve the state’s energy efficiency potential for all fuels, including setting goals and
targets for energy efficiency that are meaningful and achievable.

(c) Develop a plan for economic and environmental sustainability of the state’s energy system including the
development of high efficiency clean energy resources that are either renewable or have low net greenhouse gas
emissions.

(d) Provide recommendations at least annually to the public utilities commission on the administration and
allocation of energy efficiency and renewable energy funds under the commission’s jurisdiction.

(e) Explore opportunities to coordinate programs targeted at saving more than one fuel resource, including
conversion to renewable resources and coordination between natural gas and other programs which seek to
reduce the overall use of nonrenewable fuels.

(f) Develop tools to enhance outreach and education programs to increase knowledge about energy efficiency

http://www.gencourt.state.nh.us/rsalhtml/X/125-0/1 25-O-mrg.htm 12/8/2008



CHAPTER 125-0 MULTIPLE POLLUTANT REDUCTION PROGRAM PageS of 18

and sustainable energy among New Hampshire residents and businesses.
(g) Expand upon the state government’s efficiency programs to ensure that the state is providing leadership

on energy efficiency and sustainable energy including reduction of its energy use and fuel costs.
(h) Encourage municipalities and counties to increase investments in energy efficiency and sustainable

energy through financing tools, and to create local energy committees.
(i) Work with community action agencies and the office of energy and planning to explore ways to ensure

that all customers participating in programs for low-income customers and the Low Income Home Energy
Assistance Program (LIHEAP) have access to energy efficiency improvements, and where appropriate,
renewable energy resources, in order to reduce their energy bills.

(j) Investigate potential sources of funding for energy efficiency and sustainable energy development and
delivery mechanisms for such programs, coordinate efforts between funding sources to reduce duplication and
enhance collaboration, and review investment strategies to increase access to energy efficiency and renewable
energy resources.

II. The members of the board shall be as follows:
(a) The chairman of the public utilities commission, or designee.
(b) The director of the office of energy and planning, or designee.
(c) The consumer advocate, or designee.
(d) The commissioner of the department of environmental services, or designee.
(e) The commissioner of the department of resources and economic development, or designee.
(f) The president of the Business and Industry Association ofNew Hampshire, or designee.
(g) The executive director of the New Hampshire Municipal Association, or designee.
(h) The executive director ofNew Hampshire Legal Assistance, or designee.
(i) The president of the Homebuilders & Remodelers Association ofNew Hampshire, or designee.
(j) Two members of the house science, technology and energy committee appointed by the speaker of the

house of representatives.
(k) One member of the senate energy, environment and economic development committee, appointed by the

president of the senate.
(1) Three representatives from not-for-profit groups representing energy, environmental, consumer, or public

health issues and knowledgeable in energy conservation policies and programs, appointed by the chairman of the
public utilities commission.

(m) The commissioner of the department of administrative services, or designee.
(n) The state fire marshal, or designee.
(o) The executive director of the New Hampshire housing finance authority, or designee.

III. The board shall include, as nonvoting participants, the following:
(a) One representative from each utility-administered electric and natural gas energy efficiency program

appointed by the chairman of the public utilities commission.
(b) A representative of energy services companies delivering energy efficiency services to residential and

business customers, appointed by the chairman of the pubic utilities commission.
(c) A representative of a business or association of businesses selling or installing sustainable or renewable

energy systems, appointed by the chairman of the public utilities commission.
(d) A representative from the investment community with expertise in efficiency investments and financing,

appointed by the chairman of the public utilities commission.
IV. The chairman of the public utilities commission shall call the first meeting of the board. The board shall

elect a chairperson from among its members. Seven iriembers of the board shall constitute a quorum. The board
shall make an annual report on December 1 to the governor, the speaker of the house of representatives, the
president of the senate, the house science, technology and energy committee, the senate energy, environment and
economic development committee, and the public utilities commission, to provide an update on its activities and
recommendations for action including possible legislation.

V. The board shall be administratively attached to the public utilities commission under RSA 21-G:10.
VI. Legislative members of the commission shall receive mileage at the legislative rate when attending to the

duties of the board.
VII. No member of the board shall vote on a matter in which the member, his or her spouse or dependent, or

the organization or entity represented by or employing the member, has a private interest which may directly or
indirectly affect or influence the performance of his or her duties.

http ://www.gencourt.state.nh.us/rsa!html/X/l25-0/1 25-O-mrg.htm (p 12/8/2008
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Source. 2008, 292:1, eff. Oct. 1, 2008.

Section 125-0:6

125-0:6 Powers and Duties of the Commissioner. — The commissioner may:
I. Develop a trading and banking program to provide appropriate compliance flexibility in meeting the

emission caps established under RSA 125-0:3, III and allowance requirements of RSA 125-0:21 and RSA 125-
0:22, and to encourage earlier and greater emissions reductions and the development of new emission control
technologies in order to maximize the cost-effectiveness with which the environmental benefits of this chapter
are achieved.

II. Propose to the general court for legislative enactment a program to reduce emissions that impair visibility in
mandatory Class I Federal Areas, including the Great Gulf Wilderness Area and the Presidential-Dry River
Wilderness, if evaluation and assessment of the program established under 125-0:6, I reveals after its
implementation that further reductions of emissions that impair visibility are necessary. Any program proposed
under this paragraph shall be at least as stringent as that specified in the Clean Air Act, amendments thereto, and
regulations promulgated thereunder.

III. Propose to the general court for legislative enactment appropriate processes to encourage pollution
prevention, energy efficiency, and other methods to cost-effectively achieve emissions reductions.

Source. 2002, 130:2, eff. July 1, 2002. 2008, 182:4, eff. June 11, 2008.

Section 125-0:7

125-0:7 Enforcement. —

I. Any violation of any provision of this chapter, or of any rule adopted under this chapter, shall be subject to
enforcement by injunction, including mandatory injunction, issued by the superior court upon application of the
attorney general. Any such violation shall also be subject to a civil forfeiture to the state of not more than $25,000
for each violation, and for each day of a continuing violation.

II. Any person who knowingly violates any of the provisions of this chapter, or any rule adopted under this
chapter, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor if a natural person, or guilty of a felony if any other person.

III. The commissioner, after notice and hearing pursuant to RSA 541-A, may impose an administrative fine not
to exceed $2,000 for each offense upon any person who violates any provision of this chapter or any rule adopted
pursuant to this chapter. Rehearings and appeals from a decision of the commissioner under this paragraph shall
be in accordance with RSA 541. Any administrative fine imposed under this paragraph shall not preclude the
imposition of further penalties under this chapter. The proceeds of administrative fines imposed pursuant to this
paragraph shall be deposited in the general fund.

(a) Notice and hearing prior to the imposition of an administrative fine shall be in accordance with RSA 541-
A and procedural rules adopted by the commissioner pursuant to RSA 541-A:16.

(b) The commissioner shall determine fines based on the following:
(1) For a minor deviation from a requirement causing minor potential for harm, the fine shall be not less

than $100 and not more than $1,000.
(2) For a minor deviation from a requirement causing moderate potential for harm, the fine shall be not less

than $601 and not more than $1,250.
(3) For a minor deviation from a requirement causing major potential for harm, the fine shall be not less

than $851 and not more than $1,500.
(4) For a moderate deviation from a requirement causing minor potential for harm, the fine shall be not less

than $601 and not more than $1,250.
(5) For a moderate deviation from a requirement causing moderate potential for harm, the fine shall be not

less than $851 and not more than $1,500.
(6) For a moderate deviation from a requirement causing major potential for harm, the fine shall be not less

than $1,251 and not more than $1,750.
(7) For a major deviation from a requirement causing minor potential for harm, the fine shall be not less

than $851 and not more than $1,500.

http://www.gencourt.state.nh.us/rsalhtml/X/1 25-0/125 -O-mrg.htm ~7 12/8/2008
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(8) For a major deviation from a requirement causing moderate potential for harm, the fine shall be not less
than $1,251 and not more than $1,750.

(9) For a major deviation from a requirement causing major potential for harm, the fine shall be not less
than $1,501 and not more than $2,000.

(c) The commissioner may assess additional fines for repeat violations.

Source. 2002, 130:2, eff. July 1, 2002.

Section 125-0:8

125-0:8 Rulemaking Authority. —

I. The commissioner shall adopt rules under RSA 541-A, commencing no later than 180 days after the
effective date of this section, relative to:

(a) The establishment of trading and banking programs as authorized by RSA 125-0:6, I.
(b) The establishment of a method for allocating allowances and other emissions reduction units or

mechanisms as authorized by RSA 125-0:3, II and III.
(c) Emissions and allowance monitoring, tracking, recordkeeping, reporting, and other such actions as may

be necessary to verify compliance with this chapter.
(d) The method and requirements for auctioning budget allowances under RSA 125-0:2 1, which may use

regional organizations.
(e) Defining eligible projects for early reduction allowances under RSA 125-0:2 1, IV, and establishing

criteria to quantify and grant such allowances.
(f) Defining eligible projects for offset allowances under RSA 125-0:2 1, V, and establishing criteria to

quantify and grant such allowances, including the accreditation of third-party verifiers.
(g) The forms and information required on applications for a temporary or operating permit required under

RSA 125-0:22.
II. The public utilities commission shall adopt rules, under RSA 541-A, to administer the greenhouse gas

emissions reduction fund pursuant to RSA 125-0:23.

Source. 2002, 130:2, eff. July 1,2002.2008, 182:5, eff. June 11,2008.

Section 125-0:9

125-0:9 Compliance Dates. — The owner or operator of each affected source shall comply with the provisions
of this chapter, excluding the subdivision on mercury emissions, RSA 125-0:11 through 125-0:18, and the
subdivision for CO2 emissions, RSA 125-0:19 through RSA 125-0:28, by December 31, 2006.

Source. 2002, 130:2, eff. July 1,2002.2006, 105:3, eff. June 8,2006.2008, 182:6, eff. June 11,2008.

Section 125-0:10

125-0:10 Non-Severability. — No provision of RSA 125-0:1 through RSA 125-0:18 of this chapter shall be
implemented in a manner inconsistent with the integrated, multi-pollutant strategy or RSA 125-0:1 through RSA
125-0:18 of this chapter, and to this end, the provisions of RSA 125-0:1 through RSA 125-0:18 of this chapter
are not severable.

Source. 2002, 130:2, eff. July 1,2002.2008, 182:7, eff. June 11,2008.

Mercury Emissions

Section 125-0:11
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125-0:11 Statement of Purpose and Findings. — The general court finds that:
I. It is in the public interest to achieve significant reductions in mercury emissions at the coal-burning electric

power plants in the state as soon as possible. The requirements of this subdivision will prevent, at a minimum, 80
percent of the aggregated mercury content of the coal burned at these plants from being emitted into the air by no
later than the year 2013. To accomplish this objective, the best known commercially available technology shall
be installed at Merrimack Station no later than July 1, 2013.

II. The department of environmental services has determined that the best known commercially available
technology is a wet flue gas desulphurization system, hereafter “scrubber technology,u as it best balances the
procurement, installation, operation, and plant efficiency costs with the projected reductions in mercury and other
pollutants from the flue gas streams of Merrimack Units 1 and 2. Scrubber technology achieves significant
emissions reduction benefits, including but not limited to, cost effective reductions in sulfur dioxide, sulfur
trioxide, small particulate matter, and improved visibility (regional haze).

III. After scrubber technology is installed at Merrimack Station, and after a period of operation has reliably
established a consistent level of mercury removal at or greater than 80 percent, the department will ensure
through monitoring that that level of mercury removal is sustained, consistent with the proven operational
capability of the system at Merrimack Station.

IV. To ensure that an ongoing and steadfast effort is made to implement practicable technological or
operational solutions to achieve significant mercury reductions prior to the construction and operation of the
scrubber technology at Merrimack Station, the owner of the affected coal-burning sources shall work to bring
about such early reductions and shall be provided incentives to do so.

V. The installation of scrubber technology will not only reduce mercury emissions significantly but will do so
without jeopardizing electric reliability and with reasonable costs to consumers.

VI. The installation of such technology is in the public interest of the citizens of New Hampshire and the
customers of the affected sources.

VII. Notwithstanding the provisions of RSA 125-0:1, VI, the purchase of mercury credits or allowances to
comply with the mercury reduction requirements of this subdivision or the sale of mercury credits or allowances
earned under this subdivision is not in the public interest.

VIII. The mercury reduction requirements set forth in this subdivision represent a careful, thoughtful balancing
of cost, benefits, and technological feasibility and therefore the requirements shall be viewed as an integrated
strategy of non-severable components.

Source. 2006, 105:1, eff. June 8, 2006.

Section 125-0:12

125-0:12 Definitions. — In this subdivision:
I. “Affected sources” means existing coal-burning power plant units in this state, specifically Merrimack Units

1 and 2 in Bow and Schiller Units 4, 5, and 6 in Portsmouth.
II. “Baseline mercury emissions” means the total annual mercury emissions from all of the affected sources,

calculated in accordance with RSA 125-0:14, II.
III. “Baseline mercury input” means the total annual mercury input found in the coal used by all of the affected

sources, calculated in accordance with RSA 125-0:14, I.
IV. “Owner” means the owner or owners of the affected sources.
V. “Scrubber technology” means a wet flue gas desulphurization system.

Source. 2006, 105:1, eff. June 8, 2006.

Section 125-0:13

125-0:13 Compliance. —

I. The owner shall install and have operational scrubber technology to control mercury emissions at Merrimack
Units 1 and 2 no later than July 1, 2013. The achievement of this requirement is contingent upon obtaining all
necessary permits and approvals from federal, state, and local regulatory agencies and bodies; however, all such
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regulatory agencies and bodies are encouraged to give due consideration to the general court’s finding that the
installation and operation of scrubber technology at Merrimack Station is in the public interest. The owner shall
make appropriate initial filings with the department and the public utilities commission, if applicable, within one
year of the effective date of this section, and with any other applicable regulatory agency or body in a timely
manner.

II. Total mercury emissions from the affected sources shall be at least 80 percent less on an annual basis than
the baseline mercury input, as defined in RSA 125-0:12, III, beginning on July 1, 2013.

III. Prior to July 1, 2013, the owner shall test and implement, as practicable, mercury reduction control
technologies or methods to achieve early reductions in mercury emissions below the baseline mercury emissions.
The owner shall report the results of any testing to the department and shall submit a plan for department
approval before commencing implementation.

IV. If the net power output (as measured in megawatts) from Merrimack Station is reduced, due to the power
consumption requirements or operational inefficiencies of the installed scrubber technology, the owner may
invest in capital improvements at Merrimack Station that increase its net capability, within the requirements and
regulations of programs enforceable by the state or federal government, or both.

V. Mercury reductions achieved through the operation of the scrubber technology greater than 80 percent shall
be sustained insofar as the proven operational capability of the system, as installed, allows. The department, in
consultation with the owner, shall determine the maximum sustainable rate of mercury emissions reductions and
incorporate such rate as a condition of operational permits issued by the department for Merrimack Units 1 and 2.
This requirement in no way affects the ability of the owner to earn over-compliance credits consistent with RSA
125-0:16, II.

VI. The purchase of mercury emissions allowances or credits from any established emissions allowance or
credit program shall not be allowed for compliance with the mercury reduction requirements of this chapter.

VII. If the mercury reduction requirement of paragraph II is not achieved in any year after the July 1, 2013
implementation date, and after full operation of the scrubber technology, then the owner may utilize early
emissions reduction credits or over-compliance credits, or both, to make up any shortfall, and thereby be in
compliance.

VIII. If the mercury reduction requirement of paragraph II is not achieved by the owner in any year after the
July 1, 2013 implementation date despite the owner’s installation and full operation of scrubber technology,
consistent with good operational practice, and the owner’s exhaustion of any available early emissions reduction
or over-compliance credits, then the owner shall be deemed in violation of this section unless it submits a plan to
the department, within 30 days of such noncompliance, and subsequently obtains approval of that plan for
achieving compliance within one year from the date of such noncompliance. The department may impose
conditions for approval of such plan.

IX. The owner shall report by June 30, 2007 and annually thereafter, to the legislative oversight committee on
electric utility restructuring, established under RSA 374-F: 5, and the chairpersons of the house science,
technology and energy committee and the senate energy and economic development committee, on the progress
and status of complying with the requirements of paragraphs I and III, relative to achieving early reductions in
mercury emissions and also installing and operating the scrubber technology including any updated cost
information. The last report required shall be after the department has made a determination, under paragraph V,
on the maximum sustainable rate of mercury emissions reductions by the scrubber technology.

Source. 2006, 105:1, eff. June 8, 2006.

Section 125-0:14

125-0:14 Measurement of Baseline Mercury Input and Emissions. —

I. Baseline mercury input shall be determined as follows:
(a) No later than the first day of the second month following the effective date of this section, and continuing

for 12 months thereafter, a representative monthly sample of the coal used traditionally (not to include trial or test
coal blends) by each affected source shall be collected from each of the units identified in subparagraph (b) and
analyzed to determine the average mercury content of the fuel for each unit expressed in pounds of mercury input
per ton of coal combusted at each affected source. The mercury content of the coal derived from these analyses
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for each affected source shall be multiplied by the average annual throughput of coal for the period 2003, 2004,
and 2005 (average tons of coal combusted per year) for each respective affected source to yield the average
pounds of mercury input per year into each affected source. The sum of these annual input pound averages from
each affected source shall equal the baseline mercury input.

(b) Determination of the mercury content of the coal shall follow appropriate ASTM testing procedures
(ASTM D3684-01). For purposes of baseline mercury input determination, coal sampling shall occur at
Merrimack Unit 1 and Unit 2, and at either Schiller Unit 4 or Unit 6, which shall serve to represent all Schiller
units. At least 4 of the samples taken from each of these units shall correspond with the stack testing done at each
of these units under paragraph II.

IL Baseline mercury emissions shall be determined as follows:
(a) A minimum of 4 stack tests shall be conducted at each of the units specified in subparagraph (b) using

appropriate testing protocols, to determine a statistically valid average mercury emissions rate for each unit
expressed in pounds of mercury emitted per ton of coal combusted at each affected source. The rate for each
affected source shall be multiplied by the average annual throughput of coal for the period 2003, 2004, and 2005
(average tons of coal combusted per year) for each respective affected source to yield the average pounds of
mercury emitted per year from each affected source. The sum of these annual emitted pound averages from each
affected source shall equal the baseline mercury emissions.

(b) For purposes of the baseline mercury emissions determination, stack tests shall be conducted at
Merrimack Unit 1 and Unit 2, and at either Schiller Unit 4 or Unit 6, which shall serve to represent all Schiller
units. If mercury emissions improvements are made or are being made during the testing period, the stack tests
shall be conducted without the improvements running at the time of the tests.

III. The owner shall provide its plans to accomplish the testing requirements under paragraphs I and II to the
department for its approval. The owner shall provide written reports to the department, for verification and
approval, that include the test results and calculations used to determine:

(a) The baseline mercury input. The owner shall submit the report no later than 15 months following the
effective date of this section.

(b) The baseline mercury emissions. The owner shall submit the report no later than 18 months following the
effective date of this section.

Source. 2006, 105:1, eff. June 8, 2006.

Section 125-0:15

125-0:15 Monitoring of Mercury Emissions. — Prior to the availability and operation of continuous
emissions monitoring (CEM) systems, and subsequent to the baseline emissions testing under RSA 125-0:14, II,
stack tests or another methodology approved by the department shall be conducted twice per year to determine
mercury emissions levels from the affected sources. Any stack tests performed shall employ a federally
recognized and approved methodology, proposed by the owner and employing a test protocol approved by the
department. When a federal performance specification takes effect, and a mercury CEM system capable of
meeting the federal specifications becomes available, a mercury CEM system, approved by the department, shall
be installed at Merrimack Units 1 and 2 and at other affected sources as deemed appropriate by the department.

Source. 2006, 105:1, eff. June 8, 2006.

Section 125-0:16

125-0:16 Economic Performance Incentives. —

I. (a) The department shall issue to the owner early emissions reduction credits in the form of credits or
fractions thereof for each pound of mercury or fraction thereof reduced below the baseline mercury emissions, on
an annual basis, in the period prior to July 1, 2013. Ratios of early reductions credits to pounds of mercury
reduced shall be as follows: 1.5 credits per pound reduced prior to July 1, 2008; 1.25 credits per pound for
reductions between July 1, 2008 and December 31, 2010; and 1.1 credits per pound for reductions between
January 1, 2011 andJuly 1, 2013.
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(b) Reductions shall be calculated based upon the results of stack tests conducted, measurement by
continuous emission monitoring, or other methodology approved by the department to confirm emissions during
the time of operation of mercury reduction technology. Early emissions reduction credits may be banked by the
owner or utilized after July 1, 2013 to meet the reduction requirement of RSA 125-0:13, II as allowed under
RSA 125-0:13, VII. Early emissions reduction credits are not sellable or transferable to non-affected sources;
however, upon the July 1, 2013 compliance date, the owner may request a one-for-one conversion of early
emissions reduction credits to over-compliance credits.

(c) Should a federal rule applicable to mercury emissions at one or more of the affected sources be enacted
with an implementation date prior to July 1, 2013, then early reduction credits may only be earned for emissions
reductions that exceed the level required by the federal rule of the affected sources in aggregate or the baseline
mercury emissions level, whichever is lower, at the same ratios listed in subparagraph (a).

(d) Early emissions reduction credits shall not be used for compliance with the requirement of RSA 125-
0:13, II prior to the installation of scrubber technology, and shall not be used as a means to delay the installation
of the scrubber technology.

II. (a) The department shall issue to the owner over-compliance credits in the form of credits or fractions
thereof for each pound of mercury or fraction thereof reduced in excess of the emissions reduction requirement of
RSA 125-0:13, II, on an annual basis, following the compliance date of July 1, 2013. The ratios of over-
compliance credits to excess pounds of mercury reduced shall be as follows: 0.5 credits per pound reduced for
reductions between 80 and 85 percent; 1 credit per pound reduced for reductions between 85 and 90 percent
reduction; and 1.5 credits per pound reduced for reductions of 90 percent or greater. Over-compliance credits
may be banked for future use. The requirements of RSA 125-0:13, V shall not alter the emissions levels at which
over-compliance credits are earned.

(b) Should a federal rule applicable to mercury emissions at one or more of the affected sources be enacted,
then over-compliance credits may only be earned for emissions reductions that exceed the level required by the
federal rule of the affected sources in aggregate or the requirement of RSA 125-0:13, II, whichever is lower, at
the same ratios listed in subparagraph (a).

(c) At the request of the owner of an affected source, over-compliance credits may be surrendered by the
owner to the department and SO2 allowances shall be transferred to the owner at a rate of 55 tons SO2
allowances for every one over-compliance credit. Transfer shall be limited to a maximum of 20,000 total tons
SO2 allowances transferred in a given year, defined as the sum of all SO2 allowances received by the affected
sources under RSA 125-0:4, IV(a)(2) and IV(a)(3), and under this subparagraph. SO2 allowances shall be
credited to the affected sources’ accounts in the following year in accordance with RSA 125-0:4, IV(a)(4).

Source. 2006, 105:1, eff. June 8, 2006.

Section 125-0:17

125-0:17 Variances. — The owner may request a variance from the mercury emissions reduction requirements
of this subdivision by submitting a written request to the department. The request shall provide sufficient
information concerning the conditions or special circumstances on which the variance request is based to
demonstrate to the satisfaction of the department that variance from the applicable requirements is necessary.

I. Where an alternative schedule is sought, the owner shall submit a proposed schedule which demonstrates
reasonable further progress and contains a date for final compliance as soon as practicable. If the department
deems such a delay is reasonable under the cited circumstances, it shall grant the requested variance.

II. Where an alternative reduction requirement is sought, the owner shall submit information to substantiate an
energy supply crisis, a major fuel disruption, an unanticipated or unavoidable disruption in the operations of the
affected sources, or technological or economic infeasibility. The department, after consultation with the public
utilities commission, shall grant or deny the requested variance. If requested by the owner, the department shall
provide the owner with an opportunity for a hearing on the request.

Source. 2006, 105:1, eff. June 8, 2006.

Section 125-0:18
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125-0:18 Cost Recovery. — If the owner is a regulated utility, the owner shall be allowed to recover all
prudent costs of complying with the requirements of this subdivision in a manner approved by the public utilities
commission. During ownership and operation by the regulated utility, such costs shall be recovered via the
utility’s default service charge. In the event of divestiture of affected sources by the regulated utility, such
divestiture and recovery of costs shall be governed by the provisions of RSA 369:B:3-a.

Source. 2006, 105:1, eff. June 8, 2006.

Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative

Section 125-0:19

125-0:19 Statement of Purpose and Findings. — The general court finds that global climate change is a
significant environmental problem which could already be contributing to changes in New Hampshire average
temperatures, frequency of extreme storm events, number of days with snow cover, timing of spring river flows,
and date of spring blooms. Recent studies and scientific evidence indicate that global climate change is caused by
a buildup of natural and manmade greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. Carbon dioxide (C02) is a significant

greenhouse gas that contributes to global climate change. Therefore, the purpose of this subdivision is to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions resulting from energy use in New Hampshire.

Source. 2008, 182:2, eff. June 11,2008.

Section 125-0:20

125-0:20 Definitions. — In this subdivision:
I. “Affected CO2 source” means any source with one or more fossil fuel-fired electricity generating units

having a nameplate rated capacity equal to or greater than 25 megawatts.
II. “Budget allowances” means those RGGI allowances comprising the state annual budget for CO2 emissions

specified in RSA 125-0:2 1, II.
III. “Commission” means the public utilities commission.
IV. “Compliance period” means a 3 calendar year time period, unless extended one calendar year by a stage-2

trigger event. The first compliance period is from January 1, 2009 to December 31, 2011, unless a stage-2 trigger
event extends the first compliance period to December 31, 2012. Each subsequent sequential 3 calendar year
period is a separate compliance period subject to a one-year extension if a stage-2 trigger event occurs during the
compliance period. The compliance period shall never be longer than 4 calendar years.

V. “Consumer price index” or “CPI” means the United States Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics
unadjusted consumer price index for all urban consumers for the United States city average, for all items on the
latest reference base, or if such index is no longer published, such other index as the department determines is
appropriate. The CPI for any calendar year is the 12-month average of the CPI published by the United States
Department of Labor, as of the close of the 12-month period ending on August 31 of each calendar year.

VI. “Department” means the department of environmental services.
VII. “Early reduction allowances” means allowances provided to affected CO2 sources for eligible projects

undertaken which have the effect of reducing emissions at the affected CO2 source by an absolute reduction of

emissions during calendar years 2006, 2007, and 2008, from a baseline approved by the department, through
emission rate improvements or permanently reducing utilization of one or more units at a source.

VIII. “International trading programs~ means international programs approved by the department such as the
European Emission Trading Scheme (ETS) and offset credits established under the Clean Development
Mechanism (CDM) to be used to obtain equivalent RGGI offset allowances pursuant to RSA 125-0:22, 11(b).

IX. “Market settling period” means the first 14 months of any compliance period.
X. “Offset allowances” means allowances issued to projects determined to be eligible by the department

undertaken outside of the electric power sector to reduce CO2 or CO2 equivalent emissions.
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XI. “PSNH” means Public Service Company ofNew Hampshire or any successor to the company’s public
utility franchise.

XII. “Regional greenhouse gas initiative” or “RGGI” or “RGGI program” means the program to implement the
memorandum of understanding (MOU) between signatory states, dated December 20, 2005, as amended on
August 8, 2006 and April 20, 2007, and the corresponding model rule to establish a regional CO2 emissions

budget and allowance trading program for emissions from fossil fuel-fired electricity generating units.
XIII. “Regional organization” means a non-profit organization formed by the signatory states to RGGI to

provide technical and administrative assistance for such things as: emissions and allowance tracking, offsets
development and implementation, allowance market monitoring, and data collection. The organization shall have
no regulatory or enforcement authority.

XIV. “Retire” means submitting a RGGI allowance to the department for compliance or other purpose or
retaining a RGGI allowance by the department such that the allowance may never be sold or otherwise used
again.

XV. “RGGI allowance” means a limited authorization to emit one ton of CO2 issued by the department or other

RGGI signatory state in accordance with this subdivision or the RGGI program and shall include budget
allowances, offset allowances, and early reduction allowances.

XVI. “Stage-one trigger event” means a 12-month rolling average CO2 allowance price that is equal to or

greater than $7 in 2005 dollars, such figure adjusted annually on January 1 of each calendar year according to the
consumer price index, but only when such a rolling average price occurs in any 12-month period beginning after
the end of the market settling period.

XVII. “Stage-2 trigger event” means a 12-month rolling average CO2 allowance price that is equal or greater

than $10 in 2005 dollars, such figure adjusted annually on January 1 of each calendar year according to the
consumer price index plus 2 percentage points, but only when such a rolling average price occurs in any 12-
month period beginning after the end of the market settling period.

Source. 2008, 182:2, eff. June 11,2008.

Section 125-0:21

125-0:21 Carbon Dioxide Emissions Budget Trading Program. —

I. The department shall establish and enforce a CO2 emissions budget trading program consistent with this
subdivision that shall be in substantial accordance with the RGGI program.

II. The program shall include a statewide annual budget allowance of 8,620,460 tons during the years 2009
through 2014. Beginning January 1, 2015 and ending December 31, 2018, the budget shall decline by 215,512
tons per year, resulting in a 10 percent total reduction from the initial budget, after which it shall remain
unchanged until further legislative action.

III. The department shall make available for sale at one or more auctions all of the budget allowances for a
given year, except for those granted or reserved under RSA 125-0:22, VI, 125-0:24, and 125-0:25. The
department may also make available for sale at one or more auctions a portion of future year budget allowances.
Such auctions may be conducted in coordination with other states. Revenues from the sale of allowances shall be
deposited in the greenhouse gas emissions reduction fund established under RSA 125-0:23.

IV. The departhient shall grant to affected CO2 sources early reduction allowances, at no cost, for projects
eligible to receive such allowances.

V. The department shall grant offset allowances to owners of eligible offset projects located in New
Hampshire.

VI. The department and the commission shall report on an annual basis to the air pollution advisory committee
under RSA 125-J:1 1 and the legislative oversight committee on electric utility restructuring under RSA 374-F:5,
on the status of the implementation of RGGI in New Hampshire, with emphasis on the prices and availability of
RGGI allowances to affected CO2 sources and the trends in electric rates for New Hampshire businesses and

ratepayers. The report shall include but not be limited to:
(a) The number of allowances sold in the RGGI program and the type of entities purchasing allowances;
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(b) The number of unsold allowances in the RGGI program;
(c) The available price data of allowances from the regional auction and secondary markets;
(d) Market monitoring reports;
(e) The CO2 emissions by affected source, state, and RGGI region;

(f) The spending of revenues from auction allowances by each RGGI state; and
(g) The allocation and spending of the greenhouse gas emissions reduction fund, including associated energy

savings and emissions reductions.
(h) The status of any proposed or adopted federal CO2 cap and trade program, the impact on New

Hampshire’s ROOT program, and recommendations for any proposed legislation necessary to accommodate the
federal program.

VII. The department may establish and enforce the CO2 emissions budget trading program in cooperation and

coordination with other states or countries that are participating in regional, national or international CO2

emissions trading programs with the same or similar purpose including:
(a) Entering into any agreement or arrangement with the representatives of other states, including the

formation of a for-profit or non-profit corporation, any form of association or any other form of organization, in
this or another state; and

(b) Participating in any such corporation, association, or organization, and in any activity in furtherance of
the purposes of this subdivision, in any capacity including, but not limited to, as directors or officers.

VIII. Any actions taken under this subdivision by the department or the commission shall not constitute a
waiver of sovereign immunity and shall not be deemed consent to suit outside ofNew Hampshire.

Source. 2008, 182:2, eff. June 11,2008.

Section 125-0:22

125-0:22 Compliance; Permit Required. —

I. Each affected CO2 source shall obtain and retire a quantity of ROOT allowances equivalent to its CO2

emissions from fossil-fuel fired generation for each compliance period.
II. An affected CO2 source may use offset allowances for up to 3.3 percent of its compliance obligation, except

that in a given compliance period:
(a) If a stage-one trigger event occurs, an affected CO2 source may use offset allowances for up to 5 percent

of its compliance obligation; and
(b) If a stage-2 trigger event occurs, the compliance period shall be extended to 4 years and an affected CO2

source may use offset allowances for up to 10 percent of its compliance obligation, including offset allowances or
credits permanently retired from eligible international trading programs, as approved by the department.

III. Purchasers or acquirers of ROOT allowances may retain unused ROOT allowances without limit. Affected
CO2 sources may use retained RGGI allowances in future compliance periods.

IV. No person shall operate an affected CO2 source without a temporary or operating permit issued by the

department in accordance with this chapter and RSA 125-C. An affected CO2 source that is in operation upon the

effective date of this subdivision, shall submit a complete application for a permit modification to the department
no later than January 1, 2009. Applications for permits shall be upon such forms, and shall include such
information as the commissioner requires under rules adopted pursuant to RSA 541-A. The commissioner shall
act upon a permit application within a reasonable period of time.

V. In addition to the provisions set forth in RSA 125-0:7, an affected CO2 source that fails to obtain and retire

sufficient ROOT allowances during a compliance period, in accordance with RSA 125-0:22, I, shall obtain and
surrender 3 ROOI budget or early reduction allowances in the next compliance period for each RGOI allowance
that the affected CO2 source was short in obtaining compliance.

VT. Budget allowances shall be provided to affected CO2 sources as needed and upon request for CO2
emissions in periods of operation during which an Operating Procedure 4 capacity deficiency alert is in force as
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established by the ISO New England Inc. The department shall reserve from auction for such emergency
conditions a quantity of allowances equal to one percent of the annual budget allowances which shall be the
maximum made available in a given year under this paragraph. The department shall directly sell these
allowances to the affected CO2 sources at the last regional auction clearing price. Those allowances reserved but

not sold in a given year as provided in this paragraph shall be auctioned the following calendar year.
VII. Upon recommendation of the commission, the governor with consent of the executive council may declare

an emergency supply crisis, and the governor and council may allow affected CO2 sources to forgo strict
compliance with paragraph I for a given compliance period and be given reprieve from any associated penalties,
provided that those affected CO2 sources obtain and retire an additional number of allowances during the next

compliance period equivalent to any shortfall in allowances that may have occurred for the compliance period
during which the declared emergency was made.

VIII. A distribution company may recover the actual, prudent and reasonable costs of investments in carbon
emissions reduction or capture technologies through its default service charge pursuant to RSA 369-B:3, IV(b)(l)
(A), provided that the commission first determines that the investment is in the public interest.

Source. 2008, 182:2, eff. June 11, 2008.

Section 125-0:23

125-0:23 Greenhouse Gas Emissions Reduction Fund. —

I. There is hereby established a greenhouse gas emissions reduction fund. This nonlapsing, special fund shall
be continually appropriated to the commission to be expended in accordance with this section. The state treasurer
shall invest the moneys deposited therein, as provided by law. Income received on investments made by the state
treasurer shall also be credited to the fund. All programs supported by these funds shall be subject to audit by the
commission as deemed necessary. A portion of the fund moneys shall be used to pay for commission and
department costs to administer this subdivision, including contributions for the state’s share of the costs of the
RGGI regional organization. Any new employee positions to be paid for using fund moneys shall be approved by
the fiscal committee of the general court pursuant to RSA 124:15. The commission shall transfer from the fund to
the department such costs as may be budgeted and expended, or otherwise approved by the fiscal committee and
the governor and council, for the department’s cost of administering this subdivision.

II. Fund moneys shall be used to support energy efficiency, conservation, and demand response programs to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions generated within the state, which may include programs proposed and
administered by private entities, as well as by the department, the commission, and other state and local
governmental agencies. Such programs may include, but not be limited to, improving the electrical and thermal
energy efficiency of New Hampshire’s residential housing and commercial building stock via weatherization,
energy auditing, energy efficiency related work force training and development, revolving loan funds for
efficiency related investment, related industrial process and control systems, integration of passive solar heating
and ventilation systems, and efforts to increase adherence to energy related building and electrical codes. These
funds shall not be transferred or used for any other purpose.

III. At least 10 percent of the moneys shall be used to assist low-income residential customers, as defined by
the commission and in a manner compatible with other low-income programs administered by the commission, to
reduce total energy use including heating fuels and to foster the development and retrofitting of highly efficient
and affordable housing.

IV. Notwithstanding paragraphs I, II, and III, all amounts in excess of the threshold prices listed below for any
allowance sale made prior to January 1, 2016 that are deposited in the fund shall be rebated to all electric
ratepayers in the state on a per-kilowatt-hour basis, in a timely manner, to be determined by the commission. For
the following years listed, the threshold price shall be:

(a) 2009, $6/ton.
(b) 2010, $8/ton.
(c) 2011 and 2012, $9/ton.
(d) 2013 and 2014, $12/ton.
(e) 2015, $15/ton.
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(f) After 2015, no threshold price.
V. In the event that the commission finds that a significant amount of unencumbered dollars have accumulated

in the greenhouse gas emissions reduction fund, and are not needed for program purposes, the commission shall
refund such unencumbered dollars to ratepayers in a timely manner.

VI. All penalties collected pursuant to this subdivision shall be deposited in the greenhouse gas emissions
reduction fund.

VII. In selecting programs to be funded under this section the commission shall consider, at a minimum, the
extent to which the proposed program can be expected to:

(a) Reduce greenhouse gas emissions from all fuels used to provide electricity, heating, and cooling in New
Hampshire;

(b) Be cost-effective;
(c) Reduce New Hampshire’s peak electric load;
(d) Promote market transformation, innovative technology and economic development, and energy cost

savings; and
(e) Otherwise be consistent with the public interest and the purposes of this subdivision.

Source. 2008, 182:2, eff. June 11, 2008.

Section 125-0:24

125-0:24 Conversion of Allowances. —

I. PSNH shall receive credit for allowances received prior to the inception of the RGGI program in the manner
described in this section.

II. PSNH shall submit all necessary documentation to the department by January 30, 2009 relative to
compliance with RSA 125-0:3, 111(d).

III. PSNH shall submit all necessary documentation to the department within 90 days of the effective date of
this paragraph relative to RSA 125-0:5, III.

IV. As soon as practicable after the start of the program, the department shall determine the number of
allowances previously allocated to PSNH under RSA 125-0:3, II or awarded to PSNH under RSA 125-0:5, III,
that remain in PSNH’s account of CO2 allowances held by the department as banked allowances, after the
company has completed compliance with the emissions cap of RSA 125-0:3, 111(d) for the 2007 and 2008
calendar years.

V. At the distribution rate specified in paragraph VI, the department shall grant to PSNH budget allowances, at
no cost, equivalent to the total of the banked allowances pursuant to paragraph IV minus the early reduction
allowances granted to PSNH under RSA 125-0:2 1, IV. PSNH shall be obligated to apply for early reduction
allowances for any eligible projects it has undertaken.

VI. The department shall grant budget allowances pursuant to this section as expeditiously as possible, but in
no event shall the amount of budget allowances granted pursuant to this section total more than 2.5 million
allowances per year in years 2009, 2010, and 2011, and 1.5 million allowances in each year thereafter. For each
budget allowance granted, one banked allowance shall be retired.

VII. In the event the state no longer participates in the RGGI program due to legislative action or the RGGI
program becomes invalid or unenforceable as determined by the department and certified to the secretary of state,
the department shall cease granting budget allowances pursuant to paragraphs V and VI. Notwithstanding the
other provisions of this section, PSNH shall have no right or claim to receive any additional budget allowances
under this section beyond those already granted to it up to that point in time when participation in the program
has ceased or the program has become invalid or unenforceable. If this point in time occurs part way through a
year, the number of budget allowances given to PSNH for that year shall be pro-rated based on the distribution
rate in effect for that year, provided the total amount of allowances calculated pursuant to paragraph IV has not
already been granted to PSNH.

VIII. The department shall not grant budget allowances after December 31, 2014 pursuant to this section
without legislative authorization to continue the granting of allowances. Notwithstanding the other provisions of
this section, PSNH shall have no right or claim to receive any additional budget allowances under this section
beyond those already granted by December 31, 2014, should the legislature not authorize continuation of the
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allowance granting.
IX. No remaining banked allowances held by the department originating from the calculation performed under

paragraph IV, shall be used for RGGI compliance purposes after the department ceases to grant budget
allowances in accordance with paragraph VII or VIII. These remaining banked allowances shall not be used for
compliance or exchanged for value in any existing or future federal program. When developing future state
programs, the legislature may recognize the existence of these remaining banked allowances when determining
the future compliance obligations of PSNH.

Source. 2008, 182:2, eff. June 11,2008.

Section 125-0:25

125-0:25 Set Aside for Voluntary Purchase of Renewable Energy Certificates. —

I. The department shall reserve from auction, for retirement purposes, a quantity of budget allowances, not to
exceed one percent of the annual budget, equivalent to the CO2 emissions reductions associated with renewable

energy certificates recognized under RSA 362-F and purchased voluntarily by electricity customers and not
resold.

II. Budgeted allowances reserved under paragraph I not retired at the end of each year shall be auctioned the
following calendar year.

Source. 2008, 182:2, eff. June 11,2008.

Section 125-0:26

125-0:26 Auction of Budget Allowances. — Any rules adopted by the department relative to auctions,
pursuant to RSA 125-0:8, 1(d), shall provide that they:

I. Shall be conducted based on the schedule and frequency adopted by the department in consultation with
other entities participating in the RGGI program;

II. Shall include the sale of allowances for current and future years to promote transparency and price stability
in a manner to be determined by the department in coordination with the regional organization;

Ill. Shall include auction design elements that minimize allowance price volatility, guard against bidder
collusion, and mitigate the potential for market manipulation;

IV. Shall include provisions to address, and to the extent practicable minimize, the potential for allowance
market price volatility during the initial control period of the RGGI program;

V. Shall include provisions to ensure the continued market availability of allowances to entities regulated
under a greenhouse gas emissions allowance trading program, taking into account the outcomes of auctions and
monitoring of the allowance market, which may include the adoption of a flexible process that allows for ongoing
modification of auction design and procedures in response to allowance market conditions and allowance market
monitoring data, provided that the process allows for public comment and input; and

VI. May be open to all qualified participants, and all qualified participants may sell or otherwise agree to
transfer any or all allowances to any eligible entity.

Source. 2008, 182:2, eff. June 11,2008.

Section 125-0:27

125-0:27 Review of the New Hampshire RGGI Program. — At the time of the 2012 comprehensive review
by the signatory states as required in the MOU, the commission and the department shall concurrently review
New Hampshire specific elements of the RGGI program, in particular 125-0:23, IV and 125-0:25, and include
the results of such review in the agencies’ annual report under RSA 125-0:2 1, VI.

Source. 2008, 182:2, eff. June 11,2008.
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Section 125-0:28

125-0:28 Cost Recovery. — If the owner of an affected CO2 source is a public utility pursuant to RSA 362:2

that provides electric distribution service pursuant to RSA 374-F, the owner may recover through the utility’s
default service charge all prudently incurred costs of complying with the requirements of this subdivision in a
manner approved by the commission. In the event PSNH sells an affected CO2 source, any cost recovery

associated with this chapter shall be governed by RSA 369-B:3-a.

Source. 2008, 182:2, eff. June 11,2008.
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TITLE XXXIV
PUBLIC UTILITIES

CHAPTER 369-B
ELECTRIC RATE REDUCTION FINANCING AND COMMISSION

ACTION

Section 369-B:1

369-B:1 Declaration of Purpose and Findings. — The general court finds that:
I. The restructuring of electric utilities to allow retail electric competition and less costly regulation is in the

public interest. New Hampshire is implementing such restructuring to create retail customer choice, which will
provide retail electric service at lower costs.

II. The divestiture of electric generation by New Hampshire electric utilities will facilitate the competitive
market in generation service. Further, the proceeds of generation divestitures may decrease rates for the
customers of transmission and distribution utilities.

III. The establishment of structured financing options for electric utilities will facilitate reductions in
transmission and distribution rates for all customer classes, thereby advancing the near term rate relief principle
of RSA 374-F:3, XI, without creating any debt or fmancial obligation of the state or other adverse impacts upon
the state’s finances or credit rating.

IV. The state agrees that its pledge, contract, and agreement and the pledge of the commission not to impair the
rights or remedies of holders of rate reduction bonds creates a secure expectation of repayment on the part of
such holders.

V. Pursuant to 1999, 289:3, I, the commission has held hearings regarding the original proposed settlement to
restructure the Public Service Company ofNew Hampshire (PSNH) and has issued its April 19 order, accepting
the original proposed settlement as being in the public interest and consistent with New Hampshire law, and as a
final resolution of the dockets listed therein, subject to the conditions listed in the April 19 order.

VI. Pursuant to 1999, 289:3, I, the commission has held hearings with respect to the securitization proposal
contained in the original proposed settlement and has found that implementation of that securitization proposal,
subject to the conditions listed in the April 19 order, will result in benefits to customers that are substantially
consistent with the principles contained in RSA 374-F: 3 and RSA 369-A: 1, X and with RSA 369-A: 1, XI.

VII. Implementation of that securitization proposal, subject to the conditions listed in the April 19 order, and as
further modified in this chapter, will result in benefits to customers that are substantially consistent with the
principles contained in RSA 374-F:3 and RSA 369-A:l, X and with RSA 369-A:1, XI.

VIII. Implementation of securitization to achieve the purposes of this chapter requires enactment of further
enabling legislation by the general court, and it is in the public interest to pass such further enabling legislation in
the form of this chapter.

IX. Approval by the commission of a finance order for PSNH that is consistent with the April 19 order, with
subsequent modifications, and subject to the conditions and requirements of this chapter, that is consistent with
the conditions of RSA 369-B:3, IV(b), and that is otherwise substantially consistent with RSA 374-F:3, RSA
369-A:l and RSA 369-B:l is in the public interest.

X. The differences among rate classes in the amount of the stranded cost recovery charge in the April 19 order
are in the public interest. When these differences are combined with the differences in the delivery service charge
among rate classes, and with the differences in the likely market price of energy among rate classes, the overall
total rate reduction is likely to be very close to an equal percentage for all rate classes, which is consistent with
the benefits for all customers principle of RSA 374-F: 3, VI. However, it is also in the public interest that any
further adjustments to charges between the estimated amounts in the April 19 order and 24 months after
competition day be applied equally in cents per kilowatt-hour for all rate classes to which they apply.

XI. The renegotiation of the power purchase obligations requiring PSNH to purchase power from the 6 wood
to-energy facilities and the one trash-to-energy facility is in the public interest in order to reduce the total cost to
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ratepayers of these obligations, and the sharing of the benefits among ratepayers and all of the parties involved in
the renegotiations is in the public interest.

XII. It is in the public interest in the event that the price of transition service during the period that transition
service is provided by PSNH exceeds PSNH’s actual, prudent and reasonable costs of providing such power so as
to create a credit to customers that must be reconciled, that the allocation of this credit between a reduction of the
stranded cost recovery charge and a reduction of the duration of stranded cost recovery be made by the
commission in a maimer that it finds to be in the public interest.

XIII. The commission should design low income programs in a manner that targets assistance and has high
operating efficiency, so as to maximize the benefits that go to the intended beneficiaries of the low income
program.

XIV. The general court requests that the supreme court and any other courts asked to rule on any matters
pertaining to the subject matter of this chapter act as expeditiously as possible. Time is of the essence.

XV. The effect of the stranded cost recovery charge contained in the back-up Delivery Service Rate B tariff as
filed by PSNH with its original proposed settlement is just and reasonable, and does not create a charge similar to
or have the same effect as an exit fee; provided that not later than 33 months after competition day, the
commission shall initiate a rate case on transmission and distribution or delivery services, and this rate case shall
establish a back-up charge that is just and reasonable and based on the cost of providing such back-up services,
including all applicable stranded cost recovery charges, RRB charges, system benefits charges, and taxes, and
retrospectively take effect immediately after 33 months after competition day.

Source. 2000, 249:2, eff. June 12, 2000.

Section 369-B:2

369-B:2 Definitions. — In this chapter:
I. “April 19 ordert’ means commission Order No. 23,443 in Docket DE 99-099 as it was issued on April 19,

2000, excluding any subsequent amendments.
II. “Commission” means the public utilities commission established in RSA 363, as it may be constituted from

time to time, and any successor agency exercising functions similar in purpose to such commission.
III. “Competition day” means competition day as defined in the original proposed settlement, as adjusted by

subsequent modifications.
IV. “Electric utility” means a public utility as defined in RSA 3 62:2 that provides retail electric service.
V. “Finance order” means an order of the commission adopted prior to or following the effective date of this

chapter pursuant to 1999, 289:3, I, pursuant to this chapter, or pursuant to both 1999, 289:3, I and this chapter.
VI. “Financing entity” means any special purpose trust, limited liability company, non-profit corporation, or

other entity that is authorized in accordance with the terms of a finance order to issue rate reduction bonds,
acquire RRB property, or both on behalf of the electric utility, or any combination of such entities.

VII. “Initial transition service end day” means 33 months after competition day.
VIII. “Original proposed settlement” means the “Public Service Company ofNew Hampshire Restructuring

Settlement Agreement” filed with the commission on August 2, 1999.
IX. “PSNH” means Public Service Company ofNew Hampshire.
X. “Rate reduction bonds” (“RRB”) means bonds, notes, certificates of participation or beneficial interest, or

other evidences of indebtedness or ownership, issued pursuant to an executed indenture or other agreement of a
financing entity, in accordance with this chapter, 1999, 289:3, I and II, and RSA 369-A, the proceeds of which
are used, directly or indirectly, to provide, recover, finance, or refinance RRB costs, and which, directly or
indirectly, are secured by, evidence ownership interests in, or are payable from, RRB property.

XI. “Retail customer” means any person or entity purchasing directly or otherwise obtaining or being supplied
directly with retail electric service for end use consumption, including those served under special contracts.

XII. “Retail electric service” means the delivery of electric power through the provision of transmission and/or
distribution service by an electric utility to a retail customer, regardless of such retail customer’s source of electric
power, and shall include any back-up, maintenance, emergency, and other delivery service provided to a retail
customer by an electric utility.

XIII. “RRB charge” means those retail electric service rates that are authorized by the commission in a finance
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order to recover those RRB costs that are eligible to be funded with the proceeds of rate reduction bonds pursuant
to this chapter and the costs of providing, recovering, financing, or refinancing such RRB costs through a plan
approved by the commission in the finance order, including the costs of issuing, servicing, and retiring rate
reduction bonds. The RRB charge authorized by the commission may vary by cost of service, by customer class,
and between special contract customers. All RRB charges shall be assessed on a per kilowatt-hour basis, and
shall be non-bypassable as provided in RSA 369-B:4, IV.

XIV. “RRB costs” means expenditures which are incurred by an electric utility or which an electric utility is
obligated to incur either prior to or subsequent to the effective date of this chapter, and costs approved by the
commission to mitigate such expenditures, as shall be designated in a finance order approved by the commission
and which may include but are not limited to:

(a) Expenditures incurred in respect of generation assets, entitlements, and acquisition premiums.
(b) Expenditures incurred in respect to the buyout, buydown, restructuring or renegotiation of power

purchase obligations.
(c) Expenditures incurred in respect to regulatory assets.
(d) Expenditures incurred to refinance or retire existing debt or existing equity capital of the electric utility

and any costs related thereto.
(e) Amounts necessary to recover federal or state taxes actually paid by an electric utility, which tax liability

recovery is modified by the transactions approved in a finance order issued by the commission pursuant to this
chapter.

(f) Reasonable costs, as approved by the commission, relating to the issue, servicing, or refinancing of rate
reduction bonds under the provisions of this chapter, including, without limitation, principal and interest
payments and accruals, sinking fund payments, debt service and other reserves, costs of credit enhancement,
indemnities, if any, owed to the state or the trustee for the rate reduction bonds, issuance costs and redemption
premiums, if any, and all other reasonable fees, costs, and charges in respect of rate reduction bonds.

XV. “RRB property” means the irrevocable vested property right created pursuant to this chapter and one or
more finance orders, including, without limitation, the right, title, and interest of an electric utility or a financing
entity in and to all revenues, collections, claims, payments, money, or proceeds of or arising from the RRB
charge authorized to be imposed and collected pursuant to such finance orders to recover RRB costs and the costs
of paying, financing, reimbursing, or refinancing the RRB costs, including the reasonable costs of issuing,
servicing, and retiring rate reduction bonds, and in and to all rights to obtain adjustments to such RRB charge
pursuant to the terms of RSA 369-B :4, III and the finance order, all as determined by the commission in its
approval of such finance orders. “RRB property” shall constitute a current and irrevocable vested property right,
notwithstanding the fact that the value of such property right may depend upon electricity usage or the
performance of certain services.

XVI. “Security interest” means a security interest as defined in RSA 382-A:l-201(37).
XVII. “Service territory” means, with respect to any electric utility, the geographic area established by the

commission as the retail electric service territory of such electric utility, as such territory is depicted on the
“Electric Utilities Franchise Areas” map issued by the commission, dated July 1, 1993, together with any other
geographic area in which such electric utility actually provided retail electric service on such date and any new
geographic areas in which such electric utility is granted a franchise for the provision of retail electric service
subsequent to such date.

Source. 2000, 249:2, eff. June 12, 2000. 2001, 29:9, eff. May 22, 2001. 2003, 56:1, eff. July 20, 2003.

Section 369-B:3

369-B:3 Authority to Issue Finance Orders to Finance RRB Costs. —

I. The commission is authorized, upon the petition of an electric utility and after a hearing, to issue one or more
finance orders pursuant to which rate reduction bonds shall be issued, if the commission finds that the issuance of
such finance order or finance orders is in the public interest as set forth in RSA 369-B:l, IX. Any finance order
adopted pursuant to 1999, 289:3, I and II prior to the effective date of this chapter shall, following the effective
date of this chapter, be deemed to be authorized by this chapter, provided the commission has made the required
finding pursuant to RSA 369-B:3, IV(b).
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II. Notwithstanding any law, rule, or regulation to the contrary, except as otherwise provided in RSA 369-B :4,
III with respect to RRB property, the finance orders and the RRB charge authorized to be imposed and collected
pursuant to such finance orders shall be irrevocable, and the commission shall not have authority either by
rescinding, altering, or amending the finance order or otherwise, to directly or indirectly, revalue or revise for
ratemaking purposes the RRB costs, or the costs of providing, recovering, financing, or refinancing the RRB
costs, detennine that such RRB charge is unjust or unreasonable, or in any way reduce or impair the value of
RRB property either directly or indirectly by taking such RRB charge (other than any portion of such RRB
charge constituting a servicing fee payable to the electric utility) into account when setting other rates for the
electric utility; nor shall the amount of revenues arising with respect thereto be subject to reduction, impairment,
postponement, or termination.

III. Notwithstanding any law, rule, or regulation to the contrary, any requirement under this chapter, under
1999, 289:3, I and II, under RSA 369-A, or under a finance order that the commission take action with respect to
the subject matter of a finance order shall be binding upon the commission, and the commission shall have no
authority to rescind, alter, or amend that requirement.

IV. The commission shall only issue finance orders that:
(a) Authorize the issuance of an aggregate principal amount of not more than $130,000,000 in rate reduction

bonds to finance renegotiated agreements of the existing power purchase obligations requiring PSNH to purchase
power from the 6 wood-to-energy facilities and the one trash-to-energy facility; and/or

(b) Authorize the issuance of an aggregate principal amount of not more than $670,000,000, minus
$6,000,000 for each month from October 1, 2000 to competition day, in rate reduction bonds. This authorization
is in addition to any amount authorized in subparagraph (a). This issuance must be part of a settlement approved
by the commission under RSA 374-F to implement electric utility restructuring within the service territory of
PSNH. As part of any finance order under this subparagraph (b), the commission must find that the rate reduction
bonds authorized by the finance order are consistent with the April 19 order, with any subsequent modifications.
Any finance order that is issued under this subparagraph (b) shall also contain a statement of the following
conditions, and a finding of the commission that the finance order is consistent with the following conditions:

(1) (A) From competition day until the completion of the sale of PSNH’s ownership interests in fossil and
) hydro generation assets located in New Hampshire, PSNH shall supply all, except as modified pursuant to RSA

374-F :3, V(f), transition service and default service offered in its retail electric service territory from its
generation assets and, if necessary, through supplemental power purchases in a manner approved by the
commission. The price of such default service shall be PSNH’s actual, prudent, and reasonable costs of providing
such power, as approved by the commission;

(B) (i) Transition service for residential customers, street lighting customers, and general delivery service
rate G customers shall be available until at least 24 months after initial transition service end day or as extended
by the commission under RSA 374-F:3, V. From competition day until 21 months after competition day, the price
of transition service for these customers shall be $0.044 per kilowatt-hour together with, for those customers
choosing a renewable energy transition service option under RSA 374-F:3, V(f), the price of the renewable
energy component. From 21 months after competition day until initial transition service end day, the price of
transition service for these customers shall be $0.046 per kilowatt-hour together with, for those customers
choosing a renewable energy transition service option under RSA 374-F:3, V(f), the price of the renewable
energy component;

(ii) From initial transition service end day to the day that PSNH ceases to provide transition service, the
price of transition service shall be PSNH’s actual, prudent, and reasonable costs of providing such power, as
approved by the commission, together with, for those customers choosing a renewable energy transition service
option under RSA 374-F:3, V(f), the price of the renewable energy component. Thereafter, the price of transition
service, if offered, shall be the competitively bid price for transition service, or as determined under RSA 374-
F:3, V(e), together with, for those customers choosing a renewable energy transition service option under RSA
374-F:3, V(f), the price of the renewable energy component;

(iii) At the end of the transition service period, up to 25 percent of the residential customers, street
lighting customers, and general delivery service rate G customers who have not chosen a competitive supplier
may be assigned randomly to registered competitive suppliers other than the transition service supplier or
suppliers, if the commission finds such random assignment to be in the public interest. The commission shall
develop procedures and regulations for this assignment process. Any random assignment must be affirmatively
approved by an individual customer;
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(C) Transition service for all other customers shall be available until at least 12 months after initial
transition service end day or as extended by the commission under RSA 374-F:3, V. From competition day to 21
months after competition day, the price of transition service for these customers shall be $0.044 per kilowatt-hour
together with, for those customers choosing a renewable energy transition service option under RSA 374-F :3, V
(f), the price of the renewable energy component. From 21 months after competition day to the day that PSNH
ceases to provide transition service, the price of transition service shall be PSNH’s actual, prudent, and reasonable
costs of providing such power as approved by the commission, together with, for those customers choosing a
renewable energy transition service option under RSA 374-F: 3, V(f), the price of the renewable energy
component. Thereafter, the price of transition service, if offered, shall be the competitively bid price for transition
service, or as determined under RSA 374-F:3, V(e), together with, for those customers choosing a renewable
energy transition service option under RSA 374-F:3, V(f), the price of the renewable energy component;

(D) Any difference between the price of transition service, exclusive of the portion attributable to the
renewable energy component under RSA 374-F:3, V(f), from competition day to the day that PSNH ceases to
provide transition service and PSNH’s actual, prudent, and reasonable costs of providing such power as
determined by the commission shall first be separated between the 2 groups of customers described in
subparagraphs (b)( 1 )(B) and (b)( 1 )(C), used first to offset any differences described in subparagraph (b)( 1 )(B),
and the net then reconciled for each group of customers either by changing the recovery end date, or by
decreasing the stranded cost recovery charge, or if the recovery end date has passed, by implementing some other
form of equitable recoiiciliation, as the commission finds to be in the public interest;

(E) The commission shall retain the authority to reject any or all bids for transition service at its sole
discretion if it finds such action to be in the public interest. Except as specifically provided in this section, the
commission shall not accept any bid or implement any pricing strategy for transition service that creates any
deferrals;

(F) The selection of a provider or providers of default service prior to 24 months after initial transition
service end day may be combined with the selection of a provider or providers of transition service to the extent
that the commission finds it to be in the public interest;

(2) No amount shall be securitized which was not listed as part of the $688,000,000 proposed for
securitization in the April 19 order, as reduced by any subsequent amortization;

(3) Customer savings shall be not less than the total amount of $450,000,000, excluding savings from rate
reduction financing and merger savings, including the $367,000,000 contained in the original proposed
settlement, and the $6,200,000 resulting from the settlement of issues pertaining to New Hampshire Electric
Cooperative, Inc. A commitment by PSNH to all of the following actions shall be deemed to satisfy this
condition:

(A) PSNH shall credit customers with the higher return associated with accumulated deferred income
taxes (ADITs) as proposed in PSNH’s May 1, 2000 filing;

(B) PSNH shall credit customers with the value derived from using its own assets to provide transition
service for a period of 9 months;

(C) PSNH shall extend from 30 months to 33 months the period during which the delivery service
charge, exclusive of Hydro Quebec transmission support payments, is fixed at 2.8 cents per kilowatt-hour;

(D) PSNH shall absorb the first $7,000,000 of difference of costs that results in the event that transition
service costs during the 12 months following the initial transition service end day exceed the transition service
price for that 12 months, as provided in RSA 369-B:3,IV(b)(l)(B)(i);

(E) PSNH shall reduce the maximum amount of necessary and prudent costs associated with the issuance
of and closing on the securitization financing and any premiums associated with the retirement of debt and
preferred stock from these proceeds that may be recovered from $17,000,000 to $15,000,000. PSNH shall include
in its costs the first $700,000 of the costs of the office of the state treasurer related to reviewing and issuing the
rate reduction bonds;

(F) PSNH agrees to move the Recovery End Date (RED date) to 1 month earlier than it would otherwise
be; and

(G) PSNH agrees that if competition day has not occurred by October 1, 2000, then effective October 1,
2000 PSNH shall temporarily reduce its current effective total rates (base rates plus FPPAC rates) by 5 percent
across the board until either competition day or April 1, 2001, whichever occurs earlier.

(4) In the event that PSNH or its parent company is acquired or otherwise sold or merged:
(A) Such merger, acquisition, or sale shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the commission under RSA
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369, RSA 374, RSA 378 or other relevant provisions of law, and the merger, acquisition, or sale shall be
approved only if it is shown to be in the public interest;

(B) In recognition of the extraordinary benefits provided to PSNH from rate reduction financing, should
PSNH or its parent company be acquired or otherwise sold or merged, such merger, acquisition or sale shall be
subject to the jurisdiction of the commission under the standard set forth in the original proposed settlement. The
commission may approve such a merger if such approval results in the receipt by PSNH customers of a just and
reasonable amount of the cost savings that result from such merger, acquisition or sale.

(C) No acquisition premium paid by an acquiring company for the assets or securities of any acquired
company, resulting from any such merger, acquisition or sale, may in any way increase rates at any time from
what they would have been without the acquisition premium;

(5) The delivery service charge, exclusive of the Hydro Quebec transmission support payments, shall be
fixed for a period of 33 months from competition day at $0.028 per kilowatt-hour;

(6) The total system benefits charge shall be no greater than $0.003 per kilowatt-hour for 33 months from
competition day divided between low-income assistance and energy efficiency/conservation programs. In the
event that the commission finds that a significant amount of unencumbered dollars have accumulated in either
program, and are not needed for program purposes, the commission shall refund such unencumbered dollars to
ratepayers in a timely manner;

(7) All currently existing opportunities shall be continued for retail customers to generate or acquire
electricity for their own use, other than through retail electric service, without an exit fee;

(8) To the maximum extent allowed by federal law, non-discriminatory, open access to PSNH’s
transmission system shall be available to customers, electricity suppliers, marketers, aggregators, and municipal
electric utilities, with charges based only on rates set by federal regulations, plus the actual cost of service for any
services not subject to federal price regulation plus, for retail customers, applicable stranded cost recovery
charges, RRB charges, systems benefit charges, and taxes;

(9) The stranded cost recovery charge, averaged over all customers, shall not exceed $0.0340 per kilowatt-
hour. Any changes in the delivery service charge, stranded cost recovery charge, transition service charge,
systems benefit charge, or any other charge between the estimated amounts in the April 19 order and 24 months
after competition day shall be applied as an equal change in the cost per kilowatt-hour for all rate classes to which
they apply;

(10) The commission shall not order changes in the total rates of customers taking service under special
contracts approved pursuant to RSA 378:18 for the duration of those special contracts in effect as of May 1,
2000. Special contract customers selecting option 2 of the original proposed settlement shall have the energy
charges under the contract reduced by the initial transition service price;

(11) During any sale of electricity generation assets required by this settlement, neither PSNH, nor any
affiliate of PSNH, nor any company that would become an affiliate of PSNH if an announced merger, acquisition
or sale were to be consummated, may bid for those assets;

(12) During any competitive bid process to determine a provider or providers of transition service, or of
default service to any customer belonging to a rate class that at the time of service is eligible to receive transition
service, neither PSNH, nor any affiliate of PSNH, nor any company that would become an affiliate of PSNH if an
announced merger, acquisition or sale were to be consummated, may bid to provide such service;

(13) The commission shall administer the liquidation of any electricity generation assets required to be sold
by the settlement. Any sale of assets located in the state ofNew Hampshire that are administered by the
commission pursuant to this paragraph shall be conducted in this state. The commission shall select the
independent, qualified asset sale specialist who wiii conduct the asset sale process. PSNH shall be allowed to
comment prior to the selection of any such specialist;

(14) The commission shall administer any competitive bid process for transition service or default service
required by the settlement;

(15) Subject to the approval of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), in the event that the
commission either rejects a proposed sale of Seabrook, or fails to act on such application within 180 days after
North Atlantic Energy Corporation’s (NAEC’s) proposed sale application is filed with the commission, and the
failure of the sale is through no fault of Northeast Utilities (NU) or PSNH, NAEC’s return on equity shall be
increased from 7 percent to 150 basis points more than the average 10-year Treasury bond yield for the preceding
6 months, but not less than 7 percent nor more than 11 percent, and then readjusted accordingly at the end of
every 6 month period; and
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(16) No finance order shall be final or effective until PSNH and NU have agreed to dismiss with prejudice
on competition day PSNH’s and NU’s claims and causes of action in all pending litigation associated with the
implementation of RSA 374-F, including civil action No. 97-97-JD (New Hampshire) / 97-12 1 L (Rhode Island).

V. Any finance order that expressly states each and every one of the conditions as set forth in RSA 369-B:3,
IV, and finds that the finance order is consistent with all of these conditions, shall be deemed to satisfy the
conditions and requirements of RSA 369-B:3, IV. If such finance order so satisfies the conditions and
requirements of RSA 369-B: 3, IV and satisfies the other requirements of this chapter, then such finance order
shall be deemed to be authorized by, and issued pursuant to, this chapter.

Source. 2000, 249:2, eff. June 12, 2000. 2001, 29:10, 11, eff. May 22, 2001. 2002, 268:3, eff. May 18, 2002.
2003, 21:2, 3, eff. April 23, 2003.

Section 369-B:3-a

369-B:3-a Divestiture of PSNH Generation Assets. — The sale of PSNH fossil and hydro generation assets
shall not take place before April 30, 2006. Notwithstanding RSA 374:30, subsequent to April 30, 2006, PSNH
may divest its generation assets if the commission finds that it is in the economic interest of retail customers of
PSNH to do so, and provides for the cost recovery of such divestiture. Prior to any divestiture of its generation
assets, PSNH may modify or retire such generation assets if the commission finds that it is in the public interest
of retail customers of PSNH to do so, and provides for the cost recovery of such modification or retirement.

Source. 2003, 21:4, eff. April 23, 2003.

Section 369-B:4

369-B:4 Establishment of RRB Charge to Recover RRB Costs. —

I. A finance order shall establish and place into effect one or more RRB charges that the commission shall
determine to be just and reasonable, including any provisions for subsequent adjustments thereto, that shall
provide for the collection of revenues from retail customers of electric utilities sufficient to recover all RRB costs
approved by the commission in the finance order, including, without limitation, the payment of principal,
premium, if any, interest, credit enhancement, and all other fees, costs, and charges in respect to rate reduction
bonds. Such RRB charge or RRB charges shall be set forth in a schedule or schedules filed with the commission
in such form as may be determined by the commission, but the filing of such schedule shall not affect or be a
condition to the validity of the RRB charge.

II. The commission shall set the RRB charge, per kilowatt-hour of electricity for delivery of retail electric
service, in an amount necessary and sufficient to provide for the full recovery of principal, interest, and credit
enhancement on the rate reduction bonds, in accordance with the amortization schedule for such bonds
determined at the time of offering, as well as all other fees, costs, and charges in respect to the rate reduction
bonds, based upon the electric utility’s reasonable assumptions, including sales forecasts.

III. Notwithstanding any provision of RSA 369-B:3, the commission shall approve such adjustments to the
RRB charge authorized to be imposed and collected pursuant to a finance order as may be necessary to ensure
timely recovery of all RRB costs that are the subject of such finance order, including, without limitation, the costs
of capital associated with the provision, recovery, financing, or refinancing thereof and the costs of issuing,
servicing, and retiring the rate reduction bonds contemplated by such finance order. Such RRB charge shall be
adjusted periodically, but not less frequently than annually nor more frequently than monthly, in accordance with
the finance order. The commission shall provide in a finance order for a procedure for the timely approval by the
commission of periodic adjustments to the RRB charge that is the subject of such finance order. The commission
shall approve such adjustments within 60 days of the filing of such adjustment, or within such shorter period as
the finance order may designate. These adjustments shall generally serve to reconcile the actual RRB charges
collected with the RRB charges expected to have been collected during the relevant prior period in a manner such
that the adjusted RRB charge will be sufficient to provide for scheduled principal, interest, credit enhancement,
fees and other expenses associated with rate reduction bonds payable in the period during which such adjusted
RRB charge will be billed. The electric utility shall include in such filing a report to the commission showing the
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calculation of each such adjustment.
IV. All charges established in a finance order for an electric utility, including, without limitation, the non

bypassable RRB charge, shall be collected from each retail customer of such electric utility by such electric
utility or servicer of the rate reduction bonds or other entity authorized in the finance order or otherwise approved
by the commission. If a retail customer purchases or otherwise obtains retail electric service from any person
other than the electric utility in whose service territory the retail customer is located, including, without
limitation, any successor referred to in RSA 369-B:8, subject to commission approval, the servicer or such new
electricity service provider or successor shall collect all such charges, including, without limitation, such RRB
charge, from the retail customer by or on behalf of the first electric utility with revenues from such RRB charge
remitted solely for the benefit and repayment of rate reduction bonds as a condition to the provision of retail
electric service to such retail customer. Each finance order shall impose commercially reasonable terms on such
electricity service provider or successor responsible for billing or collecting such charges, including, without
limitation, such RRB charge, that are the subject of the finance order. Any retail customer that fails to pay any
RRB charge shall be subject to disconnection of service to the same extent that such customer would, under
applicable law and regulations, be subject to disconnection of service for failure to pay any other charge payable
to an electric utility.

V. The RRB charge shall be charged to and collected from retail customers for such period as prescribed in the
finance order. To the extent that the commission, when issuing a finance order, determines that special treatment
on retail customers’ bills is necessary or desirable to distinguish the RRB charge from other rates and charges in
order to facilitate the successful issuance and sale of rate reduction bonds, it may so provide as part of such
finance order. A finance order shall specify how amounts collected from a retail customer shall be allocated
between the RRB charge and other rates and charges.

VI. The commission shall establish charges for retail customers that purchase or otherwise obtain or are
supplied back-up, maintenance, emergency or other delivery service provided to a retail customer by an electric
utility. Such charges shall be just and reasonable, and shall not be designed in a manner that creates a charge
similar to or has the same effect as an exit fee.

VII. Notwithstanding any statutory or regulatory language to the contrary, the commission shall not authorize
or impose, nor shall any electric utility charge or assess, any exit fee, and nothing herein shall affect the rights as
set forth in RSA 369-B:3, IV(b)(7). An exit fee is any rate or charge that is based in whole or in part on the
amount of electric power and/or retail electric service a customer might have purchased from or through an
electric utility but does not purchase due to conservation efforts, use of alternative non-electric energy sources, or
the consumption of electricity by such customer from generation connected directly to such customer’s electrical
load with no intervening facilities of a regulated utility; provided, however, that an exit fee shall not include a just
and reasonable capacity or demand charge for backup service as defined in RSA 369-B:4, VI.

VIII. In the event of the municipalization of a portion of an electric utility’s service territory, the commission
shall, in matters over which the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission does not have jurisdiction, or has
jurisdiction but chooses to grant jurisdiction to the state, determine, to a just and reasonable extent, the
consequential damages such as stranded investment in generation, storage, or supply arrangements resulting from
the purchase of plant and property from the electric utility and RRB costs, and shall establish an appropriate
recovery mechanism for such damages. Any such damages shall be established, and shall be allocated between
the RRB charge and other rates and charges, in a just and reasonable manner.

IX. Any surplus RRB charge in excess of the amounts necessary to pay principal, premium, if any, interest,
credit enhancement and all other fees, costs, and charges in respect to rate reduction bonds shall be remitted to
the financing entity and shall be used to benefit retail customers unless this would result in a recharacterization of
the tax, accounting, and other intended characteristics of the financing, including, but not limited to, the
following intended characteristics:

(a) Avoiding the recognition of debt on the electric utility’s balance sheet for financial accounting and
regulatory purposes;

(b) Treating the rate reduction bonds as debt of the electric utility or its affiliates for federal income tax
purposes;

(c) Treating the transfer of the RRB property by the electric utility as a true sale for bankruptcy purposes; or
(d) Avoiding any adverse impact of the financing on the credit rating of the rate reduction bonds or the

electric utility.
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Source. 2000, 249:2, eff. June 12, 2000.

Section 369-B:5

369-B:5 Issuance of Rate Reduction Bonds. —

I. An electric utility or financing entity may, from time to time, after approval by the commission in a finance
order or orders, issue rate reduction bonds. The power and authority of such electric utility or financing entity to
issue such bonds shall expire on December 31, 2002.

• II. A fmance order or finance orders shall direct that the proceeds from the issuance of rate reduction bonds
shall be applied only for such purposes approved in such finance order and the financing entity and the electric
utility shall apply such proceeds only for such purposes. Rate reduction bonds may qualify for tax-exempt status
to the full extent of state and federal law.

III. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, RSA 374:30 and RSA 369 shall not apply to any sale,
assignment, or other transfer or grant of a security interest in any RRB property or the issuance of rate reduction
bonds under this chapter.

IV. Rate reduction bonds issued pursuant to finance orders adopted by the commission under the provisions of
this chapter shall not constitute a debt or liability of the state or of any political subdivision thereof, other than
any financing entity established by or on behalf of the state, and shall not constitute a pledge of the full faith and
credit of the state or any of its political subdivisions, other than any financing entity established by or on behalf
of the state, but shall be payable solely from the funds provided therefor pursuant to the provisions of this chapter
and shall not constitute an indebtedness of the state or constitute net tax supported debt of the state within the
meaning of any constitutional or statutory debt limitations or restrictions and, accordingly, shall not be subject to
any statutory limitations on the indebtedness of the state or the net tax supported debt of the state and shall not be
included in computing the aggregate indebtedness of the state or the net tax supported debt of the state in respect
to and to the extent of any such limitations. All rate reduction bonds shall contain on the face thereof a statement
to the following effect: “Neither the full faith and credit nor the taxing power of the State of New Hampshire or
any political subdivision thereof is pledged to the payment of the principal of, or interest on, this bond.” This
paragraph shall in no way preclude bond guarantees or enhancements pursuant to this chapter nor shall it
preclude the payment of compensation for any breach of the state’s pledge contained in RSA 369-B:6, II or for
any action or failure to act by the commission in contravention of RSA 369-B:3 or RSA 369-B:4.

V. The issuance of rate reduction bonds under this chapter shall not directly, indirectly, or contingently
obligate the state or any political subdivision thereof to levy or to pledge any form of taxation therefor or to make
any appropriation for their payment.

VI. The exercise of the powers granted by this chapter shall be in all respects for the benefit of the people of
this state, for the increase of their commerce, welfare, and prosperity, and as the exercise of such powers shall
constitute the performance of an essential public function, neither any electric utility, any affiliate of any electric
utility, any financing entity, nor any collection or other agent of any of the foregoing shall be required to pay any
taxes or assessments upon or in respect of any revenues or property received, acquired, transferred, or used by
any electric utility, any affiliate of any electric utility, any financing entity, or any collection or other agent of any
of the foregoing under the provisions of this chapter or upon or in respect of the income therefrom, and any rate
reduction bonds shall be treated as notes or bonds of a political subdivision of the state for purposes of RSA 77.

VII. Rate reduction bonds are made and declared:
(a) Securities in which all public officers and public bodies of the state and its political subdivisions, all

insurance companies, state banks and trust companies, national banking associations, savings banks, savings and
loan associations, investment companies, executors, administrators, trustees and other fiduciaries and electric
utility consumers may properly and legally invest funds, including capital in their control or belonging to them;
and

(b) Securities which may properly and legally be deposited with and received by any state or municipal
officer or any agency or political subdivision of the state for any purpose for which the deposit of bonds or
obligations of the state is now or may be authorized.

VIII. Rate reduction bonds shall mature at such time or times approved by the commission in the finance order,
but not more than 14 years after competition day.

IX. The state treasurer, or other state official designated by the state treasurer, shall have oversight over the
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terms and conditions of rate reduction bond issuances, to assure that the electric utility exercises fiscal prudence
and achieves the lowest overall cost for the rate reduction bonds.

X. Subject to the approval of the commission and the oversight of the state treasurer, or other state official
designated by the state treasurer, rate reduction bonds issued and at any time outstanding may, if and to the extent
permitted under the indenture or other agreement pursuant to which they are issued, be refunded by other rate
reduction bonds.

XI. The state treasurer’s oversight under RSA 369-B:5, IX and X shall not be governed by the provisions of
RSA 541 or 541-A.

Source. 2000, 249:2, eff. June 12, 2000.

Section 369-B:6

369-B:6 Creation, Assignment, and Pledge of RRB Property. —

I. The RRB charge shall constitute RRB property when, and to the extent that, a finance order authorizing such
RRB charge has become effective in accordance with this chapter, and the RRB property shall thereafter
continuously exist as a current and irrevocable vested property right for all purposes with all of the rights and
privileges of this chapter for the period and to the extent provided in the finance order, but in any event until the
rate reduction bonds, including all principal, interest, premium, costs, and arrearages on such bonds, are paid in
full. Prior to its sale or other transfer by the electric utility pursuant to this chapter, RRB property shall be a
vested contract right of the electric utility, notwithstanding any contrary treatment thereof for accounting, tax, or
other purpose. Upon application by an electric utility or a financing entity, or upon its own motion, the
commission shall have authority to initiate such other proceedings, hold such other hearings, and take such other
actions as may be necessary to implement, protect, and preserve the value of the finance order, the RRB charge
specified therein, and the RRB property.

II. The state does hereby pledge, contract, and agree with the owners of RRB property and holders of and
trustees for rate reduction bonds that neither the state, nor any of its agencies, including the commission, shall
limit, alter, amend, reduce, or impair the RRB charge, RRB property, finance orders, and all rights thereunder or
ownership thereof or security interest therein until the rate reduction bonds, including all principal, interest,
premium, costs and arrearages thereon, are fully met and discharged, provided nothing contained in this
paragraph shall preclude the limitation, alteration, amendment, reduction, or impairment if and when adequate
provision shall be made by law for the protection of such owners, holders and trustees. The state does hereby
acknowledge that such owners, holders and trustees may and will rely on this pledge, contract, and agreement and
that any such limitation, alteration, amendment, reduction, or impairment without such adequate provision will
irreparably harm such owners, holders and trustees. The state treasurer and the financing entity are each
authorized to include this pledge, contract, agreement, and acknowledgment of the state in the documentation
relating to the rate reduction bonds.

III. An electric utility may sell and assign all or portions of its interest in RRB property to an affiliate to the
extent approved in the pertinent finance orders. An electric utility or its affiliate may sell or assign its interests to
one or more financing entities that make that property the basis for issuance of rate reduction bonds to the extent
approved in the pertinent fmance orders. An electric utility, its affiliate, or a financing entity may pledge RRB
property as collateral, directly or indirectly, for rate reduction bonds to the extent approved in the pertinent
finance orders providing for a security interest in the RRB property, in the manner set forth in RSA 369-B:7. In
addition, RRB property may be sold or assigned by:

(a) The financing entity or a trustee for the holders of rate reduction bonds in connection with the exercise of
remedies upon a default; or

(b) Any person acquiring the RRB property after a sale or assignment pursuant to this paragraph.
IV. To the extent that any interest in RRB property is so sold or assigned, or is so pledged as collateral, the

commission shall require the electric utility to contract with the financing entity that it will continue to operate its
system to provide service to its retail customers, will collect amounts in respect of the RRB charge for the benefit
and account of the financing entity, and will account for and remit these amounts to or for the account of the
financing entity. Contracting with the financing entity in accordance with that authorization shall not impair or
negate the characterization of the sale, assignment, or pledge as an absolute transfer, a true sale, or security
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interest, as applicable, and shall not cause the electric utility to be subject to the provisions of RSA 358-C.
Contracts or other arrangements entered into between an electric utility and a financing entity shall not be subject
to the provisions of RSA 366. Neither a finance entity nor any other person that is an assignee or pledgee of RRB
property shall for any purpose be considered to be an electric utility or a person providing electric service solely
by virtue of the transactions described in this chapter.

V. A transfer of RRB property by an electric utility to an affiliate or to a financing entity, or by an affiliate of
an electric utility or a financing entity to another financing entity, that the parties have expressly stated in the
governing documentation to be a sale or other absolute transfer, in a transaction approved in a finance order and
made in connection with the issuance of rate reduction bonds shall be treated as an absolute transfer of all of the
transferor’s right, title, and interest, as in a true sale, and not as a pledge or other financing, of the RRB property,
in each case notwithstanding any contrary treatment of such transfer for accounting, tax, or other purposes.
According the holders of rate reduction bonds a preferred right to revenues of the electric utility or the provision
by the electric utility of other credit enhancement with respect to rate reduction bonds shall not impair or negate
the characterization of any transfer as a true sale, in each case notwithstanding any contrary treatment of such
transfer for accounting, tax, or other purposes. Any finance order shall remain in full force and effect
notwithstanding any bankruptcy, reorganization, or other insolvency proceeding with respect to the debtor,
pledgor, or transferor of RRB property.

VI. A transfer of RRB property shall be deemed perfected as against third persons and shall vest title to the
RRB property in the transferee when both of the following have taken place:

(a) A finance order authorizing the RRB charge included in the RRB propQrty has become effective in
accordance with this chapter.

(b) An assignment of the RRB property in writing has been executed and delivered to the transferee.
VII. As between bona fide assignees of the same right for value without notice, the assignee first filing

financing statements in accordance with Article 9 of RSA 382-A naming the assignor of the RRB property as
debtor and identif~ring the RRB property has priority. Any description of the RRB property shall be sufficient if it
refers to the finance order creating the RRB property. A copy of the financing statements shall be filed by the
assignee with the commission, and the commission may require the assignor or the assignee to make other filings
with respect to the transfer in accordance with procedures it may establish, but the filing with the commission and
such other filings shall not affect the perfection of the transfer.

VIII. The interest of an assignee or pledgee in RRB property and in the revenues and collections arising from
such RRB property are not subject to setoff, counterclaim, surcharge, or defense by the electric utility or any
other person or in connection with the bankruptcy of the electric utility or any other person.

Source. 2000, 249:2, eff. June 12, 2000.

Section 369-B:7

369-B:7 Security Interests in RRB Property. —

I. To the extent the provisions of this section conflict with Article 9 of RSA 382-A, this section shall apply.
II. A security interest in RRB property is valid, is enforceable against the pledgor and third parties, subject to

the rights of any third parties holding security interests in the RRB property perfected in the manner described in
this section, and attaches when all of the following have taken place:

(a) A finance order authorizing the RRB charge included in the RRB property has become effective in
accordance with this chapter.

(b) Value has been given by the pledgees of the RRB property.
(c) The pledgor has signed a security agreement covering the RRB property.

III. A valid and enforceable security interest in RRB property is perfected when it has attached and when
financing statements have been filed in accordance with Article 9 of RSA 382-A naming the pledgor of the RRB
property as “debtor” and identifying the RRB property. Any description of the RRB property shall be sufficient if
it refers to the finance order creating the RRB property. A copy of the financing statement shall be filed with the
commission by the pledgor or transferor of the RRB property, and the commission may require the pledgor or
transferor to make other filings with respect to the security interest in accordance with procedures it may
establish, but the filing with the commission and such other filings shall not affect the perfection of the security
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interest. A financing statement filed pursuant to this section is effective until a termination statement is filed.
IV. A perfected security interest in RRB property is a continuously perfected security interest in all revenues

and proceeds arising with respect thereto, whether or not the revenues or proceeds have accrued. Conflicting
security interests shall rank according to priority in time of perfection. RRB property shall constitute property for
all purposes, including for contracts securing rate reduction bonds, whether or not the revenues and proceeds
arising with respect thereto have accrued.

V. Subject to the terms of the security agreement covering the RRB property and the rights of any third parties
holding security interests in the RRB property perfected in the manner described in this section, the validity and
relative priority of a security interest created under this section are not defeated or adversely affected by the
conmiingling of revenues and proceeds arising with respect to the RRB property with other funds of the electric
utility that is the pledgor or transferor of the RRB property, or by any security interest in a deposit account of that
electric utility into which the revenues and proceeds are deposited or in such revenues and proceeds themselves
perfected under Article 9 of RSA 382-A or otherwise. Subject to the terms of the security agreement, the
pledgees of the RRB property shall have a perfected security interest in all cash and deposit accounts of the
electric utility in which revenues and proceeds arising with respect to the RRB property have been conuningled
with other funds, but the perfected security interest shall be limited to an amount not greater than the amount of
the revenues and proceeds with respect to the RRB property received by the electric utility within 12 months
before (1) any default under the security agreement or (2) the institution of insolvency proceedings by or against
the electric utility, less payments from the revenues and proceeds to the pledgees during that 12-month period.
Nothing in this paragraph shall exempt the debtor from the tracing requirements of federal bankruptcy law.

VI. If an event of default occurs under the security agreement covering the RRB property, the pledgees of the
RRB property, subject to the terms of the security agreement, shall have all rights and remedies of a secured party
upon default under Article 9 of RSA 382-A, and shall be entitled to conduct a secured party sale of the RRB
property or otherwise enforce their security interest in the RRB property, subject to the rights of any third parties
holding prior security interests in the RRB property perfected in the manner provided in this section. In addition,
the conunission may require, in the finance order creating the RRB property, that, in the event of default by the
electric utility in payment of revenues and proceeds arising with respect to the RRB property, the commission,
upon the application by the pledgees or transferees, including transferees under this section, of the RRB property,
and without limiting any other remedies available to the pledgees or transferees by reason of the default, shall
order the sequestration and payment to the pledgees or transferees of revenues and proceeds arising with respect
to the RRB property. Any order shall remain in full force and effect notwithstanding any bankruptcy,
reorganization, or other insolvency proceedings with respect to the debtor, pledgor, or transferor of the RRB
property. Any surplus in revenues and proceeds in excess of amounts necessary to pay principal, premium, if any,
interest, costs, and arrearages on the rate reduction bonds, and other costs arising under the security agreement,
shall be remitted to the debtor or to the pledgor or transferor.

VII. RSA 382-A:9-204 and RSA 382-A:9-205 shall apply to a pledge of RRB property by an electric utility, an
affiliate of an electric utility, or a financing entity.

VIII. This paragraph sets forth the terms by which a consensual security interest can be created and perfected
in the RRB property. Unless otherwise ordered by the commission with respect to any series of rate reduction
bonds on or prior to the issuance of the series, there shall exist a statutory lien as provided in this paragraph.
Upon the effective date of the finance order, there shall exist a first priority lien on all RRB property then existing
or thereafter arising pursuant to the terms of the finance order. This lien shall arise by operation of this paragraph
automatically without any action on the part of the electric utility, any affiliate thereof, the financing entity, or
any other person. This lien shall secure all obligations, then existing or subsequently arising, under the rate
reduction bonds issued pursuant to the finance order to the holders of such rate reduction bonds, the tmstee or
representative for such holders, and any other entity specified in the finance order. The persons for whose benefit
this lien is established shall, upon the occurrence of any defaults specified in the finance order, have all rights and
remedies of a secured party upon default under Article 9 of RSA 382-A, and shall be entitled to conduct a
secured party sale of the RRB property or otherwise enforce this statutory lien in the RRB property. This lien
shall attach to the RRB property regardless of who shall own, or shall subsequently be determined to own, the
RRB property including any electric utility, company, any affiliate thereof, the financing entity, or any other
person. This lien shall be valid, perfected, and enforceable against the owner of the RRB property and all third
parties upon the effective date of the fmance order without any further public notice; provided, however, that any
person may, but shall not be required to, file a financing statement in accordance with paragraph III of this
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section. Financing statements so filed may be “protective filings” and shall not be evidence of the ownership of
the RRB property. A perfected statutory lien in RRB property is a continuously perfected lien in all revenues and
proceeds arising with respect thereto, whether or not the revenues or proceeds have accrued. Conflicting liens
shall rank according to priority in time of perfection. In addition, the commission may require, in the finance
order creating the RRB property, that, in the event of default by the electric utility in payment of revenues and
proceeds arising with respect to the RRB property, the commission, upon the application by the beneficiaries of
the statutory lien, and without limiting any other remedies available to the beneficiaries by reason of the default,
shall order the sequestration and payment to the beneficiaries of revenues and proceeds arising with respect to the
RRB property. Any order shall remain in full force and effect notwithstanding any bankruptcy, reorganization, or
other insolvency proceedings with respect to the debtor, pledgor, or transferor of the RRB property. Any surplus
in revenues and proceeds in excess of amounts necessary to pay principal, premium, if any, interest, costs, and
arrearages on the rate reduction bonds, and other costs arising in connection with the documents governing the
rate reduction bonds, shall be remitted to the debtor or to the pledgor or transferor.

Source. 2000, 249:2, eff. June 12, 2000.

Section 369-B:8

369-B:8 Successors to Electric Utilities. — Any successor to an electric utility, whether pursuant to any
bankruptcy, reorganization, or other insolvency proceeding, or pursuant to any merger, sale, or transfer, by
operation of law, or otherwise, shall perform and satisfy all obligations of the electric utility with respect to rate
reduction bonds in the same manner and to the same extent as was required of the electric utility before such
proceeding or transfer, including, without limitation, billing, collecting, and paying to the holders of the rate
reduction bonds or their representatives or the applicable financing entity RRB charges and any other revenues
arising with respect to the RRB property and seeking RRB charge adjustments, as necessary and permitted by a
finance order, to recover all RRB costs designated in an applicable finance order or finance orders.

Source. 2000, 249:2, eff. June 12, 2000.

Section 369-B:9

369-B:9 Severability. — If any provision of this chapter, or the application thereof to any person or
circumstance, is held invalid, such invalidity shall not affect other provisions or applications of this chapter, and
to that end, the provisions of this chapter are declared to be severable. Each section of this chapter shall be
severable from all other sections hereof and the nullification of any section of this chapter shall have no effect on
the remaining sections of this chapter.

Source. 2000, 249:2, eff. June 12, 2000.

~3c2-
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TITLE XXXIV
PUBLIC UTILITIES

CHAPTER 365
COMPLAINTS TO, AND PROCEEDINGS BEFORE, THE

COMMISSION

Proceedings Before the Commission

Section 365:19

365:19 Independent Investigation. — In any case in which the commission may hold a hearing it may, before
or after such hearing, make such independent investigation as in its judgment the public good may require;
provided, that, whenever such investigation shall disclose any facts which the commission shall intend to
consider in making any decision or order, such facts shall be stated and made a part of the record, and any party
whose rights may be affected shall be afforded a reasonable opportunity to be heard with reference thereto or in
denial thereof.

Source. 1913, 145:6. PL 238:19. RL 287:19. 1951, 203:11 par. 19, eff. Sept. 1, 1951.
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TITLE LV
PROCEEDINGS IN SPECIAL CASES

CHAPTER 541-A
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE ACT

Section 541-A:31

541-A:31 Availability of Adjudicative Proceeding; Contested Cases; Notice, Hearing and Record. —

I. An agency shall commence an adjudicative proceeding if a matter has reached a stage at which it is
considered a contested case or, if the matter is one for which a provision of law requires a hearing only upon the
request of a party, upon the request of a party.

II. An agency may commence an adjudicative proceeding at any time with respect to a matter within the
agency’s jurisdiction.

III. In a contested case, all parties shall be afforded an opportunity for an adjudicative proceeding after
reasonable notice. The notice shall include:

(a) A statement of the time, place, and nature of the hearing.
(b) A statement of the legal authority under which the hearing is to be held.
(c) A reference to the particular sections of the statutes and rules involved.
(d) A short and plain statement of the issues involved. Upon request an agency shall, when possible, furnish a

more detailed statement of the issues within a reasonable time.
(e) A statement that each party has the right to have an attorney present to represent the party at the party’s

expense.
(f) For proceedings before an agency responsible for occupational licensing as provided in paragraph Vu-a, a

statement that each party has the right to have the agency provide a certified shorthand court reporter at the
party’s expense and that any such request be submitted in writing at least 10 days prior to the proceeding.

IV. Opportunity shall be afforded all parties to respond and present evidence and argument on all issues
involved.

V. (a) Unless precluded by law, informal disposition may be made of any contested case, at any time prior to
the entry of a final decision or order, by stipulation, agreed settlement, consent order or default.

(b) In order to facilitate proceedings and encourage informal disposition, the presiding officer may, upon
motion of any party, or upon the presiding officer’s own motion, schedule one or more informal prehearing
conferences prior to beginning formal proceedings. The presiding officer shall provide notice to all parties prior
to holding any prehearing conference.

(c) Prehearing conferences may include, but are not limited to, consideration of any one or more of the
following:

(1) Offers of settlement.
(2) Simplification of the issues.
(3) Stipulations or admissions as to issues of fact or proof, by consent of the parties.
(4) Limitations on the number of witnesses.
(5) Changes to standard procedures desired during the hearing, by consent of the parties.
(6) Consolidation of examination of witnesses by the parties.
(7) Any other matters which aid in the disposition of the proceeding.

(d) The presiding officer shall issue and serve upon all parties a prehearing order incorporating the matters
determined at the prehearing conference.

VI. The record in a contested case shall include all of the following that are applicable in that case:
(a) Any prehearing order.
(b) All pleadings, motions, objections, and rulings.
(c) Evidence received or considered.
(d) A statement of matters officially noticed.
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(e) Proposed findings and exceptions.
(f) Any decision, opinion, or report by the officer presiding at the hearing.
(g) The tape recording or stenographic notes or symbols prepared for the presiding officer at the hearing,

together with any transcript of all or part of the hearing considered before final disposition of the proceeding.
(h) Staff memoranda or data submitted to the presiding officer, except memoranda or data prepared and

submitted by agency legal counsel or personal assistants and not inconsistent with RSA 541-A:36.
(i) Matters placed on the record after an ex parte communication.

VII. The entirety of all oral proceedings shall be recorded verbatim by the agency. Upon the request of any
party or upon the agency’s own initiative, such record shall be transcribed by the agency if the requesting party or
agency shall pay all reasonable costs for such transcription. If a transcript is not provided within 60 days of a
request by a person who is a respondent party in a disciplinary hearing before an agency responsible for
occupational licensing, the proceeding shall be dismissed with prejudice. Any party may record an oral
proceeding, have a transcription made at the party’s expense, or both, but only the transcription made by the
agency from its verbatim record shall be the official transcript of the proceeding.

VII-a. At the request of a party in any oral proceeding involving disciplinary action before an agency
responsible for occupational licensing except for an emergency action under RSA 541-A:30, III, the record of the
proceeding shall be made by a certified shorthand court reporter provided by the agency at the requesting party’s
expense. A request shall be submitted to the agency in writing at least 10 days prior to the day of the proceeding.

VIII. Findings of fact shall be based exclusively on the evidence and on matters officially noticed in
accordance with RSA 541-A:33, V.

Source. 1994, 412:1. 1999, 33 1:2-4. 2000, 288:20, eff. July 1, 2000.
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August 22, 2008

Mr. Robert A. Bersak, Esq.
Assistant General Counsel
Public Service Company ofNew Hampshire
P.O. Box 330
Manchester, NH 03105

Re: DE 08-103, Public Service Company of New Hampshire
Merrimack Station Scrubber Project
Request for Information

Dear Mr. Bersak:

In the quarterly earnings report (10-Q) filed by Public Service Company ofNew
Hampshire’s (PSNH) parent company Northeast Utilities (NTJ) with the Securities and
Exchange Commission on August 7, 2008, NU reported that it was moving forward with
a project to install a wet flue gas desulphurization system, commonly referred to as
“scrubber” technology, at Merrimack Station in Bow for the purpose of achieving
reductions in mercury emissions as required by RSA 125-0:11 through 18. In its 10-Q,
NU identified an estimated project cost of $457 million, which represents approximately
an 80 percent increase over the original estimate of $250 million.

The Commission has determined pursuant to RSA 365:5 and 365:19 to inquire
into: the status of PSNH’s efforts to install scrubber technology; the costs of such
technology; and the effect installation would have on energy service rates (previously
referred to as the default service charge) for PSNH customers. Accordingly, PSNH is
directed to file, by September 12, 2008, a comprehensive status report on its installation
plans, a detailed cost estimate for the project, an analysis of the anticipated effect of the
project on energy service rates, and an analysis of the effect on energy service rates if
Merrimack Station were not in the mix of fossil and hydro facilities operated by PSNH.

RSA 125-0:11, enacted in 2006, requires PSNH to install new scrubber
technology at Merrimack Station by July 1, 2013 that will achieve at least an 80 percent
reduction in mercury emissions. In addition, subsection VI provides: “The installation of
such technology is in the public interest of the citizens ofNew Hampshire
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and the customers of affected sources.” RSA 369-B:3-a, enacted in 2003, authorizes
PSNH to modif~’ its generation assets only if the Commission first finds “that it is in the
public interest of retail customers of PSNH to do so.” In light of a potential conflict
between these statutory provisions, PSNH is directed to file, also by September 12, 2008,
a memorandum of law addressing the nature and extent of the Commission’s authority
relative to the Merrimack Station scrubber project.

Docket No. DE 08-103, Investigation of PSNH’s Installation of Scrubber
Technology, has been assigned as the repository for the materials to be filed by PSNH.
To the extent PSNH contends any portions of its filings are confidential, it shall file an
appropriate motion. PSNH shall provide a copy of its filings to the Office of Consumer
Advocate, who may also file a memorandum of law by September 12, 2008. The
Commission will consider further actions after it has the opportunity to review the filings.

Sincerely,

Debra A. Howland
Executive Director

cc: Office of Consumer Advocate



Public Service 780 N. Commercial Street, Manchester, NH 03101

of New Hampshire Public Service Company of New Hampshire

P. 0. Box 330
Manchester, NH 03105-0330
(603) 634-3000
(603) 634-2213

longga~psnh.com

The Northeast Utilities System

Gary A. Long
President and Chief Operating Officer

September 2, 2008

Ms. Debra A. Howland
Executive Director and Secretary
New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission
21 Fruit Street
Concord, New Hampshire 03301

Re: Docket No. DE 08-103
Public Service Company ofNew Hampshire
Merrimack Station Scrubber Project
Requestfor Information

Dear Secretary Howland:

Pursuant to the Commission’s Secretarial Letter, dated August 22, 2008, Public Service
Company ofNew Hampshire (“PSNH” or the “Company”) provides this response to the Request
for Information regarding the legislatively mandated installation of wet flue gas desuiphurization
technology (“scrubber” technology) at Merrimack Station, to be installed as soon as possible but
in no case later than July 2013. We have enclosed an original and six copies of PSNH’s
response.

This filing demonstrates that following the installation of the scrubber, Merrimack Station will
continue to be a vital base-load source for reliable and affordable power in the State ofNew
Hampshire, and will have the added benefit of being among the cleanest coal-burning plants in
the nation. PSNH is confident that up to the initiation of this inquiry, it was diligently pursuing
and complying with the legal mandates contained in 2006 N.H. Laws, Chapter 105, the mercury
emissions reduction law (“Scrubber Law”), by moving forward rapidly with the installation of
scrubber technology at Merrimack Station.

As required by the Commission’s Request for Information, PSNH is providing a memorandum
of law, project status report, and response to specific economic inquiries. This information will
serve to support the legislature’s finding that the installation of the scrubber at Merrimack
Station (“the scrubber project” or “Clean Air Project”) is “in the public interest of the citizens of
New Hampshire and the customers of the affected sources.” RSA 125-0:11, VI. The
legislature, in reaching its conclusion that the scrubber installation is in the public interest, did
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not limit itself to economic considerations, but rather performed a careful balancing of the costs
and the ensuing benefits to the public health, welfare, economy, and environment (including
improved air quality and the protection of natural resources)—benefits which contribute to
sustaining the vibrancy of the State and its citizens as a whole. As part of its inquiry, the
Commission must review and comply with the General Court’s Statement of Purpose and
Findings (RSA 125-0:11) as well as the larger statutory context as delineated in the Findings
and Purpose of the Multiple Pollutant Reduction Program (RSA 125-O:1)(”the Clean Power
Act”) in which these societal prerogatives are prioritized.

PSNH has a long history of collaboration with state policymakers and the resolution of difficult
and challenging environmental issues. We are proud of our consistently proactive environmental
stewardship which includes: installation of the first-in-the-nation utility-owned selective
catalytic reduction system at Merrimack Station Unit 2 in 1995 and Unit 1 in 1999 to capture
NOx emissions; the successful, internationally lauded conversion of a fossil-fuel unit (Schiller
Unit 5) in our fleet to a wood-burning facility; our vigorous collaboration on, and crafting of, the
first-in-the-nation groundbreaking four-pollutant bill, the Clean Power Act, RSA Chapter 125-0;
and now, the aggressive installation of a scrubber system at Merrimack Station to significantly
reduce mercury and sulfur dioxide emissions in compliance with the Scrubber Law. At its core,
the Scrubber Law is an environmentally motivated law which will result in improvements to air
quality. With the Clean Air Project, PSNH will capture, at a minimum, 80% of the mercury
entering its coal-fired power boilers which otherwise could be released to the atmosphere.
Additionally, the scrubber technology will remove more than 30,000 tons of S02 emissions each
year. These significant environmental benefits were viewed by the legislature as critical goals,
in the public interest, to be accomplished on an accelerated basis.

The Scrubber Law is itself another example of PSNH’s willingness to work with state
policymakers in resolving critical issues. It is the product of a lengthy collaborative effort that
PSNH spearheaded along with the Governor’s Office, the Office of Energy and Planning, the
Department of Environmental Services, and a number of legislators and environmental groups.
(See the legislative history included in PSNH’s Memorandum of Law.) The legislature,
recognizing that the Scrubber Law represented the delicate balancing of numerous interests,
found the law in its entirety to be in the public interest, as it has plainly and clearly stated within
the law itself, and, in fact, further determined to protect the integrity of the statutory language
with a finding emphasizing the non-severability of the law’s provisions. (RSA 125-0:11, VIII:
“The mercury reduction requirements set forth in this subdivision represent a careful, thoughtful
balancing of cost, benefits, and technological feasibility and therefore the requirements shall be
viewed as an integrated strategy of non-severable components.”)

The Clean Air Project is a vast and complex engineering and craft labor challenge that is in
progress and will take another four years to complete. At its peak, and in addition to the
engineering and management support services, the project will require the efforts of more than
300 union craft workers. PSNH has reached a written accord with organized labor leadership to
utilize union labor on this project to ensure the availability of critical skilled craft workers and to
prioritize work safety on the job. In a recessionary national economy, the importance of this

2
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project to craft labor in terms of steady in-state employment cannot be over-emphasized—one
more example of an important public interest.

Because of its size and complexity, the Clean Air Project must be an extremely well managed,
carefully orchestrated project, and must firmly adhere to critical milestones established in the
overarching project schedule which will control the work of numerous contractors and
subcontractors. PSNH has already completed a number of critical milestones to ensure project
success, as further detailed in this filing.

At this juncture, PSNH has diligently gone through competitive bidding processes for each major
“island” of work and has proceeded to negotiate fixed-price contracts with selected vendors.
The contracts for the scrubber itself and for the new chimney stand ready to be finalized and
executed; the contract for the waste-water treatment facility and site preparation are in final
negotiations. Any delay in issuing these contracts will be a major setback for this project and
will result in additional costs to our customers. Contractors and their subcontractors are only
willing to hold fixed prices for an abbreviated period of time given the rapid escalation of the
prices of raw materials and their need to lock in shop time well in advance for the manufacturing
of components. If any one of PSNH’s major contractors is unwilling to hold prices or
contractual terms or to extend the deadline for execution of contracts, the scrubber project
schedule has the potential to be irreparably disrupted and harmed. This is because the nature of
the scrubber project and the site layout require the sequential completion of many of the
construction islands (for example, consider the new chimney: the foundation work must be done
in non-winter months, followed by the construction of the chimney “shell” which must be
completed in order for the area surrounding the chimney or “drop zone” to be released before
other work can proceed for obvious safety reasons). As a result, this means that even a short
delay now will have a domino effect and a greater than day-for-day impact on the entire project
with the likely result of significant additional costs to the project.

We are mindful of the legislature’s mandate that the scrubber project proceed on an accelerated
basis and refer the Commission, once again, to the Statement of Purpose and Findings, as well as
the legislative history (see PSNH’s Memorandum of Law). Any delay in this project will result
in added costs, while, conversely, an accelerated schedule will save money. Shaving six months
to a year off the project timeline saves significantly on AFUDC costs, avoids escalation in costs
of materials and labor, and will result in early compliance credits for PSNH’ s customers
(Economic Performance Incentives, RSA 125-0:16). We respectfully ask the Commission’s
assistance in complying with the law by expediting the resolution of this inquiry.

It should surprise no one that the costs of this project have increased significantly over the
original preliminary estimates made in late 2004-2005. On May 15, 2008, the Wall Street
Journal reported on the escalation in prices of commodities due to unrelenting global demand--
steel prices, just five months into the new year, were already up 40-50% for the year; coking coal
and scrap steel, key ingredients in steelmaking, had soared 100%; along with a 71% increase in
iron ore prices--all of which are “part of a broader surge in raw-materials prices amid tight
supplies and soaring global demand, fueled in part by the rapid industrialization of India, China
and other developing nations.” However, the cost increases involved in a plant modification are
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dwarfed by the costs of constructing a new plant which have more than doubled in recent years.
According to the Cambridge Energy Research Associates, “the construction of new generating
capacity that would have cost $1 billion in 2000 would cost $2.31 billion if construction began
today” with most of that increase occurring since 2005. ( Wall Street Journal, May 27, 2008.)
PSNH would like to emphasize: time is money in this market.

Merrimack Station’s continued operation ensures that New England has continued fuel diversity
and energy security. The New England region is already highly reliant on natural gas, and
subject to its high price volatility and the vagaries of the natural gas market, as a fuel source for
the power generation sector. Even so, there is very limited activity, and to this point in time,
very unsuccessful efforts, to add new base-load power generation to the New England grid. As
the economy remains difficult, and credit markets tight, the ability to site, permit, finance, and
construct new base-load generation has become nearly impossible. Preservation of the key
existing base-load generation resources like Merrimack Station, while maintaining its positive
economics for customers, is critical to the region’s future. This is particularly true in the case of
Merrimack Station which provides not only low-cost energy but has a remarkable record of
reliability characterized by record-breaking periods of lengthy continuous operation (in 2004,
Merrimack Unit 1 and Merrimack Unit 2 both outperformed previous station operation records—
Merrimack Unit 1 ran continuously 122 days and Merrimack Unit 2 ran 147 days). In addition,
in 2007, Merrimack Station produced more energy than it ever has in its decades of operation.
Clearly, the Station is functioning extremely well, as a direct result of strategic equipment repairs
and replacements, well executed maintenance work, well performed operations activities, a
dedicated workforce, and a strong and experienced management team.

Beyond the benefits PSNH’s operation of Merrimack Station provides to customers in terms of
lower electric energy prices and reliability to the New England electric grid, it should be
recognized that the operation of Merrimack Station is a significant contributor to the local and
state economy—another fact supporting the legislature’s public interest finding. Merrimack
Station employs approximately 100 highly skilled and dedicated employees in what has become
an increasingly limited “manufacturing” sector of our state’s economy. In addition, there is
significant company support staff for the Station. During annual outages and construction
projects, the number ofjobs provided increases substantially. PSNH, through its operation of
Merrimack Station, contributes annually $758,000 in state utility/property taxes and $2.7 million
in local property taxes. This in-state support to the economy reaches beyond wages and tax
benefits and extends to the large quantity of materials and supplies and services for which PSNH
contracts to operate and maintain the facility on an annual basis.

PSNH has met every environmental challenge head on and met or exceeded expectations in
achieving environmental benefits, all of which have been in the public interest. Today, the
challenge is mercury—a challenge we are striving to meet. With the installation of a scrubber at
Merrimack Station, PSNH will maintain and enhance its standing as the lowest emitting coal
fired power generator in the region. We are excited about this project and the positive impact it
will have on our environment. We remain confident that this can be achieved while continuing
to provide economic, reliable base-load power for our customers over the period of the
scrubber’s operation.
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PSNH urges the Commission to act expeditiously to resolve this inquiry so that PSNH may
resume the commitment of capital and manpower necessary to install the scrubber technology at
its Merrimack Station as mandated by law. PSNH stands ready and willing to keep the
Commission up to date on the status and progress of the Clean Air Project once we are able to
proceed in accordance with the law.

Sincerely,

i~U4V
Gary A. Long
President and Chief Operating Officer
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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
before the

PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION

Public Service Company of New Hampshire
Merrimack Station Scrubber Project

Request for Information

Docket No. DE 08-103

Report

In its Secretarial Letter dated August 22, 2008 in this docket, the Commission notified
Public Service Company ofNew Hampshire (PSNH) that it was conducting an inquiry into the
status of PSNH’s efforts to install a wet flue gas desulphurization system (scrubber technology)
at Merrimack Station in Bow. Installation of the scrubber (the “Clean Air Project”) is mandated
by RSA 125-0:11 through 18 (the “Scrubber Law”) to achieve reductions in mercury emissions.
The Commission directed PSNH to file, by September 12, 2008:

I. a comprehensive status report on its installation plans;

II. a detailed cost estimate for the project;

III. an analysis of the anticipated effect of the project on energy service rates; and

IV. an analysis of the effect on energy service rates if Merrimack Station were not in
the mix of fossil and hydro facilities operated by PSNH.

This report provides the information concerning PSNH’ s scrubber installation project (the
Clean Air Project) requested by the Commission’s secretarial letter.

I. SCRUBBER STATUS

PSNH is moving rapidly forward with the Clean Air Project to comply with the Scrubber
Law’s mandate to achieve significant reductions in mercury emissions at the coal-burning
electric power plants in the state as soon as possible. RSA 125-0:11, I. Unless further delayed,
PSNH will meet the statutory installation deadline of July 1, 2013, and is striving to have the
scrubber operational sooner than that deadline. The scope of the Clean Air Project will
encompass planning and design; schedule and cost development; oversight of multiple
competitive bidding processes for engineering; equipment and system procurement, selection of
contractors, contract negotiations and execution; sequential construction management of the
various project components and interfaces, followed by the integration of those components into
a functioning system; and operational start-up activities. All work on the Clean Air Project will
be performed with safety as a high priority. To date, PSNH has spent approximately $10 million
on the Clean Air Project.
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A. Activities Performed during 2006

1. Merrimack Station began investigating operational changes at the facility that would
provide the necessary flexibility in the design and engineering of a scrubber system. The
catalyst replacement program on the previously installed selective catalytic reduction
systems was reviewed and updated to accommodate operating requirements of a new
scrubber and potentially improve the overall performance of the equipment.

2. Merrimack Station revised, tested and modified its ash handling operations and
capabilities to provide necessary options for ash management in order to maximize unit
operations when a new scrubber is installed.

3. Initial engineering was completed by Sargent and Lundy (“S&L”) based upon
information provided in 2005. S&L also evaluated a number of equipment options
integral to the scrubber project and completed a layout of the project. Budgetary quotes
and lead times were solicited from major scrubber vendors, also during 2005.

4. General specifications for the scrubber island, material handling system and the chimney
were provided to PSNH by S&L to further develop project requirements. To complement
this preliminary engineering work, site visits to the other scrubber installations were
completed by PSNH/Merrimack Station personnel.

5. Preliminary work in support of the temporary air permit application was completed
including emissions netting calculations and suggested modeling protocol.

6. Water quality testing was completed to define and identif~’ appropriate sources for make
up water to the scrubber system.

7. Electrical work was reviewed with PSNH transmission and distribution divisions to
outline the power requirements for the new scrubber system. A two phase approach was
defined. Plans were made to relocate and upgrade an existing, old construction yard in
order for the land to be used for construction power for the scrubber system. A new
substation will be installed to power the scrubber operations.

8. Also in preparation for the scrubber installation, an unused oil tank was removed from
the north side of the plant. This space will eventually house portions of the material
handling system required by the scrubber project.

9. A study of the Merrimack property’s south yard was performed to ensure an adequate
layout area for the necessary equipment and building surrounding the scrubber. A
number of contractor facilities in the south end of the plant, as well as the existing
training facility, were identified for relocation.

10. A portion of the southern-most yard was cleared to make room for a new warehouse
building. Although a separate effort from construction of the scrubber project itself, it
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was necessary to complete this work prior to the extensive construction and labor effort
that will be underway during the construction of the scrubber islands. Preliminary
engineering, design, surveying and permitting for this new warehouse were completed.

11. A number of appropriate purchasing and procurement efforts were completed including
contract options and strategy analysis and vendor lists for scrubber manufacturers and
architect/engineers.

12. Engineering efforts included review of the latest equipment options, equipment
integration capabilities, and mercury capture capabilities.

13. Also initial investigation into gypsum disposal and sale opportunities was pursued with
various wallboard manufacturers.

B. Activities Performed during 2007

1. Merrimack Station continued operational changes at the facility that would provide the
necessary flexibility to accommodate the design and engineering of a scrubber system.
The station worked to modify boiler combustion temperatures. Tube shields were
removed from the boiler reheater to increase heat transfer and improve steam
temperatures.

2. The station’s south yard was cleared for the new warehouse on schedule. This new
warehouse will initially house displaced inventory from existing warehouse buildings.
The building permit application was submitted on May 17, 2007. Preliminary design of
the building was completed.

3. PSNH went out to bid for the Program Manager for the Clean Air Project on May 15,
2007. URS Washington Division (“URS”) was hired in October 2007 following lengthy
contract negotiations.

4. PSNH submitted a Temporary Air Permit application for the Clean Air Project with
NHDES on June 6, 2007. An emissions netting calculation and determination of a stack
height consistent with good engineering practice (“GEP”) were required information to
support the Temporary Air Permit application submittal. Necessary air dispersion
modeling services were contracted for and have begun.

5. The first legislative update, as required annually by RSA 125-0:13, IX was completed on
June 26, 2007. PSNH is required to report on the progress, status, and cost of complying
with the provisions of the scrubber law to the legislative oversight committee on electric
utility restructuring, and the chairpersons of the house science, technology and energy
committee and the senate energy and economic development committee,. A brief
summary of that first update follows:
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• Engineering
i. Specifications developed for key components

ii. Possible site plan layouts developed
iii. Equipment options identified
iv. Vendor lists and contacts established
v. Industry impact of high number of scrubber installations analyzed

• Commercial and Purchasing
i. Contract strategy determined and approved

ii. Program Manager specification written
iii. Program Manager out to bid

• Permits and Approvals
i. Temporary Air Permit Application submitted to NHDES-ARD June 7,

2007
ii. Town of Bow presentations and submittals underway

iii. Company financing approvals initiated
• Site work

i. Existing oil tank removal completed
ii. Site surveys completed
iii. South Yard studies completed

C. Activities Performed during 2008 to date

1. Construction of the major components of the Clean Air Project has been broken down
into the engineering, procurement, and construction of four major work islands which
include the scrubber, chimney, waste water treatment facility, and material handling
system. Construction must occur on a sequential basis. Of these islands, the chimney
and scrubber require completion first for safety reasons given the physical orientation of
the equipment and constraints of the site. Following foundation work, the chimney
“shell” construction must precede all work because of the necessity of preserving a “drop
zone” or area around the chimney for evident safety reasons. As a result of these
sequential construction requirements, both the scrubber island and chimney specifications
were prioritized and sent out to bid first, vendor bid proposals were received, bid
proposals were reviewed to identify the lowest evaluated bidder and negotiations with
lowest evaluated bidders were undertaken. The negotiations are in final stages on both
contracts and the contracts were expected to be executed this week; however, as a result
of the initiation of this inquiry, such contracts must await the Commission’s action in this
inquiry. The material handling system and waste water treatment system followed with
specifications sent out to bid, bid proposals received and evaluated, and negotiations well
under way. Contracts will be finalized in short order and will be ready to execute in the
near-term.

2. A second annual legislative update was completed on June 18, 2008. The status of the
scrubber installation and mercury reductions was reported on to the legislative oversight
committee on electric utility restructuring, and the chairpersons of the house science,
technology and energy committee and the senate energy and economic development
committee. A summary of that update follows:
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• Engineering
i. Project’s components

ii. Specifications developed for 4 key components
• Commercial and Purchasing

i. Program Manager hired Sept 2007
ii. Scrubber Island and Chimney proposals are in negotiations
iii. Vendor Proposals requested and received for Wastewater Treatment

Facility and Material Handling System
• Review, Permits and Approvals

i. NHDES — May 12 presentation
ii. Temporary Permit expected October 2008

iii. Town of Bow —Local permitting
iv. Regional Planning Commission

• Site work
i. Existing oil tank removed

ii. Site surveys and studies completed
iii. Warehouse construction underway
iv. On-site engineering facilities completed

• Schedule and Costs
i. Tie-ins: MK#1 Fall 2012, MK#2 Spring 2013

ii. Project costs will be updated with review of major equipment bids

3. It was reiterated at this update that PSNH was focused on expediting the schedule; and
with two major equipment islands in negotiations, it would soon be known to what extent
the critical path of this project could be potentially shortened. These negotiations would
also provide updated costs associated with a new timeline.

4. As referenced earlier, negotiations with the scrubber island and chimney are now in their
final phase. Recently completed boiler implosion, burner management and electrical
supply studies are being reviewed. Multiple meetings have been attended in the Town of
Bow focusing on local permitting requirements and also addressing any Regional Impact
considerations. With that, public outreach and education meetings have been conducted
and/or scheduled with a variety of organizations, such as the Southern New Hampshire
Planning Commission, the Town of Pembroke, Town of Hooksett, etc.

5. Finally, air modeling is being completed with current engineering and equipment design
information and proposed site orientation. Drafting of the Temporary Air Permit
continues by the New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services (NHDES) Air
Division.

D. Schedule Status

1. As the project has moved forward steadily, PSNH has obtained more detailed information
from major equipment and system suppliers, and has adjusted the schedule accordingly.
The current optimized schedule shows that completion of the Clean Air Project in 2012 is
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possible if there are no additional delays. PSNH’s efforts are now focused on an early
completion, as required by RSA 125-0:1 1, I. The early completion date is attributable to
PSNH’s diligence in complying with the Scrubber Law’s mandates as rapidly as
reasonably possible. Early completion will be beneficial to customers because AFUDC
will be reduced, customers will benefit from early reductions credits provided by the
Scrubber Law’s Economic Performance Incentives at RSA 125-0:16, and, most
importantly, mercury and sulfur oxide emissions will be reduced. In addition, by
finalizing fixed price contracts and locking in prices, additional escalation of
commodities can be avoided to some extent.

2. An early completion date is predicated on successful completion of a number of critical
activities on a timely basis. These activities include obtaining permits to proceed with
construction in the Fall of 2008 from the Town of Bow, and the receipt of a Temporary
Air Permit from the New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services in the Fall of
2008. Moreover, procurement of engineering services and equipment must proceed on an
aggressive schedule. Even a short delay at this time could trigger a six to eight month
delay in completion of the project because foundation construction work must commence
in the Fall of 2009. If foundation construction work is not completed in the Fall of 2009,
the work will have to be delayed until the Spring of 2010 because it cannot be performed
during winter months. This illustrates the valid concern that even a brief delay has the
potential for creating a domino effect on project schedule with far more than a day-for-
day delay.

3. The schedule is aggressive and has only a small tolerance for unpredictable delays due to
inclement weather, equipment delivery problems, resolving engineering or design
problems, or start-up and testing problems. Consequently, any delays caused by
regulatory actions or other unanticipated events could jeopardize PSNH’ s ability to
adhere to the schedule. Any such delay would increase the cost of the project.

E. Engineering Status

1. URS has overall responsibility to develop the cost and schedule, subject to PSNH’s
review and approval.

2. The initial estimated cost of the project was based on a Sargent & Lundy estimate
performed in 2005. There have been significant increases in the cost of raw materials,
steel, labor, and energy, since this estimate was made, as noted by the Wall Street Journal
in a May 27, 2008 article entitled “Costs to Build Power Plants Pressure Rates” (Atch 1)
and echoed by the FERC’s Office of Enforcement’s report to the FERC Commissioners
on Increasing Costs in Electric Markets, presented on June 19, 2008 (Atch 2). URS has
more current information and experience with this type of ~vork, and they developed a
revised estimated project cost based on their experience with such projects and on bids
received from the four major system vendors (Scrubber, Stack, Material Handling, and
Waste Water Treatment Islands).
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3. Approximately 60% to 70% percent of the revised project cost is now based on firm
contracts or firm bids PSNH has received. Only small system and interconnection field
systems (electrical, ductwork, piping, yard work, etc.) have yet to be finalized by bids. If
bids in hand are not acted on in a timely manner, such delay in execution of contracts can
and will result in a delay in project completion and higher costs.

4. URS has 30 engineers currently working on the project in the following areas:
a. Electrical engineering
b. Civil engineering
c. Structural engineering
d. Controls
e. Fire Protection
f. Estimators
g. Schedulers
h. Draftsmen.

5. URS’s efforts are approaching peak workload. This is a critical time in their efforts and
any upset will create risk of delay and added cost.

6. Current work activities include site preparation, planning, and design. Once the shovel is
in the ground, construction activities will go on for approximately four years. Because
there will be more than 300 people working on the project at peak periods, the work must
be carefully planned and performed. Construction will be performed by union craft
labor, and an organized labor National Maintenance Agreement has been executed to
ensure availability of workers and eliminate the potential for labor disputes as well as to
prioritize safety on the job.

7. Parts lay-down and storage areas must be developed, site trench layout for electrical and
piping systems need to be designed, and contractor parking and access paths need to be
built.

F. Current Procurement and Construction Activities

1. PSNH has been actively engaged in negotiating contracts for various aspects of the
project. PSNH has completed bid evaluations for the waste water treatment system and
material handling system and those contracts are under negotiation. Bidding is currently
in progress for items like the construction power electrical switching panel, booster fans
and motors, and a new electrical substation.

2. Negotiations are about to be finalized on the scrubber and chimney. However, as noted
in the Motion to Accelerate Schedule filed with the Commission on August 25th, PSNH
and its corporate parent, Northeast Utilities, cannot continue to commit additional dollars
to the scrubber project until the Commission determines its actions in this inquiry. PSNH
will initiate discussions with various bidders and contractors to seek ways to continue to
allow limited critical path work to proceed, if possible. However, as stated above,
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escalating costs for global commodities such as steel and cabling make it likely that any
delay in the receipt of Commission action will increase the cost of the project.

3. PSNH has also been designing and procuring equipment for the two substations that will
be constructed to support the project. One substation is replacing an existing substation
and will eventually be used for construction and a second larger substation will be needed
to provide power to the scrubber once it is operational.

4. Site drawings have been developed to show new gates, new access roads, the
construction guard house, office trailer locations, new parts lay-down and storage
locations, security, and first aid locations. Work is progressing on soil borings to support
foundation design, site surveys are being conducted for general equipment locations, and
extensive underground surveying is being performed to locate all buried items.

5. Other current activities include developing specifications for booster fans and duct work,
designing yard fire protection systems, conducting noise studies, and performing
electrical usage studies. Myriad other tasks are also currently being performed in order to
successfully complete the project.

G. Permitting Activities

1. The permitting activities began with submittal of the Temporary Air Permit application
submitted to NHDES on June 7, 2007. NHDES has indicated that it will facilitate the
permitting process however possible and has offered to provide a staff liaison to assist.

2. Other permitting activities have occurred over the last six months and are ongoing. Most
notably, PSNH must receive approval from the Town of Bow. PSNH currently expects
to receive the necessary approvals within the next few months.

II. PROJECT COST ESTIMATE

A. PSNH, in consultation with URS, has developed a revised project cost estimate of $457
million. This cost equates to approximately $830 per kW for all of the “affected sources” subject
to the emissions limitations of the Scrubber Law (RSA 125-0:12, I) or $1,054 per kW installed
for Merrimack Station alone. This estimate includes the cost of the project, project management
costs, AFUDC, indirect costs, and contingency. Confidential Attachment 3 hereto provides a
detailed breakdown of project costs.

B. The current project cost estimate is in-line with recently published information on other
multiple unit scrubber installations occurring elsewhere in the country. SNL Financial reported
in their July 8, 2008 edition that the Wisconsin PSC had given verbal authorization for
Wisconsin Energy Corp to proceed with its plans to install Scrubber and Selective Catalytic
Reduction technologies to its Oak Creek units 5-8, a total of 525 MW’s of existing Coal fired
generating capacity at a cost of $774 Million. While this cost includes the addition of two
emissions reduction technologies, the installed cost equates to $1,474 per kW at Oak Creek.
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IlL EFFECT OF CLEAN AIR PROJECT ON ENERGY SERVICE RATES

A. PSNH has assured the cost of energy produced by Merrimack Station will remain lower
cost for customers than reasonable potential alternatives, even when the costs of the Clean Air
Project are included. An analysis consisting of a detailed net present value of revenue
requirements including capital and operating costs over the expected 15 year depreciation life of
the scrubber demonstrates the continued economics of installing the scrubber provides this
assurance. The spreadsheets which contain this analysis are included as Attachment 4 to this
filing.

B. The primary assumptions used as inputs to the revenue requirements analysis include:

Capital cost: $457M
Capital structure: 47.23% Equity, 52.77% Debt
Assumed Return on Equity: 9.81% (PSNH’s current allowed ROE on generation)
In-Service Date: July 1, 2012
Coal cost: $4.82 per Million BTU escalated at 2.5% per year for the period of the
analysis
RGGI or equivalent CO2 allowance cost: $7 per ton escalated at 2.5% per year
for the period of the analysis

Utilizing these inputs produced the following summary results:
First year bus bar cost: $94.55/MWh
Levelized (15 year) bus bar cost: $99.28/MWh

C. Using the 2012 - 2027 average bus bar cost, the effect that the Clean Air Project will have
on energy service rates is estimated to be approximately one-third of a cent per kWh
(1/3 0/kWh). In the first year of operation, the year with the highest cost impact due to the
highest value of undepreciated plant, absent any rate-smoothing initiatives, the impact on energy
service rates is estimated to be approximately one-half cent per kWh (1/20/kWh).

D. Sensitivity analyses were conducted to test the impact of changes to each of the key
assumptions (capital cost, coal cost and equivalent C02 allowance cost) on the overall bus bar
cost of Merrimack Station. These sensitivity analyses indicated the economics of the project are
most sensitive to variations in the future price of coal, and far less sensitive to variations in the
capital cost or equivalent C02 allowance cost.

IV. EFFECT ON ENERGY SERVICE RATES IF MERRIMACK STATION IS RETIRED

A. The Commission’s Secretarial Letter requires “an analysis of the effect on energy service
rates ifMerrimack Station were not in the mix of fossil and hydro facilities operated by PSNH.”
Three alternatives were chosen for this analysis. These comparison cases included analyses over
the time frame of 2012 through 2027 of the following options:
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1. Purchase of energy and capacity to replace the equivalent of Merrimack Station
through a “Cost of Service” contract with new base load coal fired generating station;

2. Purchase of energy and capacity to replace the equivalent of Merrimack Station
through a “Cost of Service” contract with a new combined cycle natural gas fired
generating station; and

3. Purchase of energy and capacity to replace the equivalent of Merrimack Station
through market purchases.

B. The 2012 through 2027 analysis period was chosen to coincide with the anticipated 15
year depreciable life of the scrubber, as defined in the base case. Cost of service style contracts,
though not routinely in place in ISO-New England at this time, provided a presumed floor for
total operating costs for a new coal or natural gas fired unit, employing a presumed “regulated
return” and debt/equity ratio consistent with the PSNH values used in the base case, of operating
with the scrubber.

C. PSNH undertook a data review of energy trade press and publications to determine
current estimates of newly proposed coal and natural gas combined cycle generating stations.

1. For recently proposed coal plants, PSNH found references to the Virginia City
Hybrid facility (Attachment 5). This is a 585 MW fluidized bed facility with a
currently reported capital cost of $1.8 billion. A net present value of revenue
requirements model was created that employed this capital cost, the PSNH capital
structure and anticipated ROE, and for the sake of consistency, coal price and
equivalent C02 allowance cost assumptions consistent with those used in the
scrubber analysis. FERC has estimated significantly higher costs for construction
of new coal generation, as set forth in Attachment 2.

2. For recently proposed combined cycle natural gas plants, PSNH found references
to the Middletown Kleen plant, a 620 MW plant with a currently reported
financing of $985 Million (Attachment 6). This cost is consistent with the FERC
estimated cost of new generation contained in Attachment 2.

D. For future market conditions, PSNH examined the forward market for natural gas
delivered to New England and applied a “heat rate” factor to translate the raw delivered fuel cost
to electrical energy. To the energy cost derived from these calculations, an adder was applied for
ISO-NE capacity value, which would be required to replace the lost capacity value existing with
the operation of Merrimack Station.

E. In the market purchase and combined cycle natural gas scenarios, a year 2012 price of
$11 per MMbtu was used as the first year price of natural gas. This value was escalated at a rate
2.5% per year for future years of the analysis.
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F. The results of these analyses indicated that the new coal and new combined cycle natural
gas plants would have bus bar costs of about $135 per MWhr. For the market purchase
alternative the sum of the energy and capacity costs resulted in a total cost per MWhr value of
$107.10. To this amount, PSNH calculated and added a recovery of the estimated $63 Million of
stranded assets (undepreciated plant and inventories) that would exist at Merrimack Station over
a period of five years (as required by RSA 369-B:3-a). The overall cost of a market purchase
plus retirement scenario produced a levelized bus bar cost of $107.83/MWhr, which is nearly
15% higher than the cost calculated to operate Merrimack Station in the first year after
completion of the Clean Air Project.

G. From these results, PSNH has computed that the average net effect on energy service
rates if Merrimack Station is retired and replaced by market purchases would be 0.73 cents/kWh
of additional costs to customers over the period of 2012 through 2027.

H. Comparison and sensitivity analyses were conducted using the scrubber and market
purchase plus retirement scenarios. Under the base case assumptions the scrubber scenario
produced a nominal benefit to customers of $583 Million; $132 Million benefit on a net present
value basis, over the depreciable life of the scrubber. Additional net present value benefit of
$34.2 Million is attributable to customers associated with the scrubber, as the charges for
stranded assets are avoided in the scenario where the scrubber is installed and the station
continues to operate.

I. As a result of these analyses, PSNH has concluded that installation of the scrubber, and
continued operation of Merrimack Station is the best economic alternative for the benefit of its
customers.

CONCLUSION

PSNH has historically provided Clean Air Project status reports to the Legislature and the
committees having oversight responsibilities for this project, NHDES, Office of Consumer
Advocate, and this Commission; we continue to be ready and willing to meet with the
Commission Staff and OCA to discuss the Clean Air Project whenever requested.

PSNH urges the Commission to act promptly in this docket so that the project work can
resume without further delay. PSNH is at a critical juncture in the project since some contract
work is on hold, while other contracts are not being executed pending the outcome of the
Commission’s inquiry. Any delay to the project will increase its cost and therefore result in
higher costs to customers once the project is in service.
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Attachment 1

The Wall Street Journal

Costs to Build Power Plants Pressure Rates

By REBECCA SMITH

May 27, 2008; Page B3

Construction costs for power plants have more than
doubled since 2000, according to new index data to
be released Tuesday, and inflationary pressures will
continue to put the squeeze on electricity prices.

The findings are bad news for consumers and utilities
alike, and help explain why power-plant development
has become something of a quagmire in the U.S. --

with no type of plant emerging as a reasonably priced
option that can meet rising demand for electricity.

The analysis comes in the form of a price index from
Cambridge Energy Research Associates Inc., a
research and consulting firm in Massachusetts that is
a unit of IHS Co. Similar to the consumer-price
index, it calculates the cost of building new power
plants based on the cost of materials and other
factors.

“Costs for labor, materials, equipment and design and
engineering -- all are up,” said Candida Scott, senior
director of cost and technology for CERA. As a
result, the cost of building new plants is up 19% from
a year ago and up 69% from 2005.

The skyrocketing price tag comes as the world is
roiled by surging electricity demand and as it
weathers various supply disruptions, some caused by
what appear to be changing weather patterns.

In all, CERA says, the construction of new
generating capacity that would have cost $1 billion in
2000 would cost $2.31 billion if construction began
today.

According to the index, all types of power plants are
feeling the pinch. Components and construction
materials for nuclear power plants scored the biggest
run-up in costs, up 173% -- nearly tripled -- since
2000. Most of that increase has taken place since

sq

2005. Costs for turbines used to generate wind power
more than doubled, at 108%, and natural gas-fueled
and coal-fired plants saw their capital costs nearly
double, up 92% and 78%, respectively.

If anything, the index likely minimizes the rising cost
of building power plants, because it doesn’t factor in
financing costs, and it doesn’t include fuel costs. But
as prices for coal, natural gas and uranium have risen,
they have put added pressure on the operating costs
of many companies, and those increases are pushing
up electricity prices, too.

The upshot, Ms. Scott said, is that prudent utility
regulators should make sure they are basing future
decisions on data that are updated frequently, because
even calculations less than a year old can be
dangerously out of date.

One practical consequence of the inflationary
pressures is that they make it harder for plant
developers, such as utilities, to lock in prices as part
of big projects. The longer the time period involved
in construction, the bigger the risks inherent in any
fixed-price contracts. Instead of paying for “time and
materials,” many firms are seeking contracts in which
prices are tied to various indexes.

In some states, utilities are rolling out big programs
to install millions of “smart” electric meters in the
belief they will help cut electricity consumption and
reduce the need for new power plants. Oncor, a big
utility in Texas, last week said it plans to install three
million advanced meters on homes and small
businesses, giving consumers a tool to help get a
handle on electricity use.

The CERA report underscores the tough choices
facing utilities and regulators. Both are interested in
finding the technology that will be most affordable.
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That is especially difficult, since big power plants country. CERA said steel costs could rise 40% to
often remain in service 40 to 60 years. 60% this year.
One commodity whose cost has risen markedly is
steel, a important material for building both power- A weak dollar also is a factor, since roughly 30% of
plant structures and power-generating equipment. equipment needed by the U.S. power industry comes
The cost of iron ore, needed to make steel, rose about from outside the U.S.
10% in 2007 but has surged 65% in recent months.
Shortages of coking coal, also needed to make steel, The analysis is of interest because it is difficult to get
have been another problem in Australia, a big export solid cost data until after plants have been built. Even

then, data aren’t always available.
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Attachment 2

FERC’s Office of Enforcement’s Report to the FERC Commissioners on Increasing Costs in
Electric Markets, presented on June ~l9, 2008
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Mr. Chairman and Commissioners, good morning. I am here to present the Office of
Enforcement’s assessment of likely electricity costs in coming years. This presentation will
be posted on the Commission’s Web site today.
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At last month’s meeting, we reported that forward market prices for electric power are much
higher than the prices we actually experienced last year. This trend is universal around the
country. The slide shows the increases in forward prices for July and August as of this
week. They have risen further during the last month as natural gas prices have continued to
rise.

There is little reason to believe that this summer is unusual. Rather, it may be the beginning
of significantly higher power prices that will last for years. The purpose of this presentation
is to explain why that is so. The two major factors pushing the costs of electric generation
higher are increased fuel costs and increased cost for new construction. These factors affect
all parts of the country. That is, higher future prices are likely to affect all regions.
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The primary reason for the electric power price increases this year is high fuel prices. All
current market indications suggest that they will remain high. Let’s look at natural gas,
which often determines prices because it is so frequently on the margin. The slide shows
futures prices for the next few years. The futures prices are somewhat lower for 2009 than
for 2008. Even so, they are a good deal higher for all years than the prices people actually
paid last year, and they are much higher than the prices many of us remember from earlier
in the decade. The implication is that markets anticipate continuing high prices, even
though they know that the United States has seen a significant increase in domestic natural
gas production over the last year and a half. The anticipation of further high prices makes
more sense when one considers the likely increase in gas demand for generation and the
global nature of competition for LNG.
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Natural gas is not the only important fuel in setting electric power prices. Coal still powers
half of all power produced in the U.S. In some markets — the Midwest and the Southeast,
for example — coal is often on the margin and plays a major role in setting average prices
over time. The slide shows that the price of one key form of coal — Central Appalachian
coal - has risen rapidly over the last year. Forward markets show continuing high prices for
Central Appalachian coal for the next three years. This reflects, in part, the growing global
market for coal and the relatively weak US dollar. Coal imports are becoming more costly
and coal exports more profitable, both of which contribute to higher prices in the United
States.

I should mention that other coal prices behave somewhat differently from Central
Appalachian coal. For example, a majority of the overall cost for Powder River Basin coal
comes from transportation rates and can be more difficult to see. Nonetheless, the
implication of the prices we can see is that electric power prices are likely to increase even
where coal is on the margin. This may take place somewhat differently from the way
natural gas price increases flow through into power prices. Generally, companies buy coal
under fairly long term contracts, so there may be a lag before the higher prices show their
c,~ii ~ D..÷ ÷1. ~~iJ~i.~LS. L)UL uiC~ arc ~Oiiiifl~.
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While both natural gas and coal prices have increased rapidly, natural gas is increasingly
important in every region of the country. The slide shows that even in regions where coal
has historically dominated — most noticeably in SERC— natural gas usage has grown
substantially since 2000, up 63.6 TWh in 2007, more than in any other region. Noticeable
increases also occurred in FRCC, which has flexibility to burn either gas or oil at many
facilities, and also in the Rockies and Southwest where demand continues to grow
considerably.
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The second major factor that will put upward pressure on electric power prices is the
increasing cost of new construction. This effect is particularly important because the
country is entering a period when we will need to make substantial new investments,
especially in generation.

Natural gas fueled most of the last great wave of generation investment, which occurred
between 1995 and 2004. In recent years, demand in most regions has gradually caught up
with the capacity built around 2000. Looking forward, demand will continue to grow, and
the need for new capacity will become ever more acute and ever more widespread. The
slide shows NERC’s expectation of peak net load growth in different regions for the next 10
years. We at the Commission are not in the business of forecasting, so I would just say this:
There are legitimate reasons to be unsure about exactly how much new generation the
country will need in the coming years. For one thing, higher prices will themselves
discourage some power demand. Nonetheless, a significant level of demand increase seems
virtually inevitable. So will be the need to build more capacity.
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The need for new generation is important because new construction is becoming more
expensive — quite aside from fuel price increases. Cambridge Energy Research Associates —

CERA — produces an index of costs for the main inputs that go into building new generating
plants. The slide shows how that index has almost doubled since 2003. The increase in
nuclear plant inputs has risen even faster. Much of this cost increase results from rising
global demand for basic materials. Part of it also comes from shortages of people to do key
engineering and construction jobs. In any case, the implication is that, we will pay more,
not less, for the next round of construction.
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Let’s look at some of the reasons that CERA’s index is rising so rapidly. The slide shows
two of the primary construction materials for electric generating plants — concrete is on the
blue line and iron and steel on the red line. As you can see, the prices of both have been
rising recently — especially steel, which is now more than twice as expensive as it was four
years ago. Rising costs for iron and steel will also affect fuel prices for the power industry.
For example, natural gas wells and pipelines both use substantial amounts of steel, so
natural gas costs will also reflect rising iron and steel prices.
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Of course, new generating plants require many other basic commodities. The slide shows
the pricing for four key metals that go into generators. As you can see, all of these metals
are increasing in price. The one that stands out is copper, up more than five times over the
past four years. Indeed, copper is now so valuable there are reports of copper thieves
cutting live cables to steal the metal.
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Labor costs are also increasing. Perhaps the most frequently cited labor shortage is that for
nuclear engineers. It has been a full generation since the nation built its last nuclear plant.
Most of the engineers who worked on those plants are near retirement — and many have
moved on to other occupations. In fact, the labor shortages are more widespread than just
nuclear engineers. The slide shows that there has been about a 27% nominal change in
average hourly earnings for both construction labor generally and for non-construction
utility labor since 2000, outpacing inflation by over 4% for the same period.

In practice, the American labor market is quite responsive to market forces, so short-term
labor shortages tend to be self-correcting over the mid-term. Still, there is no quick way to
force several years of education into six months, or decades of experience into a year or
two.
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What do all these cost increases mean for the cost of building a new generating plant?

No one knows precisely. It’s difficult to get consistent and trustworthy numbers about plant
costs, both because they are commercially sensitive and because the assumptions behind them
vary greatly. The numbers reflected on the slide come from a variety of sources and include
different assumptions about, for example, location or exactly what facilities are included in the
estimate. To take one example: Two recent nuclear procurements in South Carolina and Georgia
produced cost estimates of $5,100 and $6,400 per kW, respectively, for the same technology. We
have been told that most of the difference may be due to different uses of Allowances for Funds
Used during Construction — AFUDC.

Despite the difficulties in being precise, the slide represents a good general indication of how
capital costs have been changing. If anything, the cost estimates may be lower than the final
costs of projects, if input costs continue to rise.

It’s also important to remember that these cost estimates cover only capital costs. They do not
include fuel costs, which as we’ve seen earlier will be a large factor for both natural gas and coal-
fired plants. To the extent that plants do not have major fuel costs - they may be more
competitive over their life cycles than would be suggested just looking at the capital costs. That
would affect renewables and, to a degree, nuclear plants.

Similarly, these estimates generally do not include a full accounting of major risk factors,
especially those affecting coal and nuclear plants. Both of these technologies have long lead
times. That increases the chance that market conditions will change before they are complete and
adds to the financial risk of building them. Nuclear plants also have risks associated with both
decommissioning and waste fuel disposal. And coal plants have risks associated with the future
treatment of greenhouse gases. Of course, relatively new technologies like wind and the new
approaches to nuclear also have some risks, simply because they do not have the same track
record of more mature technologies.
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Climate change has become an increasingly urgent national issue. The debate over how to
address carbon dioxide emissions is lively and has already affected how companies think
about investments. Until recently, rising natural gas prices made coal plants attractive.
However, the national uncertainty about carbon policy has made investing in coal plants
more risky. Without carbon capture or sequestration, coal unit emit about four times as
much carbon as natural gas combined cycle units per MWh. Since January 2007, 50 coal
plants have been canceled or postponed. Only 26 remain under construction.

Whatever the eventual result of the climate change debate, costs of producing power from
both coal and natural gas are likely to increase. Moreover, as long as future climate change
policy is unclear, market participants will have a considerable disincentive to invest in coal
plants. Even when the issues are resolved, it remains an open question how competitive
coal-fired generation will be, and it would take another four to eight years to build new
coal-fired capacity.
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Over the long run, the nation can meet its increasing need for generation in several ways. But
for the next few years, the options are more limited, and natural gas will be crucial.

The lead times for both nuclear and coal units mean that they will not supply a significant
amount of new capacity for nearly a decade.

Most people expect renewables to supply an increasing proportion of the nation’s power. For
the next few years, wind will almost certainly account for a large share of generation investment
and will account for a growing share of overall generation. Wind power has no fuel costs, and
so will generally operate when available. However, wind is a variable, weather-dependent
resource. As a result, it will not make up as strong a share of the Nation’s capacity needs over
the next few years. Other renewables are becoming more competitive. Geothermal power is
already an important resource in the west, and concentrated solar is becoming economically
attractive in desert areas like the Southwest. But these sources are likely to remain relatively
small in the national picture over the next few years.

Both demand response and energy efficiency will be important — I’ll talk more about them on
the next slide — but they are unlikely to eliminate the need for new capacity.

Overall, the most likely outcome is that natural gas will continue to be the leading fuel for new
capacity over the next half decade. For example, the consulting firm, Wood Mackenzie
estimates that in a carbon constrained environment, gas consumption for power will increase by
69 % by 2017. That’s in addition to the 55% increase we’ve seen since 2000.
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Over the years, we have learned repeatedly that people respond to prices. In the case of
electric power, this is likely to take several forms.

First, there is likely to be more demand response. In the simplest terms, high prices at peak
will lead some customers — both businesses and others — to prefer to save their money rather
than use power. In fact, the first round of demand response may be both the cheapest and
fastest way to improve capacity margins on many systems. The best cost estimates for the
first rounds of demand response suggest that it should be available for about $ 165/kw, far
less than any generation side options. The results of ISO-NE’s first Forward Capacity
Market auction last year corroborates the economic importance of demand response - 7.4 %
of the accepted bids were for demand response. However, there are impediments that limit
the full use of demand response. For example, most customers do not have the option to
respond directly to real-time prices. As a result, they are unlikely to reduce peak
consumption as much as they might prefer to if they could take advantage of the price.

Second, customers are likely to be more energy efficient. While few customers see real
time prices, most get an average price over a month. As a result, high prices give them
considerable incentive to reduce their overall consumption of power — though no more at
peak than at other times. That is, energy efficiency is essentially a substitute for baseload
capacity, while demand response is a substitute for peaking capacity. Energy efficiency is
also likely to be economically important. Cost estimates show that the first round of energy
efficiency may be available for about 3 cents/kWh. At

Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page

current prices, supplying that same kWh from a combined cycle gas plant would cost 9
cents just for the fuel. Adding to the likelihood of greater energy efficiency is that many
states have adopted fairly strong energy efficiency standards.

Third, innovators see higher prices as an opportunity. By the nature of things, it’s hard to
predict what innovations will succeed. The electric industry has a number of technologies
that might take off— including concentrating solar power, hydrokinetic power, and vehicle
to grid technologies. In addition, distributed generation is becoming more important, and
may continue to do so for both cost and emissions reasons In other newly competitive
industries, such as telecoms and natural gas, innovations have produced large changes,
sometimes quickly. Given continuing high electric prices, the electric power industry may
see similar results.
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That concludes our presentation. We welcome comments and questions.
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Confidential Attachment 3

Detailed Project Cost Breakdown

Confidential attachmentfiledpursuant to “Motion for Protective Order”
pursuant to the Commission’s August 22, 2008 Secretarial Letter
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Attachment 4

DETAILED NET PRESENT VALUE OF REVENUE REQUIREMENTS
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Attachment 5

SNLi article, July 1, 2008
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Power & Coal - Infrastructure Development
Dominion starts construction on Virginia clean coal plant
July 01, 2008 8:14 AM ET
By Adnan Munawar

Dominion Virginia Power said June 30 it began construction on the 585-MW ~L1i:g1nj~~ityj±yj~ij4 clean coal
plant in Wise County, Va.

Construction of the plant is scheduled to take four years, Dominion said.

The plant is part of Dominion Virginia Power’s response to a projected growth in demand for electricity of
4,000 MW from its customers by 2017.

The Virginia Department of Environmental Quality issued the necessary air permits following the unanimous
~.pproval June 25 by the State Air Pollution Control Board. The Virginia State Corporation Commission
a~proved the $1.8 billion project on March 31.

The circulating fluidized bed unit will use coal and up to 20% biomass for its fuel. The station will provide
nearly 1,000 jobs during construction and require a permanent staff of more than 75 people once it begins
operating, the company said.

Dominion Virginia Power is the trade name of ~LirgJnia Electric and Power C~, a subsidiary of Dominion
Resource~jnc.
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Power & Natural Gas - Operations and Strategy
ElF raises financing to build 620-MW Kleen plant in Connecticut
June 26, 2008 2:16 PM ET
By i~yJ:1~i≤1n~

Energy Investors Funds Group on June 26 said its United States Power Fund II LP and United States Power
Fund III LP have raised construction financing for the Kleen Energy Systems LLC power plant in Middletown,
Conn., known as Micidletown Kleen.

The financing totaled $985 million of senior secured bank loans and a revolving credit facility, the company
said. ElF said it is the majority owner of the project, with the balance owned by White Rock Holdings
Associates LLC.

Goldman Sachs & Co. acted as joint lead arranger and sole book runner for senior secured loans raised to help
finance the construction of the project. The bank loans were rated as investment grade at BBB- by Fitch
Ratings, ElF said.

“With this construction financing in place, were able to build a first-class power plant to serve the people of
Connecticut,” said William Corvo of Kleen Energy Systems. “This plant will provide clean, economical power to
an area in need of new power generation.”

Construction of the project began in February and is expected to be completed in mid-2010, ElF said, The
project will be operated by Itochu Corp.. subsidiary North American Energy Services and will be managed by
Power Plant Management Services.

The Kleen plant will be a 620-MW, combined-cycle natural gas-fired facility. The project wnii a competitive
request for proposals process run by the state of Connecticut and has entered into a 15-year capacity
agreement with j~ctb~astjjtilites subsidiary Cgrinecticut Light and Power Co. for the electricity produced by
the plant.

The project has also finalized a multiyear tolling agreement, ElF said.

Site content and design Copyright © 2008, SNL Financial LC
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Date: April 11, 2006
Time: 3:40P.M.
Room: LOB RM 102

The Senate Committee on Energy and Economic Development held a
hearing on the following:

I-lB 1673-FN relative to the reduction of mercury emissions.

Members of Committee present; Senator Odell
Senator Letourneau

• Senator Boyce
Senator Bragdoii

• Senator Burling

The Chair, Senator Bob Odell, opened the hearing on HB 1673-FN and
indicated that anyone who wishes to speak today to please make sure
you have signed up, because when we get done the sign up list, that will
be it. And the second part of it is that, I know people feel strongly about
this~ 1~pth. way.~. I hQp~...y~’iI.b~ &Q11egi~Lw~An~i..tIiird,if
you could limit your comments to new information, not previously stated
by predecessors, speakers, I would appreciate it very much. With that I’ll
call on the sponsor of the bill, Representative Larry Ross to introduce the
bill.

Representative Larry Ross, Hilisborough, District 3: Thank you, Mr.
Chairman and members of the Committee. .

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Good afternoon Representative Ross.

Representative Ross: I’m glad to be here today and if you don’t mind I
would like to give you just a little background on how we got here today
with HB 1673-FN. And, first of all I would like to thank the memberi of
the Senate. that about one year ago sent SB 128 to the House was
insurance. That bill came over and as you know was retained by the
Science, Technology and Energy Committee for further study and I can
assure you that it received plenty of study and plenty of emphasis in the
Committee. A lot of work was going into it and primarily the outcome of
the Committee deliberations of SB 128 were that with everything that
was going on in the energy environment at that time, it makes sense to
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split it because there are two parts to it, carbon dioxide and the mercury
bill. And about that time REGIE came in. So it makes sense that we
ought to try to make sure that what was in the bill in the form of what
was coming down the pike, was the regency of gas use. And this other
Committee put that out and based on the assumption that we would be
addressing this greatly in the future, and we are doing that as we speak
today.

And that left the mercury side of the bill. And the Committee recognized
that the Senate put a lot of work into that bill, but also recognized that
there was a very limiting time constraint. As a matter of fact, many of
you perhaps participated in this so-called “midnight amendment,” when
we tried to fix it and get it over to the House as quickly as possible, and
we appreciate the fact that we had all .of that to work with to begin with.
But the Committee was faced with a choice if we were to work on the bill
and amend it, then where does it go? There• would be probably
significant revisions to the bill; as it turns out they are pretty significant
revisions. It was pretty well assumed that the bill would go back to the
Senate for concurrence, and quite possibly end up in a Committee of
Conference. And there was a problem for some of the members of the
Committee that there would not be a full and public hearing in the
Senate on the amendment: And so for that reason a course~ of action
that derived was to recommend ITL on SB 128 and use that as the.
genesis for a new bill, 1673. And that is essentially how we got here
todaywithHB 1673.. . . . .

Over the summer last year, a lot of developments took place. First of all,
many of the stakeholders who were part of SB 128 were asked to
participate in stakeholders’ meetings to suggest revisions to the old SB
128, and that happened. We had a very good group of folks, including
the Governor’s office, the Governor’s Office of Energy and Planning,
Public Service of New Hampshire, Department of Environment~i Services,
environmental organizations and the office of Consumer Advocate I
believe was inv~lved. And they worked over a long period of time and
finally just in time for their submission of LSR’s last fail, came forward
with a draft bill because we had killed 128, a draft bill 1673, which ia the

• basis for what we’re considering here today.

I’d like to comment on the support schedule. You’ll notice along with
some sponsors and co-sponsors that are ... that were interested in this
bill and signed on to co-sponsor it during this process. But more
importantly is the coalition of support that has evolved. It’s been both
partiesi, Democratic and Republican, Senate and the House, House
leadership from the Speaker down to the Minority Leader, whoagain, the
Governor’s office, very, very strong support on both sides of the General
Court and both sides of the political process.
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But what we came out with was I think I’ve best described as a very
reasonable bill, with the primaly objective of removing mercury from the
environment. And we heard lots of testimony about the effects of mercury
and the hot spots in some areas of the state.

A bill which provides for a reasonable reduction in mercury, ~t a
reasonable cost, and I will say it’s reasonable and affordable. In a
reasonable period of time, by a reasonable group of people, and that bill
calls for reduction of mercury of at least eighty percent by the year 2013,
and that’s only seven years from now and that cost of over two hundred
million dollars, depending on whether we talk about our current year or
.2013 ...

Senator Robert K. Boyce, D. 4: Mr. Chairman, could we suspend a
moment. .

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Yeah.

Senator Robert K. Boyöe, D. 4: Could we either have the door closed or
have somebody go clear the hallway? I can barely hear him.

Representative Ross: At a cost of over two hundred million dollars in
current ... I lost my train of thought. .

Senator P6b”ert’X. ‘Bàyce, 11 4: S”orry.

Representative Ross; That’s okay. By the installation of two methods
of technology, one in th~ short term and the, near term of mercury
reduction in a near timeframe. We have the technology that’s referred to
as the “Sobin” technology and as many of you know, he owns a facility.
Public Service of New Hampshire at this time are working with the DOE,
Department of Energy ,in a pilot program to ... and they have received a
grant to do that of around two and a half million dollars, and that’s why
Public Service of New Hampshire ... and they’re developing a five million
dollar project to develop mercury reduction and capabilities with this
activated carbon injective technology over the next two years, so that we
should be able to see significant reductions in mercury within a two year
timeframe. And by significant, we had an experience last summer with
another experiment where they, a vendor ... that perhaps Representative
Maxileld might of characterized properly, but I won’t repeat terminology,
and it was, not a very good outcome. But with this experiment with the
Department of Energy and really professionals, and they do pilot
programs and these kinds of programs throughout the country on many
different kinds of power plants.

8~-



The Representative from the DOE testified to the Committee that it’s
possible to achieve fifty to seventy percent reductions in mercury using
the Sobin technology.

The other form of technology involves the installation of scrubbers in the
stacks of the two plants in Merrimack, Unit I and Unit IL It has been
shown that this scrubber technology, in some cases has achieved
mercury reductions of ninety percent. The bill calls for at least eighty
percent and that’s tied to the economics of the bill, the availability of
vendors, guarantees that might be required in order to finance this
project. And so, with the combinations of the two technologies, one
short-term and the scrubbers longer term, I’ve used just some
hypothetical number. If the mercury inputs to the plant say were a
hundred pounds per year, as derived from testing the coal, and if the
mercury in that coal can be reduced by activated carbon injection as it
goes through the process by fifty percent, we’re down to fifty pounds of
mercury. And if in fact, then the scrubbers are installed and they can
reduce eighty percent, we’ve taken another forty pounds away,, and so
we’re right there at ninety percent, and we fully expect that they’ll do
better in both cases.

Now, with regard to the timeframe, we have access to some pretty sharp
folks on the Science, Technology and Energy Committee, and the one
who is Representative Itse who makes a living in the emissions control
technology arena. And we asked Representative Itse, with his
bk~f&”rid, ‘aid~wi~O’s’~ a i’~thbër’ ~o~f the
Committee to coordinate on developing the project schedule for the
completion of the installation of the scrubbers; and if I could hand those
out?

Please see submission of Representative Larry Ross entitled,
“Merrimack Station - Unit 1 and Unit 2, Scrubber and Auxiliary
Systems Schedule,” attached hereto and referred to as Attachment
#1.

They looked at this extensively and basically what it says, if you have to
go through the steps that are listed on the side in a reasonable manner,
in order to spend two hundred and fifty million dollars over seven years,
than this is the chart that’s critical. The red lines are a critical path.
And that means that one has to be done before another in a reasonable
timeframe. And the best we could do is admit to 2013.

And once you start trying to squeeze that in, then you start jeopardizing
the availability of equipment, rates on loans that are required, increased
risk perhaps, or strikes, or competition for the Stuber technology, waiting
periods, delivery times and all of those things, so that 2013, as I
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indicated is a very reasonable timeframe to expect this project to be
completed. Then there was also a question about the early emissions we
needed before .2013, and of course that’s where the carbon technology
comes from. We fully expect that there will be significant reductions
within the two year window, at the end of the two years, that’s when that
project is scheduled for completion.

There was some concern about not locking in some specific amount
during that two year period, but, like I tried to indicate, that we have
really an eternal program that’s been proven in other places. These
plants are unique. We don’t know exactly what those numbers will be
and we thought it was inappropriate to try to legislate given that
technology and the state of the art.

With regard to the testimony that indicated that we could do more than
ninety percent. I’ll refe~ back to SB 128, which had ninety percent in it,
but it also included mitigation, and by mitigation, then if there could be
reductions off-site, which could be counted against that ninety percent;
whether it be ‘cleaning out mercury in the traps of laboratory sinks or
whether it’s thermometer programs, or any other way that could be
applied ‘towards the ninety percent; So in effect, we were talking about
eighty-two percent on-site is the number I recall.

The ‘most important thing, or one of ‘the most important things in
adi to the allion ~ ~ c.:~.P~~PL was the reduction
of sulfur dioxide which is accomplished by the same scrubbers that we
would work with, up to’ninety percent.’ And why is that important? It’s
because right now Public Service ‘of New Hampshire is having to buy
credits, SO2 credits, which are an important part of the factors . which
caused acid rain and those kind of things. Is that ... Public Service of
New Hampshire is having to buy credits, right now, to, comply with
federal and state regulations ,for reduction in sulfur dioxide. It doesn’t
mean it’s being reduced now. It just means that the rate payers are
having to pay to buy compliance so that the’ ninety percent reduction in
SO2 ... that’s a heck of a cost avoidance. It’s estimated to become at least
twenty or thirty million dollars a year that the rate payers don’t have to
pay. And that’s really a double bonus, we .get the mercury reductions,
we get the SO2 reductions, we don’t have to buy 502 credits and that cost
avoidance can be used to alleviate the costs of the two hundred million
dollars that we’re talking about.

So then there was the question of, “What are we doing with mercury
credits?~ Everybody agreed ..that.-we d.id.x~.’t want to..be in a CAP A Program
with mercury however if possible, within our current regulations for the
DES to credit manager up to. . .. “to be able to convert mercury credits to
S02 credits And some folks object to that because it looks like we’re

.‘.:‘:. ~.1
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subsidizing some plants perhaps in Indiana or Illinois, but I’d like to
point out that nobody is going to be selling those credits. They’re going
to be accumulated and it will further reduce our need to buy credits to be
in compliance. That is additional cost avoidance. And if we don’t
recognize the value of those credits in that manner, I~ believe the rate
payers are leaving millions of dollars on the table if we can’t take
advantage of it.

So in a nutshell, I would ask you to favorably consider the work that’s
going into SB 128, and as you’ve all been to 1673, and to favorably
consider, “ought to pass” on the bill that you have before you today.
Because, as I indicated, it’s been worked out, with a consensus of
stakeholder bipartisan, as sfrong as it’s worded and it’s a reasonable
reduction, and it’s a conservative reduction at• a reasonable cost, and
affordable cost, in a reasonable period of time.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I’ll answer questions,

Senator Bob Odell, ID. 8: Thank you, Representative. Ross. Thank you
for your testimony. Questions for Representative Ross? Senator
Letourneau.

Senator Robert J. Letourneau, ID. 19: Could you ... you talked about
eighty percent reduction. Could you put that in terms of how much
mercury that really involves, or how many pounds of stuff is going in the
air?

Representative Ross: I believe the numbers that were floating around
with SB 128 was in the order of one hundred and twenty-four pounds of
mercury a year. And at eighty percent of that would be the net outcom~
of, whether it was one twenty-eight and at eighty-two percent of the
(inaudible), so eighty percent plus, in this case ... so eighty percent of
one twenty-four.

Senator Robert J. Letourneau, ID. 19: I think he figured that we’d do
the math. Thank you.

Senator Bob Odell, ID. 8: Any other questions? If not, thank you, very
much for being here and I want, I think, been involved in, as its been
mostly as an observer for the past year or so. I commend you and those
that you work with for coming together and bringing what I think in the
legislative process is a ... gives us credibility and stature and that is to
build consensus. No one in a democracy is always happy when they go
home, and it’s a business of compromise, and you’ve been a great leader
iii bringing that consensus and that compromise to us.



Representative Ross: Mr. Chairman, I think tl~e credit goes to the
Committee. Thank you.

Senator Bob Odd, D. 8: Thank you. Thank the Committee on our
behalf. I’m going to call on Senator Martha Fuller Clark.

Senator Martha Fuller Clark, D. 24: Senator Odell, I signed in support
of the bill, but I don’t need to speak.

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Oh, okay.

Senator Martha Fuller Clark, 1). 24: Thank you.

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: All right. And I’ll call on Representative Jay
Phinizy.

Representative Jay Phinizv: Good afternoon Mr. Chairman, members
of the Committee. V . V

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Welcome to the Committee.

Representative Jay Phinizy: For the record, I’m Jay V Phinizy and I
represent Acworth, Charlestown and Langdon in Sullivan County. I’m
co-sponsor of this bill and I signed up in support of the bill, however I
have reservations and I would like to speak to some of those
revafi~ij~V~e mad~ ob i-vátións on- where ~ think the bill could be
improved even further. In the spirit of compromise, I think it’s important
that this Committee look at these recommendations and suggestions.

At the outset, what I’d like to do is I’d like to discuss this almost as if it
were a contract and an agreement between a company and the state.
And, in essence, that’s what it will be over the next few years. Once we
get into this contract and agreement the base will be tied. Some people
would sell, well, we can quite possibly change these terms of agreement
later on, but I don’t think that will allow to be favorable to ,the company
or to the people. So therefore, what I’d like you all to do now, over the
next couple weeks, is look very hard at this bill, and look very hard at.
some of the ramifications that it may have. You’ll be hearing from
someone in testirnoriy. a little later on today regarding a proposed
amendment or suggest the recommendations for an amendment, and I
basically, wholeheartedly support some of these recommendations
because I think they have great value. V

Right now, if you look at the bill, one of the things that I’ve found
problematic with it, and there’s some things that I like very much agree
with this bill, but one of the things that I find problematic with it is the

.V -
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way they essentially bundle the mercury tabulations. And you’ll see on
Page 2, the Section 125-0:12 Definitions; and they talk about affected
sources, and that’s in line 10. And then we talk about base line mercury
emissions, and that’s on Line 12. And you’ll see here it says, ~Baseline
emissions means the total annual mercury emissions from all of the
affected sources, calculated in accordance with RSA 125:0:14.

In essence, the way I read this bill and the way I’d like to see it changed
is be to calculated but calibrate in view of the ~rnissions on a plant-by-
plant basis. Ahd I think that’s critically important: Therefore, I think
what you do is you get a far better reading from the situation. You’d find
out that you’d have a far better analysis of just exactly how one plant is
doing versus the other, which is Schiller versus Bow and Merrimack.
There is a change in here that I do agree. with wholeheartedly and the
Chairman of the Science and Technology Committee and I did agree to
this change and that’s on Page 3 and its Line 24 And it talks about the
reporting by June 30, 2007 and annually thereafter And I think this is
an excellent idea because essentially what this does is that it essentially
keeps tabs of what’s going on with the progress of this entire installation
process However, I would like to see that shortened And I think it
would make more sense to have that on a semi-annual basis That way,
if there seems to be problems, the legislature and the state can react
more quickly than on an annual basis One of the problems I do have
with that however, is that once we enter into this agreement, and once
the plant essentially or the company starts dealing with specific items
and specific installation prbcëTh~es than e~efiffa]l~, Idon~t_think
there’s any turning back That leads me to the next point

I think that the deadlines are way too far out And the reason I thank
that they are way too far out is that, and I’ll refer to the EPA Report, as
well as other people would refer to, quite simply some of the other states
that are at hand Right now, if you look at this bill and if you look at an
out of sight of controlled mercury emissions from 2/05 electric utility
boilers and it’s an EPA Air Pollution Prevention Control Division in court,
it states specifically, and it lists various different kinds of retrofit and
technology to be able to put onto this system, essentially says, that if you
applied what they call ~cSelective Catalytic Reduction,” which I believe
this plant already has, the major plant, an FGG of PM of mercury control
system, that these installations could prepare within three to four years
So when we enter into this contract and when you start to deal with this
issue, what I really think is more important is that we need to keep a
very short time line and then we allow that tune line to be relaxed, if
necessary, if we find that there ~are technical p~o ~~is_ Consistent with
that, the current bill also speaks to some very, very specific technology
requirements, and I do agree with the activating carbon injection system,
however, I think what probably would make far greater sense is if this
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bill were to follow the same format as 128 and merely talk about
requiring the company to come into, what we call reduction compliance,
and allow them to be very specific and deal with that kind of technology
without us basically mandating this specific technology. I think it’s very
important that we don’t micro-manage. I would .sight the most recent
Maryland bill. And I’ll give you a quote there. And I think it’s something
that we ought to follow. It says, “a person that owns, leases, operates or
controls an effective facility that are subject to the requirements of this
statute may determine how best to achieve and collect the emissions
requirements under subsection A, B arid C.” In essence what they’re
saying is they rely on the company to make the best business decisions.
They do not rely on this legislature regardless of whether it’s an
individual or committee or a group of people and a midnight amendment
suggesting any kind of specific control technology. I think this is a very
important thing to take into consideration when we review this bill.

Further on down the line I look at the question of credits. I am very
concerned about mixing even the mercury credits with the other credits.
I think that we have to be very careful about that. There will also be
other people to speak to that issue.

In closing, what I would like to say is that yes, I will support this bill and
yes, I will support it and I will agree with it in the long run. However I
think we can go further and I think we can compromise and come out
with a far, better product. W~’~e ~a. teache~xigb.t now ~yritj~ig ,th~i~iai
report. I would probably give this report or this term paper a C+. I think
quit frankly, this Committee and the legislature can do a whole lot better.
I think we can come out with a B+ term paper or B+ report, and I believe
that it’s up to you all to take this and look at it even further.

And one of the things that conberns me about extending the time line
entirely too far out is whether or not we really come into compliance in a
reasonable amount of time and whether or not we will come into far
greater costs further down the line. If we turn around and allow too far
an extension into the future, the costs will be far greater and this gets
into, what I consider a very, very important factor, which is an increased
cost to the ratepayer. And I think that’s something that you have to be
very considerate and concerned about. If we allow this in essence to
come into production, oh let’s say in 2013, the cost of installation over
that period of time could be passed off to the rate payers. So I think we
have to look at that.

Now, looking at you at this table, essentially three of us, including
myself, right now we’ve probably suffered when’ it comes to increased
rates. Probably two of you will have constituents that will suffer if we
don’t get mercury and S02 emissions reduction sooner. So I think we
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have to look at much tighter deadlines. I think you have. to say to
yourself, it’s much better to set a~ very tight deadline, get, into a
Oontractual agfeement and a very tight closed manner. And if there are
technical problems, allow that agreement to extend a little bit. And I

• think that’s important strictly for the protection of the individuals of the
state and your constituents.

One of the thi.ngs in the Maryland bill that I would have a little focus on,
and I’d be glad to leave a copy of the Maryland bill, is it has some good
aspects, this is something that I really actually agree with Representative
Ross. I think you should focus on essentially putting in a study,
committee that would basically look at, and Vll read the section in’ the
Maryland bill. It says, “the Department of Environment shall contract
with an academic institution’ in the state for a study of whether there will
be adverse impacts on the state economy or the liability of the state’s
energy supply and the cost of energy for consumers as a result of ‘the
state’s entry’ into a continued participation in the regional greenhouse
gas initiative.” Now they say, of course, . among mid-atlai~tic and
northeastern states. I think this is important that you attach a study to
this bill so that we. keep the whole regional greenhouse initiatives, the.
costs and the necessity alive. To me that’s a very important factor. This•
is not just a mercury bill. This is an air pollution bill.

With that I thank you. I’ve tried to condense a fair amount of what I
wanted to say and I’d be glad to take any questions.

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Representative Phinizy, thank you very
much. Any questions? Senator Letourneau.

Senator Robert J. Letourneau, D. 19: Representative Phinizy, could
you tell me how much mercury is falling on New Hampshire right now,
currently? Do you have that ... any idea?

Representative Phinizy: No, I couldn’t tell you that. How much actual
mercury is falling on New Hampshire? I can tell you that it was
estimated out of the Bow/Merrimack plant there were about one
hundred and twenty-five pounds.

Senator Robert .3. Letourneau, D. 19:’ But we already heard that.

Representative’ Phinizy: I understand that.

Senator Robert J. Letourneau, D. 19: I’m wondering how much
mercury is coming from the plants in Ohio and Illinois and Michigan?

Representative Phinizy: Well I happen to be ... if I can’t
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Senator Robert J. Letourneau, D. 19: They don’t have any trouble
zones?

Representative Phinizv: Well I’m not going to speak to that issue.
What I’m going to speak to is what’s important locally. And I happen to
think that mercury does not travel to the degree that the other high
flying gases travel. I think that’s very important we install mercury
scrubbers. I do support that part of the bill that says, “Let’s put that
technolo~r on now.” What I would like you all to do is look very closely
to make sure that that technology continues to run throughout the life of
it. That it’s not shut down in a year or two. I think that’s a critically
important aspect.

How much mercury is coming from the mid-west? Frankly that’s
between you and fence post, and that’s not important; it’s how much
mercury we’re generating here. That’s critically important. Right now,
the plant, the Bow Plant generates a phenomenal ‘amount of mercury.
And those two plants now reduce their mercury production, which would
be the Penacook Plant and the Claremont Plant. They will essentially, in
the next few years, be down, I think to fifteen to twenty pounds.

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Senator Bragdon.

Senator Peter .E. Bragdon, D. 11: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Good
affeiE~ho6n:’ ‘ . .

Representative Phinizy: Good afternoon Senator.

Senator Peter E. Bragdon, D. 11: I think I saw something in the bill
I understand your ‘concern about stretching out the time frame, but I
thought I saw something earlier about some economic incentive or
incentives for Public Service to do this a little faster, increase credits or
such as that. Aren’t there incentives in this bill to at least encourage
them to move along a little faster if they can?

Representative Phinizy: -Well, of course there are incentives to
encourage it, but right now, I went on line and I basically did a little bit
of an analysis of the company. Right now the company is losing money.
Although their annual gross asset, annual gross revenue is something
like seven and a half billion dollars. They are at a loss mode. So if you
take a company this entire package, because it’s not just Public Service
of New Hampshire, it’s Northeast Utilities, you take it as an entire
package, they may make a financial value judgthent that says that they
may want to put that off because they may fmd that it may save them
money in the long run. So I don’t have a lot of faith in what I call
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economic incentives per say, .1 have a greater faith in a much ... this is
why I really like SB 128, Senate Bill 128 said, we’lr do “X” in a certain
amount of time and you reduce it at least by “Y” amount of pounds of
mercury. And if you can~t, well then w&ll basically go back to the
drawing board and see what’s achievable. And you see to me, - that
makes a great deal more sense in giving economic incentives. I just
think it ... we don’t meddle with business and they don’t meddle with us.
You know, I get very nervous about giving credits and incentives. Thank
YOU:

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Any other questions? If not, thank you very
much. And I’ll call On Senator Maggie Wood Hassan.

Senator Margaret Wood Hassan, 1). 23: Good afternoon.

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Good afternoon Senator Hassan.

Senator Margaret Wood Hassan, D. 23: Thank you, Mr.. Chairman,
members of the Committee for hearing my testimony. Mine is also going
to be divvied because I think there are people in this room who can talk
about the technical details of this bill far better than I can. But I do
want to tell you why I’m here. I’m in support of the bill for two reasons.

One, because I ‘think it represents excellent and hard work by the
Science and Technology Committee àf the House and it is a solid
conipromise. An fh~t is one of the things we are in the business of
doing here, is listening to each other and moving forward as we can, as
we.work together and learn to accommodate each other’s concerns.

The second reason I’m in favor of this bill, at~d the thing that I have
relied upon in getting me to the point where I support this bill in this
hearing, today, is the representations by PSNH that they will, in fact,
engage in early mercury reduction technology. They have applied for the
DOE Grant, they have received the DOE Grant, a.nd I believe they are
committed .to working ‘with alternative technologies to start reducing
mercury sooner, rather than later. That is extraordinarily important to
me. One of the things that brings me here is the fact that my Senate
District, Senate District 23, and I forgot to say for the record, I’m Maggie
Hassan from Senate District 23. (Laughter.) So there we are. Which are
Exeter and nine surrounding towns. Is that my district sits in a mercury
hot spot. To respond a little bit to Senator Letourneau, I don’t doubt that
some mercury comes from other places, but I also know that when you
look at the maps of hot spots in this state, it is very clear that we are
downwind from power plants. And, I hear on a regular basis, as I was
just discussing in the Environment Committee, from the folks in my
district who I would call and I consider myself one of the mercury moms.
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We don’t know entirely what mercury does, we do know it is an
enormous health concern for our constituents, particularly those who are
dealing with the booming epidemic of autism in this state. And I don’t
know whether there will be evidence to ever suggest that mercury from
power plants contributes to autism, we don’t know the science yet. We
do know that probably children with autism have a genetically
disposition to be vulnerable to combinations of chemicals that most of•
the rest of us tolerate. And with .that in mind, I think mercury reduction
sooner, rather than later is a health imperative, just the way reducing
lead became an health imperative for the generation too before us.

PSNH I think, understands this. I think they have made public
representations that they are committed to early mercury reduction. I
am concerned that the aggregate reduction that is being measured in
this bill may not be monitoring the seacoast power plants quite the way
they should be, and I look forward to working with PSN&H on that
further, because I think frankly that that’s an area of concern for my
area of the state. But we made progress by moving forward a step at a
time as we are able to, but we can come to an agreement about how this
is a very important issue. And I think that this is a terrific step forward.
Thank you.

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Thank you very much for your testimony.
Questions? Senator Letourneau. V

S~tiãtö~Rö15th J~ ~Lëtbürtië~&ü, 1). 1: More of a comment. Thank you
Senator Hassan for testifying and I agree with you. I hope you didn’t V

mistake what my comments were. V -

Senator Margaret Wood Hassan, D. 23: Nol didn’t.

Senator Robert J. Letourneau, I). 19: Is that we’re doing everything we
can here in this state to reduce mercury, but we’re not doing ... being
much ... as the rest of us. . V

Senator Margaret Wood Hassan, D. 23: And thank you for your
comment. I didn’t misinterpret that. I will let you know that as the
Representative to the NCSL Environment Committee, I am trying to do
my bit for New England when I advocate in those meetings to Ohio and
the other mid-west states about cleaning up their mercury.

Senator Robert J. Letourneau, D. 19: Thank you.

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Other questions? If not, thank you very
much. 191 call on Representative Gene Andersen.
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Representative Gene Andersen, Grafton/ 11: I am Representative Gene
Andersen and I represent Lebanon. I speak in favor of the bill. However,
I do take issue with the time line. I have one, just a quick copy, a black
and white of a handout that you were handed out earlier by Chairman
Ross.

Please refer to documents submitted by Representative Ross,
attached hereto and referred to as Attaóhinent 1. V

I’m in construction, and I’ll get into that a little bit further. Chairman V

Ross ‘said that this is a reasonable time line and there are individuals on
•the Committee, including Mr. Itse and Mr. Chase; Representative Chase
who developed this time line. Representative Itse apparently sells
process equipment, Representative Chase was a surgeon. V

I have thirty-one years in construction working on large scale projects. I
am not an engineer, but my title is engineer and I the engineer for
the Tobin Bridge in Boston and Ralph Cote’s work for seven years. I’ve
worked on a lot of projects. I’m just going to name a few of them because
I think they relate directly to the work involved here, and I’m going to
also mention the time line and the money because it also relates.

I was a projec-t superii~itendent for SD Warren Paper Machine, No. 2 V

(inaudible). It was a $1.2 billion dollar project which would be over $2
billion dollars V in today’s dollars. The project started in 1989. It V

~1990. Thar jV~ j~t VV~neVVVy~VV:V Okay?T ái~O was

project superintendent, Dartmouth Hitchcock Medical Center, $228
million dollar project; ground breaking 1988, patients October 1991.
Casco Cape Bridge, $130 million dollar project, three year construction,
one mile long bridge, second longest- base fields span in the world,
unique project, three years to traffic. I did work on the MWRA project
and I also managed quality control for Cronings for approximately sixty
percent of the Cronings in the 1-93 tunnel section of the central artery. ~ V

have worked on those, as well as numerous other projects.

Now, when I saw this schedule that we have here, it’s pretty much unlike
any other project that I’ve ever seen. And so I mentioned it to Committee
at that time, my experience with SD Warren Paper Machine because I
think that was particularly relevant again. In today’s dollars, $2 billion
dollar project completed in almost one year. V V

So here’s what I heard. Permit process takes so long and we can’t do
anything until the permit plocess is completed. What DES advises is the
permit process could be completed in shorter period of time such as six
months. I was advised that we could cut back the time and extensions
could be given to PSNH if they went over that time. PSNH was concerned

V ~~ VVVVVV VV• V~
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about the PUC as they said that they’d have to justify these delays by ... I
kind of would think that that would be the whole point of the PUC, that
they would have to justify those delays. And I have no doubt that if the
permitting process was held up, that you and the legislature as well as
•PUC would fill those extensions.

Another thing I heard, banks won’t lend the money until permits are in

place so nothing can happen until permits are in place. PSNH is a
regulated utility. We’re not talking about somebody going out and
getting money off the street here. In this bill they have ... the fact is that
they’re going to get their money back on this. Now, on almost every
project of any large scale today it’s done from a design build standpoint,
including things even like the central artery. The reason for that is that
cost of money is so incredibly expensive. So, if you look at this schedule
here, you’ll see that we’ve gone ahead ... we’re getting the permit ... and
I’m ready to start doing scrubber engineering after we get a permit.
Obviously on any project that I’m familiar with, engineering goes ahead
of almost anything and we’re about ready to start the project when we get
the permits.

Now, another thing that we heard was that there’s a backup due to the
demand on these scrubbers. Well actually about a third of the power
companies have received these scrubbers between 2000 and 2005. So
we’re in the process mode right now and the work that is in process now,
a lot of it will be completed by 2011 or 2013.

Now you heard Representative Phinizy talk about Maryland earlier.
Maryland is going to start requiring scrubbers for technology that will do
the work on all of their equipment. So we may in fact be in the lull in
engineering and in getting started up on this project when we put this
thing out. We may be up against the wall, against many people right
now while things are in the process.

Now, it’s such a large project that the area would be overwhelmed. This
is a very small project, estimated at about $270 million dollars. I think if
you were to look at the City of Boston, whiàh is much bigger than
Concord, obviously, however as an MWRA project that was an essential
artery and there was also the airport expansion, as well as going ahead
and throwing in (inaudible) and all of that time and everything, in a very
compressed period of time..

I work for a (inaudible) and Community firm company. Fifty percent of
the engineers who worked in Boston five years ago are now gone. That’s
how these projects should of bulked up. So, it is a very small project.

qz/
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Now when I mentioned: to Represe~itative Itse that this project with SD
Warren cost $1.2 billion and $2 billion in today’s dollars, he said, “I’m
sure that that was probably the only project going on at the time.” Now
in my experiences in construction, that’s where I felt that he was a little
unaware of how things work in construction. The way things work in
construction is everything happens in an industry all at one time. Okay.

The paper mills were very big at that time. As a matter of fact, at the
time the $1.2 million dollar expansion was going on, major expansion
that P and GA George ... Specific with had a (inaudible) took a seventeen
story boiler there, Great Northern was expanding and even James
Ruther, the owner at Berlin at that time, had about a $170 million dollar
expansion going on, which would probably be pretty much equivalent to
this in today’s dollars. Now, the people who do this kind of work are the
same kind of people who do those would also work on that project.

Another thing I heard was there would not be enough cranes to do the
job. To which I said, “Call Camrino Crane, you could have three hundred
of them up here right away.” Now I think any of you that worked in
that saw the central artery project, saw that there were tons of cranes
down there; they are all gone, they are all looking for a place to go. Now
in fairness to Public Service of New Hampshire I ask their lobbyist, I said,
“Cranes?” And the lobbyist said, “I’m not sure where that came from, we
probably have a crane from Schiller that we. could pull over.” Now
scrubbers don’t require a l~r~crane cornparedtQputting in bile in
the first place. So the cranes is definitely not a problem.

So I think that these are the things you have to think about. Right nàw
this work ~is’in the process. Engineering is out there, this is not a unique
engineering system. There are about five engineering firms that do
design, about five engineering companies that do building.. The paper
mills, there’s essentially only one company in the America, AHOIT, or you
have to go outside. So this is not a difficult construction project.

I think the other thing I’d like to just make one comment on. When you
think about these things, remember that we built more battleships in
World War II than have been built, since before, or ever since. That’s
how much construction happens in this country. And that’s how fast it
moves around. And with that I~ll take any questions that I might.

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Any questions for the Representative? Seeing
none, thank you very much for your testimony. I’ll call on Representative
Naida Kaen. Good afternoon.

Representative Naida Kaen, Strafford/7: Good afternoon. Thank you
Mr. Chairman. For the record my name is Naida Kaen. I represent Lee,
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Durham and Madbury, Stratford District 7. To begin with I want you to
know that I’m not an engineer.

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Thank you.

Representative Kaen: But I’ve been on the Science, Technology and
Energy Committee listening to engineers since 1995. I think what may
have been slightly overlooked, and I just want to fill in a few gaps.
Chairman Ross did an excellent job of representing what has happened
and the deliberations in the Committee and around the table in order to
come up with the current bill.

What perhaps has been overlooked is the role through the years that has
been played by environmental organizations who forde the issue, who
publicize the issue for who we need some thanks and I hope you
recognize that. On the other hand, I am in full support of this bill, as
written. I think now that the parties have come together around the
table, and come to a consensus that that role is over with, that we have
achieved a consensus at this point and we should expedite. The sooner
we do this for the people of the State of New Hampshire, the sooner we
will begin those mercury and S02 reductions. And I simply, I will leave it
at that, and if you have, any questions, I’m not here to field any technical
questions. My role has always been to• put the whole thing in
perspective. . .

I just ... one further note from a finance perspective. I do have a.
background in finance and accounting so I would urge you not to even
consider extending a new time line. And my logic is this. It would
increase the risk. This is a regulated utility; it may increase fmancing
costs to the extent that the utility can claim that their risk is greater
because we put additional pressure on them that their costs will go up.
And who do the costs’flow through to? The rate payers. We have to take
that into consideration, that what we have here is a compromise that
takes all the factors into consideration.

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Thank you. Any questions? If not, thank
you very much for being here. I’ll call on Representative
Representative Theberge from Berlin signed in, in favor of the bill but did
riot wish to speak I think I’ve got all the Senators and all the
Representatives. I’ll call on Alice Chamberlin from the Governor’s office.

As you come up Ms. Chamberlin, I will note that Representative Peter
Sullivan signed in, in support but did not wish to speak, and he wants
the amendment for eighty percent reduction by 2009.

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Welcome.
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Alice Chamberlin, Governor’s Office: Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman
and members of the Committee. My name is Alice Chamberlin and I
would like to read a letter that is under my signature but on behalf of the
Governor.

Please see prepared testimony by Alice Chamberlin on behalf of the
Governor’s office, dated April 11, 2006, attached hereto and referred
to as Attachment #2.

Senator Bàb Odell, D. 8: Thank you very much for your testimony.

Alice Chamberlin, Governor’s Office: Any questions from the
Committee?

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Questions? Seeing none, thank you very
much.

Alice Chamberlin, Governor’s Office: Thank you, I’ll leave co~ies for the
record.

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: I’ll call on Jared. Teutsch from the New
Hampshire Lakes Association. Good afternoon.

Mr. Jared A. Teutsch, Environmental Policy Director, New Hampshire
Lakes Association: Good ~ _~. ~• ‘ci~airm
members of the Committee. For the record, my name is Jared Teutsch,
Policy Director for New Hampshire Lakes Association. I have another
handout here for you as well. It’s actually, it says, “Draft copy, of a 2006
SectIon 303(d) Surface Water Quality List” from DES.

Please see prepared testimony of Jared A. Teutsch, Environmental
Policy Director, New Hampshire Lakes Association, dated April 11,
2006 and also see submission of the “Draft 2006 Section 303(d)
Surface Water Quality List” from NH Department of Environmental
Services, attached hereto and referred to as Attachment #3.

The comment period ended March 31St. I’m not sure if it’s ... it’s no
longer considered draft, it may actually be closed, and I’ll pass that along
as well. I also have a ... the representative for Trout Unlimited could not
stay today, so they handed me their testimony, and I’ll include that as
well on behalf of them.

Please see prepared testimony of Paul A. Doacher, National
Leadership Council Representative for NH for the NH Council of



Trout Unlimited, dated April 11, 2006 submitted by Jared A.
Teutsch for Mr. Paul A. Doscher attached hereto and referred to as
Attachment #4.

On behalf of New Hampshire Lakes Association, which represents over”
fifteen thousand (15,000) lake enthusiasts, we support this bill as
written. Certainly we were a member at the table that supported this
bill. We were there with PSNH, with DES, with Audubon, with Forest
Society and many others that felt that the compromised approach was
the best way to go. And I’ll be very brief.

But what I do want to include is, I did highlight it for you in that Section
and what it basically says is, “All surface water bodies in the State of
New Hampshire are considered impaired.” and that’s over five thousand
plus. That includes lakes and ponds, streams and rivers, all surface
water bodies are considered impaired with mercury.

One other thing that I think this bill does very well is the removal of
sulfur dioxide. And included in this report, and I don’t have the report
with me, but I can certainly provide ‘the Committee a copy of the report.
It’s about one hundred and fourteen (114) pages long and includes all
the public waters that are in there. There are waters that are impaired
by just PH” and obviously sulfur dioxide adds to acid rain deposition,
which only adds to the problems with our public water, especially those
that are teetering on the brink of acidity. So I do urge you to “ought to
•pas’s” thi~”’bffi a~ writt~, ‘andl’d be h”ã~r to take an~” ~ué~±ibns.

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Thank you very much for your comments,
and the letter and the background information. Any questions? Seeing
none, thank you very much. I’ll call on Joel Harrington, New Hampshire
Audubon.

Mr. Joel M. Harrington, Vice President of Policy, Audubon Society of New
Hampshire: Mr. Chairman, I have copies of my testimony.

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Okay. Good afternoon.

Mr. Harrington: Good afternoon Mr. Chairman and members, of the
Committee. My name is Joel Harrington. For the record. I’m Vice
President of Policy for New Hampshire Audubon Society. As the states
oldest New Hampshire based non-profit wildlife organization whose
members and supporters include anglers, hunters, birdwatchers, and
outdoor enthusiasts, we strongly support House Bill 1673, as written.
For ninety-two years we have compiled some of the most extensive data
relative to the health of our state’s wildlife, including data that
contributed to what we know today about levels of mercury in some of
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New Hampshire’s threatened and endangered species. Over the years,
Audubon has helped draft the state’s Endangered Species Act, the Clean
Power Act of 2001, and now we’ve helped the legislature in drafting the
legislation that stands before you.

I’d really like to thank the House Science, Technology and Energy
Committee. And I. would also like to thank the Senate for last year, for
really setting the stage for this bill. If it wasn’t for the Senate last year, I
honestly believe we would not be here today. It really was the framework
for why we are here. This has been a bill that’s been two years in
creation. It has been embedded through numerous experts, the Public
Utilities Commission, the Department of Environmental Services, many
environrheñtal groups, experts across the’ region. This has been
embedded for a long, long time. The time is now. We just waited too
long. And to study this bill for another year has no benefit at all to the
health of this state, and to the children and parents and wildlife that
really depetid on our state to c1e~n up (inaudible).

I’d like to also thank Carl Johnson for sponsoring last year’s legislation•
and also being willing to be cO-sponsor to this year’s legislation. I think
that’s a very important observation to be made for his support on this
legislation. It represents a hard compromise’ that will result in
significant reductions in mercury and sulfur emissions. For years we’ve
been debating about how best to reduce harmful pollutants in New
Hampshire’s envitonment. Thisyear may be. our chance..with...th.e broad
support enlisted on this legislation from both political parties and
chambers of the General Court. From the state’s two largest angling
organizations, from the state’s lakes’ associations, wildlife organizations,
the business organizations, the utffity and the state’s two conservation
resource protection agencies. Ideally Mr. Chairman, no, pollution is great
for New Hampshire. And if we could feasibly and realistically get to that,
I’d be one, hundred percent behind it. But we have to be realistic about
our approach and some may say ninety percent, some may say eighty-
five percent, but we have to be ... we want to support a bill that is
achievable and still be part of something and not be a part of something
that just sounds good, but is not feasible.

In January, when the Governor made his state-of-the-state address and
announced that he would like to see, this year, the legislature pass
mercury reductions, there was a standing ovatioh by all members of the’
General Court. It was a clear sign, a clear indication of where we’re
headed in this state on this ... these two major pollutants, mercury and
sulfur. This bill has been four months, this particular bill that you have
before you, is four months in the making; three days a week, every week.
I had no summer vacation and I don’t think any stakeholder that was
involved in this had a summer. We worked hard on this. And we sent
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graphs out to multiple parties, and it’s not discount station groups, its
businesses that are going to be affected heavily by a potential rate
increase if there’s any risk sharing in this. This is a bill that has the
interest and respect of all members of the community.

I want to talk about the percentages. We have to be reminded in this bill,
and I’m kind of jumping all over the place and going through it as my
thoughts come to, but we have to be reminded that in this bill, to deal
with the percentage we felt that there’s. an unknown as to where this
what scrubber technology will achieve at Merrimack Station. There are a
lot of reasons for that. The PSNH Bow Plant has something called a
Cyclone Boiler. It is about ... I’m guesstimating maybe two or three in
the country, maybe even less than that, which poses significant issues
for this type of technology. And so the percentage that a lot of engineers
from their company and that we talked to throughout the region, we
think thatitwill achieve somewhere between eighty and ninety. So the
low end number was put in here. However, after 2013, after a consistent
rate above eighty percent has been achieved, that rate will be quote,
“locked in,” as the new compliance rate. It could be eighty-five percent, it
could be ninety percent, in fact it may be, I don’t, you know, think it will
get to be above ninety percent, but it could be ninety-five percent. I
mean who knows. But that lock in provision, I think it’s a real critical
point in this bill and it covers that higher percentage. Thiá bill is more
stringent than the federal rule. With all due respect to Representative
Phinizy,. he’s saying ~.EPA,. ..but. if you recall.. the EPA count. out of. their
m~rcuiy for the last year got a seventy-five percent reduction by 2018.
So I don’t see how EPA’s rule in any way is a model for what we should
be doing here in New Hampshire..

I want to talk ... I’ll also go on to the time line. And the time line here,
someone said, well, let’s look to other states. Other states have done,
have an earlier time line so why don’t we? Well, I’d like to direct you to
my last page of testimony. What I’ve done is a state-by-state comparison
of the six mercury laws in the nation. There’s only six. And the point
here is to look at caveat in each of these pieces of legislation. Let’s take
the first two, for example on the last page.

Connecticut — they wanted ninety percent, they have a ninety percent
reduction by July 2008. It however, the caveat to that is that if we
cannot meet the reduction; then the DEP can establish alternative
emissions limits by twenty ten (2010). It’s in their discretion iaow if the
utility cannot meet it, then they just put an alternative emissions limit
on that for compliance; sixteen seventy three (1673) doesn’t have that.

Massachusetts — Everybody talks about Massachusetts. Massachusetts
has an eighty-five percent reduction by ‘08 and a ninety-five percent

/0/
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reduction by 2012. The caveat: the law applies to eight coal-fired boiler
units. I talked to the folks in Massachusetts yesterday. Four of these
units were already meeting the eighty-five peroent before the law was
even put into place. And how are they doing it? They are utilizing
carbon injection. Well we tried that last year, last year at Merrimack
Station and we got less than a. twenty percent reduction.

The fifth coal-fired unit, it uses early and off-site reductions. Well we
don’t~ have that here. And the sixth through eighth units, which is the
infamous Brayton Point Plant has numerous existing controls already in
place, a multipronged effort. But the thing is, before that state law was
passed, and I don’t want to go to long on this, there was years and years
of testing, base-line measurements. There’s actually a DOE study.
There’s sampling that took place; we are starting right from the
beginning on that under this law.

So I just wanted to point that out and I don’t think you have to, the devil
is in the details on other states, and we don’t have the devil in our
details. V

Finally, why is sulfur so important to this bill? Well sulfur binds,
mercury binds with sulfur. And that’s why it’s important. It makes it
actually a little bit more toxic when it binds. Sulfur is a major
contributor to the regional haze, the respiratory illnesses in this state,
and .~~your paper 1a~st week, .i.~w ~mp~ime~ number
one in the nation for asthma. And I. hear there may be some caveats~
even to that report. But we definitely rank amongst the highest in the
nation for asthma rates. Sulfur causes particulate matter which is the
cause to the respiratory illnesses, and nearly every week in the summer I
get through my fax machine the air quality report saying, ~‘Poor quality
air days in New Hampshire.” And that is one of the reasons why we have
poor quality areas.

PSNH has built a plant and fortunatel3r they don’t like to hear the
statistics, ranks thirty-seventh in the country ... out of eleven hundred
coal power plants for sulfur emissions. So not by ... by reducing sulfur
at PSNH’s plant, we are not only reducing a major state source, but we
would be reducing a major national source of sulfur emissions. What we
finally ... what we need to do is we cannot sit idly and wait for a national
solution to an ever growing ecological and health problem. We have a
long and we have a successful history of making environmental progress
through modest incremental gains. HB 1673 is the next logical step to
our future in the air. Members of the Committee, let’s not let the perfect
become the enemy of the good. Thank you very much.
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Please see prepared testimony of Joel M. Harrington, J.D.., Vice
President of Policy, Audubon Society of New Hampshire, dated April
11, 2006.. Also see “Mercury and Sulfur Emissions Reduàtion Bill,
HB 1673, Frequently Asked Questions, Mercury and Sulfur Emission
Reductions, List of Supporters and Contacts, News Article — Concord
Monitor, and NH Sçntinel Source.corn, The Keene Sentinel,
“Mercury 2013,” and Mercury and sulfur Emission Reductions,
State-by-State Comparison — What Do These Laws Really Say?
Attached hereto and referred to as Attaàhment #5.

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8; Thank you very much for your testimony.
Questions? Thank you for the efforts you made in this. I’ll call on Mr.
Harry Vogel from the Loon Preservation Committee.

Mr. Harry Vogel, Loon Preservation Committee: . Good afternoon Mr.
Chairman, members of the Committee.

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Good afternoon.

Mr. Vogel: Thank you for the opportunity. For the record my name is
Harry Vogel. I’m the Executive Director of the Loon Preservation
Committee for the Audubon Society of New Hampshire, but I’m a
biologist by training and I’d like to talk, very briefly about the effects of
mercury on loons and wildlife in New Hampshire.

Over the past twelve years the Loon Preservation Committee, the
BioDiversity Research Institute and other members of the Northeast Loon
Study Working Group have carried out research to assess the threat that
mercury poses to loons and other wildlife in New Hampshire. And that
research has turned up the following findings: of one hundred and
ninety-seven (197) loon eggs tested in New Hampshire, fifty-two percent
(52%) of those have mercury concentrations, over .5 parts per million
(ppm), which is a level high enough to potentially affect reproductive
success in’ birds. And the highest mercury loading ‘of any loon egg,
collected anywhere in the United States was right here it~ New
Hampshire, and that was an egg with 3.9 ppm of mercury in it. And that
is three times the lethal limit that has been established in other states.

~re~ve also . found that other loons captured in ‘New Hampshire have
among the highest concentrations of mercuiy in.loons found anywhere in
the United States. Out of one hundred and thirty-five adult. loons
sampled in New Hampshire, eighteen percent were found to have blood
mercury levels about 3 ppm which is the established risk threshold for
adult ‘loons. And adults with more than 3 ppth of mercury fledged forty
percent fewer young than adults with less than 3 ppm.
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Individual loons captured on successive years in other states have
constant mercury levels over time, but individual loons captured during
successive years in New Hampshire show an average nine point six
per~ent yearly increase in mercury in their blood. So they are
accumulating mercury faster than they could rid themselves of it.

Mercury is known to be a potent neurotoxin that affects animal behavior,
among other things, and results of our studies and other studies in New
Hampshire and in Maine has shown the loons of higher mercury levels
have abnormal behaviors that affect their abilities to defend a territory
and to raise young.

Mercury can be transported over long distances in the atmosphere, but
the majority of mercury deposition in southern New Hampshire is
thought to be from local or regional emission sources. And so all of these
things together, the concentrations of mercury iii loon eggs and in
adults, the accumulation of mercury in individual loons over time, and
the effects of these mercury levels on breeding, suggest that current
levels of mercury emissions are high enough to pose a threat to loons
and other wildlife in New Hampshire. And therefore, reduction in
mercury from those local sources would reduce the amount of mercury
in New Hampshire’s environment, something that would benefit loons
and other wildlife, and also people. And for those reasons, LPC strongly
supports any initiative to reduce mercury emissions from point sources
in New Hampshire.

Senator Bob Odell, 0. 8: Thank you for your testimony. Any
questions? Senator Letourneau.

Senator Robert J. Letoumeau, D. 19: Just one. The loons are
migratory birds aren’t they?

Mr. Vogel: Yes they are.

Senator Robert J. Letourneau, D. 19: Is there any evidence that they’re
getting a lot of this from other places?

Mr. Vogel: Yes. In fact there is some evidence. Loons are ... have the
advantage of having both feathers and blood. In these feathers, the
feathers that we’re taking from these birds; when we capture them we’ll
typically take two feathers. One secondary feather from each wing and
we’ll test those for mercury. And the mercury content of those feathers is
more of an expression of long-term mercury exposure and the mercury
that was in the oceans. Because at the time these feathers were formed,
they were actually over wintering on the oceans. And ‘the mercury that
we find in those feathers is much vulgar than the mercury in the blood,
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which we take as an expression of the mercury that’s be&n gathered
more recently on the breeding grounds. So by having those two samples
to compare, we can really say with a fair degree of confidence that most
of the mercury that is coming from these loons is actually coming from
fresh water lakes that they’re on in the summer time.

Senator Robert J Letourneau, D. 19: Where are these birds being
captured and tested?

Mr. Vogel: We capture and test loons from all over New Hampshire.
Typically

Senator Robert J. Letourneau, -D. 19: Of the ‘typical birds you’re
talking about.

Mr. Vogel: Yes. Well, a lot of our loons have been captured from Lake
Umbagog, which is in the northern part of the state, but a lot of them
have also been captured from the southeastern corner, which has been
identified by EPA Atmospheric Deposition Models, as areas where we
would expect high mercury depositions. And what we’ve been able to do,
actually the Loon Preservation Committee and the BioDiversity Research
Institute, by going out and capturing these loons and sampling, the
blood, have been able to ground troop that study and validate the results
of that study. ‘

Senator RobertJ. Letourneau, D. 19: Just talking about the hot spots
in New Hampshire, and the plants that we’re talking about here are down
wind and generally in the southern part and to the east part of the state.’
Would you venture to guess that a lot of this mercury is coming airborne
from the west? ‘ ‘

Mr. Vogel: , Yes. I think prevailing winds, you know, definitely show
that there’s an effect. ,There are two things that I could ... I do have a
couple of reports with me. One is our ~Meeting with the Challenge,”
which is a thirty year report and on page 13 of that report we actually
have a map showing the highest concentrations, and you can clearly see
as well that some of the point sources are showing on that and you can
see where they’ll ... the effect of that plume goes. The other report that
I’d like to submit is the ccMercury Connections Report.” And in that
report there are three different forms of mercury: elementary reactive
gaseous mercury and particulate mercury ‘and the transport distances
are given from those. And for the last two, the reactive gaseous and the
particulate mercury transport distances are estimated from zero to
thirty-three, three hundred kilometers and from zero’ to five hundred
kilometers, respectively. So, that certainly suggests that a lot of this

/ac
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mercury that we’re finding in these biological hot spots is coming from
the over sources. V V V V

Please see prepared, testimony of Harry Vogel, Executive Director,
Loon Preservation Committee of the Audubon Society of New
Hampshire. Also, “Meeting the’ Challenge,” and “Mercury
Connections,” reports attached hereto and referred to as
Attachments #6, #7, and #8, respectively.

Senator Robert J. Letourneau, D. 19: Just one last question. Are you
pursuing federal legislation at all ‘to try and get these. plants cleaned up
from the west of us? Because New Hampshire is contributing its part
and it’s spending a’lot of màney and paying high electric rates because of
it and, we’re willing to do that, but we’re still going to see this
contamination coming over even after we do all this.

Mr. Vogel: Yes. Well, I’m a simple biologist, sir, and so I’m not
pursuing any legislation in other parts. But certainly the work that the
Loon Preservation Committee and other folks have done clearly shows a
link between these local sources and these pollutants in these hot spots.
So that to me suggests that if we clean up these local sources, these hot
spots will over time dissipate, and in fact we are beginning to see, we
have seen some evidence that loons downwind of some of these point
sources, once these point sources have been either checked out ‘or the
mercury~s .r.educed~ we’ve, seen a-fairly qnick reduction in. ,the,.amount:of
mercury ‘in loon blood in some cases as well, which is very encouraging.

Senator Robert J. Letourneau, D. 19: Thank you.

Mr. Vogel:,, You’re welcome.

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Thank you very much for being here today.

Mr. Vogel: You’re welcome.

Senator Bob Odell, D~ 8: And I’ll call on Donna Gamache, Public
Service of New Hampshire.

Donna Gamache. Public Service of New Hampshire: If I may, I have
Terry Large with me. He’s v~ith PSNH

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Sure.

Ms. Gamache: To potentially answer any technical questions.

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Good afternoon.

/b6~~
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Mr. Terry Large, Public Service of New Hampshire: Thank you.

Ms. Gamache: Senator, thank you. I am Donna Gamache
representing PSNH and Terry Large with PSNH as well. When you first
started the hearing you asked that our testimony be kept to what nobody
else had said, so I’m trying to find something to say. So, what I thought I
would do is make it very brief and hopefully Terry will add a few
comments, and then just leave it open for questions. But the one thing
that nobody else brought to your attention- was that when we started to
sit down as a group, and it was a large extended group, trying to find a
solution to removing mercury from the environment, we had to do a
couple of things. Arid that was lay the ground work for how we were
going to move forward. The first was that-we had to recognize that we’re
all New Hampshire residents and we’re solidly -invested in the well being
of the State of New Hampshire, environmentally, as well as New
Hampshire’s health. -

We also knew that what we had heard in the discussion on SB 128, that
there were certain things that diverse interests in the community did not
want. They wanted, for one example, no trading of mercury for
compliance. They wanted no mitigation in order to meet the limits.
That, you know, all the reductions would take place at the stack, We~
also knew that they wanted as much reductions as possible and as soon
as possible. We feel that HB 1673 really addresses all of those needs in a
very good--way. So-~do~u bftHB 1673 1ri its Oü~tërit fóim.
We feel this language is realistic in terms of our ability to meet
requirements, it’s flexible in the way it alms to jceep Cu to era’ costs
lower, and it’s significant in terms of setting emissions reductions limits
~What the technology actually achieves on a sustained basis.

But the other point that I wanted to raise was that HB 1673 is really
Phase II of the Clean Power Act. And, if you go back and take a look at
the principles in the Clean Power Act, it really was meant to be a multi-
pollutant approach. And the reason for that was they recognized that
there would be, it would be beneficial to customers to try to find
technology that could get more tlan one pollutant reduced and it would
also be very beneficial to customers, in terms of costs. And we are very
supportive of the final piece of legislation because we feel that it’s in
keeping with principles, yet up to date with what the needs are of today. -

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Thank you.

Mr. Terr’~r Large, Public Service of New Hampshire: Thank you Mr.
Chairman, members of the Committee. -I’m just sitting here and have
three bullets that maybe will try to summarize what we see in trying to
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(inaudible) this bill. This bill as written, produces the maximum amount
of mercury reductions for the most reasonable cost. This bill brings
about reductions in mercury as soon as next year, and for years into the
future, culminating with the installation of the scrubber technology that
not only gets mercury, but S02 sulfur dioxide as you’ve heard. This bill’s
going to advance the science of mercury removal. We spoke about the
DOE grant. Work that with which is already under way and would be
implemented this coming and next year and the years iErito the future so
that the science and the technology and the understanding about how to
get mercury out of the power plant stacks will be advanced, so that
maybe our friends to the west can learn and will follow our lead and
reduce emissions of thercury info this state, no matter how much or how

V little it is. We reduce (inaudible) written services the be~t interests of the

environment of the State of New Hampshire and customers of Public
Service Company of New Hampshire. We urge you to vote ~it ccought to
pass.”

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Thank you very much. Thanks to both of
you. Senator Burling.

Senator Peter H. Burlin~, D. 5: 1 wanted to ask two questions. What
you heard because you were both here through the course. of the
preceding, two people speak about their view of the relationship between
the State and PSNH as a result of this bill. Representative Phinizy talked

.V.ab.out..thisV..is...a five.. year .c.ontrac.t;..once~
Is that your view of what we’re doing here? Is this a kind of last
telephone call between the State and PSNH before we get to 2013?

Ms. Gamache: I’ll let Terry follow up to me if he wants to give
something more technical. Absolutely not, PSNH has, you don’t have to
take my. word for it, we have history, You can see it out there. We have

V a history of working with the state continually. We have a very good
relationship with DES, we work with them continuously. We work with
you, the legislature continuously, and we supported fully the amendment
that the Committee, Science and Technology and Energy Committee
added to the bill, which required a yearly review by the Electricity
Restructuring Oversight Committee beginning one year from its
limitation of the law. We fully support it. We have been, PSNH has been,
we’re just a little over an eighty year old company. We’ve always been in
New Hanipshire, we expect to continue to be and we have no reason to

V walk away at any time.

Senator Peter H. Burling, D. 5: And, if I may, a follow up?

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Yes.
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Senator Peter H. Btirling, D. 5: Referring to Senator Hassan,. I think
you could call it a credo, she expressed her belief in the things that your
company was prepared to do. But I’d like to hear from you, for the
record of this Committee if there are improvements you can make in a
faster time frame, if there are reductions you can make sooner. If there
are things you can do to get mercury out of our air quicker, will you do
them?

Ms. Gamache: Absolutely. V

Mr. Large: V Absolutely, Senator. This bill incents that behavior and
we’ve demonstrated with the (inaudible) type legislation in the past
associated with NOx removal and other technologies that we will use as
promptly as we possibly can to. get scrubbers in service.

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Thank you. Any other questions? If not,
thank ~rou very much: Oh, sorry.

Senator Robert J. Letourneau, 0. 19: So, just a follow up with Senator
Burling’s question. This is a realistic time frame?

Mr. Large: Yes it is. V

Senator Robert J. Letourneau~ 0. 19: For this bill?

Mr. Large: For this legislation it is, yes.

Senator Robert J. Letourneau, 0. 19: But if there’s a possibility that
you could move it up, you would? V

Mr. Large: We will begin with the passage of this legislation and follow
the steps to engineer, design, permit, fmance, and construct this as we
can.

Ms. Gamache: If I could just add as a response to your question, and I
can’t quite remember where it is in the bill, but there is a provision in
this language that within the first year we have to have a certain amount
of permitting already in the process, and we’ve committed to doing so, so
we Will get started immediately. V

Senator Robert J. Letourneau, 0. 19: Wehad a Representative, just a
follow up, sorry sir ... Representative come in and say that he’s been an
engineer on many jobs that are much larger construction jobs and that
they were able to do so in a shorter time span. What takes so many
years to do this? So the Committee understands.
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Mr. Large: I would start by saying that there’s a balance betw,~n time
and money. 1’~hi~gsçan, be done faster at substantially higher cost.. If
you’ve had familiarity with the Merrimack Station facility, the site, this is
a monumental project in terms of that site. There will be multiple
cranes. There will be lots of construction activity. They will remove
essentially all of the remaining property that sits aside the existing
boilers today, along side all the other pollution control equipment that’s
been added in the last ten years. Twc. .1~urzdred and fifty million dollars is
an awful lot of money in PSNH’s view. So, if more money were to be
spent, could it be done more promptly? Possibly, but to be done well so
that the plant can be operated and the maximum benefit from this
technology can be derived, it would be best to take a prudent and low fall
out approach, as opposed to trying to throw more money or throw more
people and solve the issue. Doing it in an organized well thought out and
planning for the long-term operation of this unit is the right way to go for
everyone involved we believe.

Senator Robert J. Letourneau, D. 19: And just one last question.
What is the overall cost of the rate payers on this?

Ms. Gamache: I ... Bob Scott from DES has some charts that he was
going to pass out.

Senator Robert J. Letourneau, D. ig: Oh, that’s going to be further
testimony later on? That ... I can hold off on that.

Ms. Gamache: Okay.

Senator Robert J. Letourneau, D. 19: Thank you.

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Any other questions? If not, thank you both
for being here. Appreciate your testimony.

Senator Peter H. Burling, D. 5: Mr. Chairman, I have a brief, I’m
supposed’ to be in two places at once and it’s across the street. I’ll be
right back.

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: All right.

Senator Peter H. Burling, D. 5: I assume we have quite a few people
left to do at this point.

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: We are half way down the first sheet.

Senator Peter H. Burling, D. 5: Excellent.

I/o
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Senator Bob Odell, ID. 8: When we get to a point where we have some
that aren’t speaking then ... so we’v~ got

Senator Peter H. Burling, ID. 5: I don’t want to miss out on a single
thing. I’ll be back.

Senator Bob Odell, ID. 8: How long do you think Senator Burling you’ll
be gone? (Laughter).

Senator Peter H. Burling, ID. 5: Literally five minutes. I’ll be right back

•Senator Bob Odell, ID. 8: All right. Then I’m going to call on Sally
Davis, League of Women Voters New Hampshire. ‘Good afternoon.

Sally Davis, League of Women Voters New Hampshire: Good afternoon.
As you’ll see at the end, I signed Jane Armstrong’s signature with my
initials after it because she couldn’t get to my house to sign.

My name is Sally Davis. I am a past President of League of Women
Voters and follow legislation here in Concord fairly frequently. I’ve been
a member, of the League of Women Voters since 1966 in several states
and was a part of the original study on, air quality back in the ‘70’s, and
feel pretty (inaudible) with what we have studied and, worked on through
the years. So this is to the New Hampshire Senate Energy and Economic
Development Committee regarding. HB 1673.

Please see prepared testimony of Jane Armstrong, President, League
of Women Voters of New Hampshire, dated April 11, 2006,.
submitted and read to Committee by Sally Davis attached hereto
and referred to as Attachment #9.

Senator Bob Odell, ID. 8: Thank you Ms. Davis. Any questions?
Seeing none, thank you very much. And I’ll call on Bob •Scott,
Department of Environmental Services.

Mr. Bob Scott, Air Resources Division, Department of Environmental
Services: Mr. Chairman.

Senator Bob Odell, ID. 8: Good afternoon Mr. Scott.

Mr. Scott: Good afternoon. I will attempt to be brief. Obviously the
main points have already been raised and I do not like to be repefitious.
First of all, I’ll hand out our testimony letter and also, if it helps the
Committee, a ‘really, a one pager kind of outlining the major points of the
bill.

/~/.



Please see prepared testimony of Mr Michael P Noliii,
Commissioner, the Department of Environmental Services,
submitted by Mr Bob Scott and also an “Overview of HB 1673,”
attached hereto and referred to as Attáchment#1O.

Well, at least for me thaI w~rks better. And finally, since it came up in
recent conversation, potential financial impacts to the ratepayers. Much
of what I was going to say again has been èovered, ~so I’ll try not to be
repetitious. I do want to make the point that this is not a new thing for
DES; we’ve been working on this for well over two years. We originally
we had the Clean Power Act which required the DES to make a
recommendation to the legislature, which we did two years ago, and
we’ve been working on this issue every since. And why I say that is I
want to ... it’s been said that this bill certainly is a compromise, we’ve
vented this issue through many, many resources. I’m very fortunate to
have some very good engineers and scientists at the Department, and
frankly I have available to me through other venues, other state agencies
from other states, so we would avail ourselves to their knowledge also.

So having said that perhaps ‘I could address more directly some of the
concerns raised, so at least you know as we debated this issue and came

this ... what you see in the bill, how we got there, perhaps t~aat would
help you a little bit. On the time frame, can it be done sooner? I want to
point out, and PSNH alluded to it, but I want to drive it home a little bit
moi~...,.. thai. pJ~.LL~-~.it ~Merrimack II., whic~.. .a.,gam the contrc~ to be
required from Merrimack I and II. But Merrimack II, the largest plant
was built in 1968. It now has two ESP’s on it which are Electrostatic
Precipitators for DL control and its NOx controls. In order to add .yet
another layer of control, what we’re talking about if you’ve been to the
plant, is putting a brand new stack in, reinforcing the boiler, redesigning
certain parts, moving the control equipment; we’re not talking just about
taking this box here and adding this box. We’re talking very major
installation changes to the facility, perhaps even depending on the water
discharge if there’s an issue there of maybe even a cooling tower. These
are all very significant. So I’m not here to say that you won’t see
something before 2013, what I do want to make sure is that this is not
an easy thing for the existing plant. In many ways it’s easier with a new
plant than an existing plant.

And having said that, I have a lot of faith in PSNH and frankly I hope to
see something installed sooner. In discussing this bill we planned
incentives to give PSNH a reason to do it as soon as possible. It works
out financially best for them the sooner they do this. I think that’s an
important point.

~Jt/
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Percentage, we heard some people talk about ... they said the eighty
percent and again I’ll caveat, the eighty percent is not at that particular
plant. The eighty percent is at, of all their coal units, there is three at
Schiller also on the seacoast. Those controls they put on Merrimack
need to meet the eighty percent for all of that, where I believe that we’ll
see a higher rate most likely. Can I guarantee’ you’ll see a higher rate?
Absolutely not. Again, this is a unique plant. So with that in mind,
again we built in incentives to make the company want to do the best
they can to get the highest rates possible. And again as it’s been
mentioned, once the scrubber technology is installed, and I will say
scrubber technology is not something you dial up and dial down it’s.
you get your reductions. ‘ There may be some minor tweaks that can be
made to optimize it., For the most part, once that’s installed and that is
the best technology available today, once that’s installed we will get what
we get out of it to make it very simple. What we put in the bill is, “Gee, if
we get ninety-two point seven percent” or whatever it is, we can lock that
in and so we don’t need anything on the table environmentally. •But
we’ve also’ provided again, economic incentives to’ provide the company a
reason to try to do the best that they can.

It’s also been raised, why are we being prescriptive? Why are we in this
regular ... in this law to PSNH to put in a scrubber? And I have to take
some personal responsibility for that; I advocated for that myself. Why
would I do that? Everybody, including myself I think agrees that we
want to see mercury reductions, a high level of mercury reductions
s6oner th~.n later. ‘We know today that the. instail’a~ibn df scrubbers
which have a wonderful benefit of SO2 reductions, also reduce mercury at
a high percentage. That is today the best technology, especially taking in
to account the multi-pollutant benefits that we know of. What we
wanted to avoid is extra time being given, another year, two years of a
selection process, what’s the best technology, the owner’s having to go to
PUC to convince them that this is the best technology, and then perhaps
having some other company come in and say, “Well, I had this new
alchemy and I can do something even better.” That’s all fine and dandy,
but what we’re concerned about is we don’t want .to have this as a
method where we’re constantly delaying the instaUation. By calling out
scrubber technology in the bill, we’re signaling PSNH from the word go to
start to engineer, design and build scrubber technology right, away. The
bill has in it, within one year of passage of the bill, they are required to
have all their applications in to us, which means there’s a lot of
engineering work they have to do. This is starting ... this is in the
ground writing for the plan, and this is why we did that.

Costs to the ratepayer, again this needs to be looked at in the context of
the existing New Hampshire law which puts a fairly stringent
requirement on the utility for S02, again by having to buy S02 credits.
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This is the same law under 125:0 that is being amended should this bill
pass. What this does is because of that existing requirement, again it’s
been mentioned PSNH and again fli mention it, 2007, when that kicks
in, they are required to buy, since they won’t have the scrubber’s
installed yet, roughly over twenty million dollars worth of SO2 credits to
comply with our state law, not the federal law. With that in place, that
makes installation of scrubbers veiy economical such that as you look at
the chart, ultimately it ends up being a cost savings to the ratepayer
because the facility no longer has to buy as many of these credits to meet
the current state law.

Please see “Mercury Compliance Cost — Annual Rate Impacts,”
submitted by Mr. Bob Scott, Air Resources Division, Department of
Environmental Services, attached hereto and• referred to as
Attachment #11.

And finally Senator Letourneau is not here, so I won’t go on to much.
Yes th~ state is very involved in legal action regarding mercury from
other places and cleaner mercury rule as many of you know that we’re
suing the federal government, frankly over, so that that ‘is our attempt to
make sure, not only are we doing the right thing in the state, but to
make sure we are not receiving mercury, unnecessarily from outside.

And as a final note I will add this is a problem, again for Senator
Letourneau who is not here, the “hot spot” issue. Yes we’re getting

tij~’ jolliXtión from ou.tsidèE• ~Oui±’Oe~, ‘very ëfiñif~l~r BUt ~è’~ also
because of the NOx technology that would be required beyond these
units; it had the inip~act of oxidizing the mercury that does come out of
the stack. Because of that, that exacerbates the local problem. And as I
said before, I call out that no good deed goes unpunished. PSNH was
doing the right thing to do that, but now we’ve had ... they have
unintended consequences. This is a way to fax that consequence also.
With that I’ll gladly take any questions.

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Questions for Bob Scott? You are the top air
quality person in the State of New Hampshire in the state government.

Mr. Scott: I was a director there for Resource Community Health.
(Laughter).

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: I’ve heard some ... we’ve had some comments
made today that we’re falling behind the state, other states and we’re not
up to quality and I, and yet from the consensus statements people have
made, in particularly the chart that Mr. Harrington gave, I would think
that this is, we’re the seventh state in the country to do this, that this is

1I~
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pretty progressive. I mean this is stepping up and building a consensus
that hopefully will get a strong vote here in the Senate?

Mr. Scott: I argue that characterization. And I, and again I’ll remind
everybody that we’ll look at what oth~r states are doing and it’s so
progressive, they’re requiring, for the most part, the’ installation of
scrubbers. That’s what we’re requiring.

Senator Bob Odell, ID. 8: Thank you very much. Appreciate it.

Mr. Scott: Thank you.

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8:. Appreciate your efforts.

Mr. Scott: In final, I do want to say how pleased I am to be able to talk
on this bill. V

Senator Bob Odell, ID. 8: Good. Thank you.

Mr. Scott: Thank you. V

Senator Bob Odell, ID. 8: I’ll call on Catherine Córkery from New
Hampshire Sierra Club.

Ms. Catherine Corker~, New Hampshire Sierra Club:. Sir, if I could
‘~Wi’tch ~la~‘ th’Geb~gia Muft’äy’frO~frAMC?

Senator Bob Odell, ID. 8: Okay. V

Ms. Corkery: She’s got a lot further ride home than I do. (Laughter).

Senator Bob Odell, ID. 8: All right. So then do you want to speak
after? . V

Ms. Corkery: Or wherever she was, or whatever you’d prefer.

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: AU right. Consider yourself switched.

Ms. Corkery: Thank you. ‘I appreciate that.

Ms. Georgia Murray, Appalachian Mountain Club (AMC): Okay, I have
a handout. For the record, I’m Georgia Murray. I’m the Appalachian
Mountain Club’s Air Quaiiti~.s Staff Scientist and I appreciate this
opportunity to speak, here at this hearing.

.:
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Please see prepared testimony of Ms. Georgia Murray, AMC Staff
Scientist, attached hereto and referred to as Attachment #12.

The AMC recognizes the long hours and hard work put into the
development of this bill, HB 1673. We appreciate the ultimate goal, a
scrubber on Merrimack’s Station that will reduce both mercury and
sulfur dioxide emissions. We really, like some of the things that Bob
Scott just spoke about that again, reduces mercury and SO2, that does
not allow the sale of mercury credits as mercury credits and that it locks
in that mercury reduction level obtained by the scrubber. We think
these are all good pieces to this bill.

However, we’re here to ask you to consider whether this bill is as good as
it gets. Or does it short change New Hampshire ratepayers and the
environment.. And we urge you, not to let this opportunity pass to make
this process worth while to insure that for all the work that was put in
that we got the best package that we could possibly get out of this
process.

You know, I expected to hear that this bill, as is, does not need to be
fixed and provide certainty for success. AMC believes the bar is .set too
low thougl-~ in this bill and believes with incremental improvements, at
the end of the day we can all say we did our best if we just improve it
slightly. So I’m here today to ask you to improve HB 1673 while
retaining’worka±’le’e’conomic’incentives ad”flexibility’~

I ask if moving the time line by one year as I propose, and 1 have a one
pager as well on those changes, would make for a catastrophic
uncertainty and not weigh to’ success. We know that it would, with
certainty, save the ratepayer around twenty-six million dollars a year.
The earlier this goes in, that’s an annual savings of about twenty-six
million dollars through that avoided SO2 allowance cost need. M~ny
organizations in the state do believe that this kind of retrofit can be done
faster than is currently proposed, and a host of other states, I do think,
believe that it can be done faster as well. And furthermore, AMC and its
members would do what’s within our power to expedite the public permit
process for Merrimack Station. Certainly that is one area that PSNH
identified as something that could be helped along is that public permit’
access. And we would help the process to expedite that.

I also ... as for increasing the target of eighty percent reduction to eighty-
five percent lead to failure? Again, there’s been a report out by EPA that
says that ninety percent mercury reduction is achievable, especially with
the type of control technology configuration that we’re talking about at
Merrimack Station. The fact that it has an ESP at ... the fact that it has
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an SCR, like Bob Scott said, in fact it does, the 5CR, the NOx rule does
lead to a more oxidized form of mercury; well that actually helps the
scrubber. The scrubber likes .. can actually be more efficient if what’s
coming through it is a more oxidized form.

You know, I do have to make one clarification related to this eighty
percent reduction, and Joel Harrington mentioned that there’s ... the
devil is in the details of these other state bills. I ask you to look how this
eighty percent is calculated. The way this bill is structured it’s an eighty
percent reduction from the coal input numbers going into this plant. If
they did nothing today, they’re half way there. They could do nothing
and because of ESP that’s already there. And I think that that’s actually
a good thing to reward PSNH for the hard work that they’ve already done
with the ESP that they have installed and the other controlled
technologies that they have in place, they should be rewarded for those
efforts that they’ve done in the past. If no scrubber went on today, they’d
be half way to the eight percent because it’s based on a coal injut
number. It’s not based on ... the early mercury credit reduction
component is based on reduction at the stack. But when we’re talking
about eighty percent we~re talking about looking at coal input numbers
and than an eighty percent reduction from that, That means what
they’re getting currently with the ESP already counts towards that eighty
percent. .

The AMC proposal retains the flexibility of early mercury reduction
b~ikinj*lilch the ~ource can than use tb~rards meefing the eighty-five
percent that w~ propose. So we’re not saying, you know, we agree that
they need some flexibility, they need to be able to use banking to
potentially meet that to provide them some more certainty. The AMC
proposal looks to offset the cost of the wet scrubber through a simple
expansion of the current incentives under the existing RSA 125:0 passed
by this Senate. We agree with others that we need economic incentives
to make this, bill work, to bring Merrimack Station. into compliance with
the sulfur reduction goals of the 2001 New Hampshire Clean Power Act.
However, we’re very concerned that the current incentives set a very poor
precedent. If other states adopted any flavor of what is proposed in HB
1673 related to the incentives, which is exchanging unrelated pollution
credits, New Hampshire would suffer because we are downwind of many
sources. So even if a state were to do that within that state’s boundaries,
n.ot even participate in the federal market, if they decided to do this
trading of different credits we would suffer from that because we are
downwind of a lot of upwind pollution sources.

In addition, the approach amounts to a problematic creative accounting
for the years when PSNH has met its federal cap allotment through
existing incentives. Currently their existing incentives on the books, as
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soon as that scrubber goes in they are going to get some mercury, excuse
me, some SO2 credits for that reduction which is currently on the books.
That’s great. But they’re limited by the federal cap up to twenty
thousand. That’s as much as they can get in one year. What they’ve
done is basically an inappropriate way to accumulate this credit currency
during these years they’ve maxed out and just calling it another name.
They’re calling it a mercury credit because they can’t call it a 502 credit
in that year. Okay? Furthermore, the mercury to sulfur transfer
significantly undermines the current state sulfur cap weakening state
law. I would agree with one of the previous speakers. Instead of this
path of weakening and poor precedent, we offer a simple extension of
current incentives. Okay? Which reward on-site sulfur reductions with
sulfur credits. Okay? The current on the books incentives work towards
when that scrubber goes in and they get major reductions than they’re
going to get some sulfur credits for that on-site activity. Because, you
know, they could choose with the new sulfur cap of seventy-two hundred
to just buy their way, if that was economically feasible, down to that cap
level; or they can choose to control what the previous Clean Power Act
did which was to try to incentivize that on-site reduction, which is a good
thing. Let’s expand that, it’s going to work. V

AMC recognizes that PSNH has stepped up to try mercury control
technology before the compliance date by obtaining Department ~f
Energy funding, and we urge you to maintain the level of mercury
captured achieved through this technology until the scrubber is
installed. VV V VVV V V

I’ve also included some handouts within my package. It’s basically the
one pager and two handouts I’d like to go over with you briefly.

Please see handouts submitted by Ms. Georgia Murray, AMC Staff
Scientist, “Proposed Changes to HE 1673,” “PSNH Merrimack
Station,” and “Estimated Annual SO2 Allowances Needed by PSNH,”
attached hereto and referred to as Attachment #13.

I tried to estimate the cost to ratepayers from the capital costs of this
scrubber going in, using the capital costs numbers provided in HB 1673,
and then adjusting that capital cost, total monthly cost to average
ratepayers down after accounting for the annual allowance savings due
to the scrubber installation. What we’re talking about is that twenty-six
million dollars a year. As soon as that scrubber goes in, that’s the
savings. So you’re adjusting down from about four dollars a month cost
to ratepayers due to compliance to a dollar forty-four. Then, if you
include the actual on the books bonus allowances, we’re down to sixty-
seven cents a month, on average, to ratepayers. And that’s spread out
over a ten year window. If you look at the incentive currently in HB
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1673, this mercury to S02 incentive you could get back down a little
further to forty-two cents. Now we’re only going to cost forty-two cents a
month for the ratepayer for compliance with this program.

My program looks to replace that value. It looks to expand those
incentives; it also looks to incentivize earlier installation of that scrubber,
and it’s an equivalent level by incentivizing that. So the second piece is
the graph. This is really a great way to see how the current envelope
incentives work. In 2006, here we are before the Clean Power Act new
cap goes in. This is my estimate of how much, how many SO2
allowances they’re going to need. And you can multiply this number by
about a thousand dollars to get the actual total annual cost. When the
2007 cap goes into effect, that number is going to jump way up bbcause
now they’re under a tighter cap, they need more 502 allowances to
comply with the new law.

Well soon after that, in 2008 and further out, the current on the books
S02 incentives start buffering that cost. So all I’m talking about is taking
those current incentives and expanding those to the same level of what
the incentives in HB 1673, the same level value of what’s currently in
this bill.

This graph also shows ... the different lines are showing different
compliapce dates basically, under my proposal and under HB 1673 as
currently proposed. And basically I want you to focus on the cost, or
basical1~ the need, th~ numl5ers and the r~d, and ã~ä1ñ, ju t mUP~ipl~r
that through by one thousand for simplicity. I checked this morning and
actually SO2 allowance costs were around nine hundred dollars.

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Yeah. I think you’ve over gone. your time, so
let’s move it right along.

Ms. Murray: Okay. So, the earlier we reduce the need for these S02
allowances, in other words, the earlier this is installed, the huge
difference to ratepayer is that difference in cost from that avoided S02
allowance needs. So the earlier we can get this on, the better for the
ratepayer, the better for PSNH as well because now they do not have to
go out and get these S02 allowances.

So, in closing I would like to say I’m not asking for perfect. I’m not
asking for another year’s study. I’m asking for incremental
improvements to get the most out of this process for New Hampshire
citizens.

Thank you for your time.
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Senator Bob Odell, ID. 8: Thank you for your testimony. Any
questions? Seeing none, thank you very much.

Senator Robert K. Boyce, ID. 4: Mr. Chairman, in the future when
someone asks to be bumped ahead of the rest to facilitate their own
schedule in getting home, maybe they ought to consider the time of the
people that are behind them. Thank you.

Senator Bob Odell, ID. 8: Thank you for your comments. I will say that
the Committee is going to vote on this bill tonight and that we do not
have the option of not voting on it tonight. This is our deadline day to
day. So we will be here for the duration and we will get through this. So,
with that, I’m going to step out for a second• and Vice Chairman
Letourneau is going to, he didn’t know it, but he’s going to take over.

Senator Robert J. Letourneau, ID. 19:. Don McGinley.

Mr. Don J. McGinley, Legislative Representative, New Hampshire Wildlife
Federation: Thank you Mr. Chairman.

Senator Robert J. Letourneau, D. 19: You’re welcome.

Mr. McGinley: Good afternoon. V

V Senator Robert J. Letourneau, ID. 19: I know you’ve waited a long time.

Mr. McGinley: I apologize, Senator, for all the misspellings I’ve made of
your name, as well.

Senator Robert J. Letourneau, ID. 19:. You’re not alone,

Mr. McGinley: Good afternoon. Maybe I guess good evening Mr.
Chairman and members of the Committee, For the record, my name is
Don McGinley. I’m a citizen of New Hampshire. I reside in the town of
New. Boston.

I’m here representing the New Hampshire Wildlife Federation (NHWF) as
a non-paid member of their Board of Directors. We represent over ten
thousand sportsmen through a combination of individual memberships
and over forty-five affiliated sporting clubs. We care dearly about the
environment; we don’t just care about fish and birds, although they’re
veiy important.

Please see prepared testimony of Mr. Donald J. McGinley,
Legislative Representative, New Hampshire Wildlife Federation,
attached hereto and referred to as Attachment #14.
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I want to first emphasize that I have no expertise in power generation
technology, nor the details of mercury and suipher dioxide pollution. At
the same time, I worked for over thirty years in the very competitive
computer and internet working industry where overly conservative
schedules were never tolerated, yet high quality product was always
required and usually delivered. I see no reason why PSNH should not
strive in the same manner to reduce pollution to our citizens of New
Hampshire, the ratepayers who will bear the costs resulting from this bill
in any case.

While the New Hampshire Wildlife Federation agrees with most of HB
1673’s content, we seriously question the following three items, andI’ll
be very quick.

1. The summer of 2005 carbon injection mercury test results were
to be published prior to year-end as part of the “retained” SB
128 commitment by PSNH and by the legislature. New•
Hampshire Wildlife Federation has yet to see any publication of
results, good, bad or indifferent. I think the truth should be told
to the ratepayers and public inNew Hampshire. As part of your
review, we ask that a public explanation be made as to what
occurred with testing of the subject technology that is no lnger
considered within HB 1673.

2. The 2013 date for scrubber installation is too conservative. We
know’ the Clean Power Coalition has presented strong arguments
in favor of a 2011 date. We understand, as you’ve just heard,
the Appalachian Mountain Club which we hold in high regard
for their technical capabilities, believe,s that 2013 is far too
conservative. The EPA reports show that scrubber installs not
unlike the Bow Power Station can be accomplished in forty
months, three and a half years with, their permitting process
requiring less than an extr~. year. We think it unwise that 2013
be your accepted date when our environment and population is
under such an extreme mercury and sulfur’ dioxide attack. If
the states of Pennsylvania and Georgia, and Maryland, as
Representative Phinizy described, have commitments to cut
mercury by 2010, why is New Hampshire requiring three extra
years? As such, the New Hampshire’ Wildlife Federation
recommends that you ~eriously consider improving upon the
2013 date, at least to mid 2011, that’s five full years, hence.

3. The New Hampshire Wildlife Federation disagrees with any use
of mercury conversion to sulfur dioxide allowances as specified in
this bill. We suggest you eliminate the “mercury conversation to
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sulfur dioxide allowance incentive.” We agree with AMC’s
assessment that “inter-pollutant trading is a bad precedent for New
Hampshire to set,” and we believe New Hampshire’s citizens would
say exactly the same thing.

We urge the Committee to report HB 1673-FN as “Ought to Pass” only
after addressing these issues. V

Thank you very much for your attention and my ability to testify today.

Senator Robert J. Letourneau, D. 19: Questions from the Committee?
Seeing none, thank you.

Mr. McGinley: Thank you very much. V

Senator Peter H. Burling, D. 5: Mr. Chairman, I do have one question.

Senator Robert J. Letourneau, D. 19: Oh you do?

Senator Peter H. Burlin~, D. 5: One very brief question. To the extent
that we have seen a group of citizens basically vote themselves for almost
a year to the search for a compromise, which might get a bill that would
move forward, do you think that we as Senators have any obligation to
give power to that compromise when it’s finally reached? V

Mr. McGinley:’ I’m probably not a very good persorr to answer that
question. All I really want to say today, very clearly is that I believe you
have the power to improve upon the date 2013 as a reasonable date.
Okay? Include a more reasonable date in that legislation.

Senator Peter H. Burling, D. 5: And would you believe me if I said that
if I don’t, it is because I have real worry that changing the compromise
may cause the whole thing to crumble and disappear?

Mr. McGinley: I believe that if a little bit more time is required, in
terms of a little bit more time, I mean maybe a month. Legislature is in
session until the end of May. I believe that time should be taken by this
Committee and by the legislature. V V

Senator BobOdell, D. 8: Let me just point out, because I was going to
mention this a little later on. The reason this building has worked for
two hundred years is because we have very strict rules of operation and
there is a bunch of ... many deadlines that come along. And, the
deadline for us is that we receive this bill from the House on what’s
called “cross-over” day deadline
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Mr. McGinle’sr: Yes.

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: And we didn’t have very much time to deal
with it. We also respected the work that had been done in the House. Or
at least I, as the Chairman, I can say that.

Mr. McGinley: As do I.

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: And so when it comes to us, for us to open
this up because there are people that either overtly or covertly would like
to see this thing go away in it’s entirety. That if that’s the risk that some
would like us to take, that’s a risk I’m not willing to take. And that’s why
the idea of having this around for another month, number one it’s got a
fiscal note on it, this will go to the Finance Committee after it passes the
floor of the House, if it does that. I mean, Senate, if it does that. So
there are other steps in the process and we will be here for another
month, but this is one of the issues that we have to face because of
deadlines. We play to those deadlines. We do the best we can, but I
must caution that there are people who would prefer to see this go away
entirely.

Mr. McGinley: I understand that.. And I’m certainly not one of those
people and the New Hampshire Wildlife Federation is not an organization
that wants that to happen. However, I do ... New Hampshire Wildlife
Federation would like to see some level of improvement or incentive to
improve, over and” above what’ s in the context of the bill t~d’ay. That
change would be a very simple amendment to the bill.

Senator Peter H. Burling, D. 5: You mentioned ‘the word “incentive.”
And you heard me because you were in the wrong choir of PSNH whether
they were willing to fulfill the promises that they’ve made to other
Senators. Are you telling me you discredit what they’ve said they will do?

Mr. McGinley: Absolutely not, but what I heard very clearly today is
that one has been put on the table and one is included in 1673 is
reasonable, and is reasonable,, and is reasonable. I take that and I saw a
thread through the bill of being rather conservative. I hate to be
conservative when it comes to pollution that these toxins are causing for
our citizens.

I think maybe if we were sitting here a year ago with this same bill, and a
date Of 2012 versus 2013 was put on the table, most of the organizations
that fail to support this bill would be’ high against 2012. I would invite
the Committee to put a date of 2012 in simply one year in advance of
what that very reasonable and conservative goal is stated in the bill.
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Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Okay. Any more questions? Seeing none,
thai~k you very much.

Mr. McGinley: Thank you very much.

•Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: I’ll call on Mr. Stephen Perry, New
Hampshire Fish and Game Department.

Mr. Stephen Perry, New Hampshire Fish and Game Department:
Thank you Mr. Chairman, members of~the Committee.

Senator Bob Odd, D. 8: Good evening.

Mr. Perry: I’ll be very brief. For the record my name is Stephen Perry.
I serve as Chief of Inland Fisheries Division from New Hampshire Fish
and Game Department. The New Hampshire Fish and Game Department
supports HB 1673 because mercury in the environment poses human
health risks and it bio-accumulates in fish and wildlife resulting in sub
lethal and lethal effects.

Please see prepared testimony of Mr. Stephen Perry, New Hampshire
Fish and Game Department attached hereto and referred to as
Attachment #15.

With that I’ll end my testimony andtake any questions.

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Thank you very much for your testimony.
Any questions? Seeing none, thank you very much for being here. I’ll
call on Richard Smith, New Hampshire Bass Federation.

Mr. Richard D. Smith, New Hampshire Bass Federation: I’m going to
be mercifully brief. (Laughter).

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: You’d be eternally (laughter) (inaudible).
Come back often. (Laughter).

Senator Robert J. Letourneau, D. 19: Staying longer, say less.

Mr. Smith: For the record though I do have to say my name is Richard
Smith; citizen of New Hampshire. I live in the village of Hancock. I’m
here representing New Hampshire Bass Federation. I’m here as a non
paid director of conservation.

I’m here because our favorite fish is very much involved. (Laughter).
We’re often at the top of the food chain.
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Nobody disputes that we need to do something, and we’re counting on
your wisdom, all you Senators. We ... as much as we respect that
wisdom,. we realize that you can’t be scientists and engineers in a very
short period of time. ‘I appreciate the fact that this is really been
thoroughly (inaudible) over two years. With a lot of expert testimony of
engineers, scientists, the whole works, we feel this bill as written is
reasonable. And we like the fact that there are, in fact incentives here to
start the process which I think is valid.

So, we just want to be on record and let you know that. I end with a
little quote from Chief Seattle, it’s attributed to Chief Seattle and that is
that, “You did not weave the web of life, we~re merely a strand. And
whatever we do to the web, we do to ourselves.”

Thank you very much.

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Thank you very much. Any questions other
than the best fishing questions? (Laughter). Senator Letourneau has an
interest in that!

Senator Robert J. Letourneau, D. 19: Just a comment. Your favorite
fish, but you don’t eat them.

Mr. Smith: No we don’t. We pretty much catch and release the best
fishing community~ However, we feel a family should be able to come to
New H~iip~hire~ v’acation, catch fish and enjoy a meat with~ut having to
worry about it. We’d love to see the day when we no longer have fish
consumption advisories to the great State of New Hampshire.

Senator Robert J. Letourneau, D. 19: Thank you very much.

Senator Bob Odd, D. 8: Thank you very much.

Mr. Smith: You’re welcome.

Please see prepared testimony of Mr. Richard Smith, New Hampshire
Bass Federation attached hereto and referred to as Attachment #16.

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: I’ll ... this is going to be a little risky for me,
but I’m going to say that “Dorsaka Porrins” from Concord haá signed in,
in favor of the bill, but does not wish to speak. And then, Kay Tattersale
(?) has signed in, in favor of the bill, but does not wish to speak. Jason
Stock from the New Hampshire Timberland Owners Association signed
in, in favor, but does not wish to speak. David Micciche from Amherst
signed in, in opposition, but does not wish to speak. William Klapproth
signed in, in favor, but does not wish to speak Ann Ross of the Office of
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Consumer Advocate signed in, in favor, but does not wish to speak.
Linda Rauter has spoken ... has signed in on her own behalf and then it
says, “with strengthening of amendment,” and does not wish to speak.
Jane Doherty from the Environmental Responsibility Committee,
EjDiscopal ‘Diocese, and some other things, can’t read all the words,

Senator Robert J. Letourneàu, D. 19: Wasn’t enough paper for you,
right? V V V V

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Yeah, I know we need a bigger block. GOod
afternoon. Welcome. V V

Jane Doherty, Environmental V Responsibility Committee, Episcopal
V Diocese: Good afternoon Mr. Chairman and the rest of the Committee.
I will be very brief because I am representing what we call the
Environmental Responsibility Committee of the Episcopal Diocese of New
Hampshire. And I am in, we are all very much in favor of the bill and I
also was involved and testified last year, and this bill is so much better
that it’s incredible actually. Many good things have been said this
afternoon that, if they haven’t been said, we have to say it. But I want to
make the point that you, Senator Odell, I do not want to see this bill go
down. Our Committee does not want to see Vthe bill go down. And so
much good work has been done. We could fine tune it, but we haven’t
got V we’ don’t know what will happen if we try to.fine tune it. You know
more about the politics than I do, but Pve heard it may disappear if we
fine~ tune it. And~ Vther~ a VeV.VVa1re~adY V. ffl~V.Vy g~bda~p~cts atVVtI~ther~ are
some accountability amendments added by the House to which are very
good, you know, to ask Public Service to report back. V

Now Vthere are several things I want to add. And this is ... it was referred
to, but you didn’t see a copy. It’s too bad we V don’t all have a copy,
“Mercury Connections,” it comes from BioDiversity Research Institute
and it is a compilation of seventeen scientific articles on mercury in the
environment in the northeastern United States. And, some of the facts
you heard are in here, but what I wanted to point out is something that
didn’t come up, exactly. This is under, on page 19, and it says, “V~1hat is
a hot spot and how is it measured?” I won’t go into all Of that, but the
scientist measured the concentration of mercury in fish, loons, bald
‘eagles, mink and river otter and then generated a map of the hot spots in
the northeastern United States. Most of them did not show ~ny lead to a
particular source. When reference to your worry about where it’s coming
from, however this is here in black and white. If you want, you can have
somebody Xerox it for you. The two exceptions are the biological hot
spots near large point sources in southeastern New Hampshire and a
defunct chlorine factory in Orington, Maine. And the researchers, the

1;flp
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reference for the research is given for both those reports. So that’s
something I wanted you to know.

So being downwind in the southeastern part has been scientifically
established that it’s related to the Bow Plant. Another thing that’s in
here is that they’re now finding mercury in insect eating forest birds. So
the influence of mercury in the wildlife is going far beyond what we
expected. So that’s another important thing. V

Now my last point is just a funny one, but not so funny. We did have
somebody who objected to the timç lines and gave a lot of construction
experience. Unfortunately for him, my daughter lived next to the big dig.
(Laughter.) - V V

Senator Robert J. Letourneau, D. 19: I was going to bring it up.
(Laughter.)

Ms. Doherty: I would never in my life, if I were a professional engineer
mention the central artery (laughter) because it certainly wasn’t timely
nor did it even work.

Senator Robert J. Letourneau, D. 19: There’s just a few ~ost overruns.

Ms. Doherty: That’s all I wanted to say.

Senator Bob Odell; E. 8V:V Well; thank you Ms. Doher~ for being here.
Any questions? If not, thank you very much.

Ms. Doherty: You~re welcome.

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: And I’ll call Pain Kelly from New Hampshire
Faithful Democracy. V V

Pam Kelly, New Hampshire Faithful Democracy, New Hampshire and
Vermont Districts, V Unitarian Universalist Social Responsibility: Can I
seed my time to Catherine Corkexy? Right now, because what I have to
say is very short. V

Senator Bob Odell. D. 8: Go ah~ad and say it. V

Ms. Kelly: All right. I’m from New Hampshire Faithful Democracy. It’s
the network of Unitarian Universalist Churches bound together. I have a
written testimony I can give you.

Please see written testimony of Pam Kelly, New Hampshire Faithful
Democracy attached hereto and referred to as attachment #17.
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But I noticed that you all, all men, may not be as aware as women of how
to save money. I mean we are just shopper experts is what I want to say.
So I’ve noticed that you’re like not paying to much attention. But the
important thing I want you to know

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Let me just back up a little bit.

Ms. Kelly: Okay. (Laughter.)

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: No I just. want to make a comment.

Ms. Kelly: Umhm.

Senator Bob Odell, 1). 8: I was in a Committee meeting the other day
and things got out of hand with comments like that.

Ms. Kelly: Okay.

Senator Bob Odeil, D. 8: Understand that there are several Committee
meetings going on parallel to this.

Ms. Kelly: Yes.

Senator Bob Odell, D; 8: Most of us started anywhere from 7:30 a.m.
to S:00a;m. thisrnorning.

Ms. Kelly: My apologies.

Senator Bob Odell, 0. 8: . I want you to know that people here work
very, very hard. They’re all volunteers. They try to do the best job.

Ms. Kelly: Yes sir. . .

Senator Bob Odell, 0. 8: So when we don’t look as if we’re attentive,
please know we’re professionals that are learning while we’re doing many
monthly tasks, so I

Ms. Kelly: Okay.

Senator Bob Odell, 0. 8: I cautiàn.

Ms. Kelly: I’m just teasing you really. I think the message that has
* been brought forward is that we could save money here. We could save

money if we get it done early because construction costs are less, we
could save money because we’re not paying those sulfur dioxide trading

~
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costs of up to twent~ or thirty million a year. So if we’re interested in
supporting the ratepayers, this might really be something to pay
attention to.

And from the Unitarian Universalist point of view, as people of faith, we
have seven principles, one of which is to affirm and promote respect for
the interdependent web of existence of which we’re a part and this would
improve our ability to meet those expectations because the faster they
clean up the better. And mercury if we try trading mercury, we’re not
actually benefiting the state, we’re undermining our ability to clean up
the mercury waste.

So we urge you to represent the people of New Hampshire, not just
institutional interests, but we urge you to vote your conscious for the
long time interests of us all. We’re all a part of this interdependent web.
We’re linked into a global àommunity through thin life supports to the
blue planet of which we’re a part. We ask you to think beyond the
quarterlies, to the quarter centuries and protect our health, our air and
water, which is the real long-term interest bearing account with
compounding interest that we’ll benefit from in the long run.

So we ask you to look at your conscious and vote your conscious and we
really do appreciate your work, your long term work, your hard work over
a long period of time and over a long day.

Sc~iato~ B~b OdeIl, D. & Thank you for ~Our cOm~ñt~. senator
Burlii~g?

Senator Peter H. Burling, D. 5: I’d like to simply make a comment. I’ve
been a minority member of this legislature for sixteen years. I’ve been in
public life as a democrat for thirty years.

Ms. Kelly: Yes sir.

Senator Peter H. Burling, D. 5: I’ve been trying to do exactly what you
exhort us to do. .

Ms. Kelly: Umhni. . .

Senator Peter H. Burling, D. 5: And every day of my public life,
sometimes I have to accept less than everything I want.

Ms. Kelly: Umhm.

Senator Peter H. Burling, D. 5: In order to get anything of value.
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Ms.K~~~y: Umhm.

Senator Peter H. Burling, D. 5: This is one of those times. And the fact
that we are all .of the masculine persuasion up here is an accident of
Committee assignment, not a cabal or consortium to suppress the
interests of women in the environment. I really am profoundly upset by
what you said.

Ms. Kelly: All right. I’m sorry about that.

Senator Peter H. Burlin~, D. 5: And I just want you to know that
because I got up at 6:00 o’clock to come down here.

Ms. Kelly: Umhm.

•Senator Peter H. Burling, D. 5: As I do every morning.

Ms. Kelly: Yes sir.

Senator Peter H. Burling, D. 5: Thank you for your input.

Ms. Kelly: Okay. Well I appreciate your

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Any questions? Seeing none, thank you very
much. I’ll call on Catherine Corkery.

Catherine Corkery, New Hampshire Sierra Club: Thank you Mr.
Chairman and Committee members.

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Good afternoon.

Ms. Corkery: I appreciate your time to listen to all the testimony and I
understand the time pressure you’re under, and I ask ... I won’t read
over my testimony because I know ... but I would like to point out a few,
sort of highlights that we’ve heard from the testimony, namely, the
Well, firstly the inter-pollutant trading component of the bill. No other
state has gone this route of trading apples for oranges. The STA when
the Clean Power Act was first being debated, I was there and I heard the
discussion of trading apples to oranges and how the intent of the bill was
not to do that, but to instead keep our sulfur credits and our other
credits as they are concerning their own pollution.

Please see prepared testimony of Ms. Catherine Corkery, New
Hampshire Sierra Club attached hereto and referred to as
Attachment #18.
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This bill does exactly ... does not do that at all. It provides a mechanism
where the utility is able to acquire mercury credits and switch them into
sulfur credits without reducing sulfur. I’m going to emphasize that.
They get credit for not reducing sulfur. They get a sulfur credit for not
reducing sulfur, that’s what I wanted to say. Nobody in other states are
able to do that and as equating a pollutant that has a method of
mitigation, if a pollutant like mercury, a neurotoxin, that can harm
women and children developmentally is a very dangerous thing to do.
And it’s very radical; it’s very controversial. And no other state has done
that. I wanted to emphasize that.

Secondly, I understand the. time pressures and I know there’s a lot of
things that are going on here and there is an understandable reason to
get this bill in now, but there’s also an obligation to ratepayers to make
sure that at the end of the day all the ideas get a fair shake. And that
there is a guarantee to the ratepayers that this is the cheapest way to
accomplish acceptable environmental standards with acceptable
ratepayer costs. This bill that started in October of 2005, this ... the
writing of this bill has not seen an economic analysis from someone
outside, from a third party. And, I’m not sure if this Senate wants to
carry on that sort of responsibility. And having that said, I do want to.
agree that I want a bill passed. I do not want to derail this bill. This is a
good start and the Senate and the House have a discussion when a bill
goes into the committees and I appreciate that hard work that you have
to do in order to have that discussion, but it is also that it has a
pOt~±ftiall~ huge iinpaot oi rate~iäyersa±id the eth~ifohhaènt, and i ask for
your caution.

And lastly, I notice that you Chairman were looking at this last page, it
includes all the different states that have and are dealing with a mercury
reduction program; some. that are legislative, some are rulemaking and
some are ... one is a Governor’s Executive Order, that’s it. Thank you.

Please see “NH Clean Power Coalition” and “States Tackling Mercury
Pollution From Coal-Burning Power Plants,” submitted by Catherine
Corkery, New Hampshire Sierra Club attached hereto and referred to
as Attachment #19.

And, you’ll see they have five year time lines that are involved with the
mercury. Some of them are associated with the output of energy, other
ones are associated with the control and I think Georgia did a really good
job at describing the difference between reducing emissions and
controlling. That’s a real different sort of way to look at things. And I
just hope that you get some time to look at that, and with that I will end
my testimony and take any questions. .

L~J
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Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Thank you. vei~y much for your comments.
Senator Letourneau?

Senator Robert J. Letourneau, D. 19: Thank you.

Ms. Corkery: You’re welcome.

Senator Robert J. Letourneau, D. 19: Were you here when Chairman
Ross from the House spoke and when the gentleman from New
Hampshire Audubon spoke?

Ms. Corkerv: I was.

Senator Robert J. Letourneau, D. 19: They, talked about this almost
year long process that they’ve gone through. Did you folks have a seat at
that table?

Ms. Corkery: The language, well there were Committee hearings and
work sessions throughout the summer and we attended those. There
was limited access outside of the Committee room itself. We did attend
some meetings, but we were informed rather than invited to negotiate in
the negotiations.

Senator Robert ~: Letourneau, 0. 19: Thank you. One last question.
The Audubon Society provided us with a similar br~akdown of some of
th~ s~tates that ha~ie bi’Ought in M~ãury and s’ülfür ~in r~düOUöhs,
and they also included the caveats that were included in those. .So while
some of those may be shorter time frames, if they can’t ‘make the
standards they’re given a pass with a waiver.

Ms. Corker~r: Sure, and in fact a comment to that. You’re also talking
about states that have’ more than one power plant that’s being fitted.
Pennsylvania, for instance, has thirty-five different pPwer plants. Illinois,
I’m not even sure how many power plants Illinois has, but when you’re
talking about these different caveats, they’re dealing with a. state-wide
cap in some cases, not a plant-by-plant case. Here we’re also dealing
with a state-wide cap. But with those allowances they are taking a larger
group of power plants into consideration.

Senator Robert J. Letourneau, D. 19: Some of which already.
(inaudible). ‘

Ms. Corkery: Right, the Massachusetts one. Some of them already
have ... and actually to PSNH’s credit, they’re half way there. They have
the SCR the PS ... I forget what it’s called ... all this. equipment. Thi~ is
like the last step. The last step to make it a very clean power plant.
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Senator Robert J. Letourneau, D. 19: Thank you.

Ms. Corkery: You’re welcome.

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Any other questions? Seeing none, thank
you for your testimony.

Ms. Corkery: You’re welcome.

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: And for being here. I’ll call on Beth D’Ovidio?

Beth D’Ovidio, American Lung Association of New Hampshire:
D’Ovidio. Very good.

Senator Bob Odell, ID. 8:. D’Ovidio. Practicing. Good afternoon.

Ms. D’Ovidio: Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman, Senators. For the
record my name is Beth D’Ovidio. I’m representing the American Lung
Association of New Hampshire and I do have a letter to, copies to give to
each of you.

Please see prepared testimony of Daniel Fortin, President and CEO
of the American Lung Association of New Hampshire, submitted by
Beth D’Ovidio, American Lung Association of New Hampshire
ättãched~

Earlier on in the day, we have heard some testimony about asthma in the
state and we felt that we would be remised to our mission if we did not
let you know of our support of this legislation as it is written. 19]. try to
be very brief. V

We know that the scrubber technology is reputed to result in the
• deërease of at least ninety percent of the sulfur dioxide emissions caused
by power plants. V

And the major health impact of sulfur dioxide is on population groups
especially susceptible to the pollutant’s effects because of pre-existng
conditions, especially asthma. And our mission is to assist those living

V with lung disease to breath easier and breath longer and we feel that the

passing of this bill will assist in that.

Senator Bob Odell, ID. 8: Thank you very much.

Ms. D’Ovidio: Thank you very much.
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Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Any questions? If not, thank you.

Ms. D’Ovidio: Thank you.

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Elizabeth Skipper signed in on behalf of
herself, supports with recommendations to strengthen it, but does not
wish to speak. Anne Arsenault signed in, in favor of the bill but does not
wish to speak. John Tuthill signed in, in favor and wishes to speak,
favors the amendment to strengthen. I think I don’t see John, okay.
Michael. Giaimo to speak in favor.

Michael S. Giaimo, Business and Industry Association of New Hampshire
(BIA): Good afternoon.

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Good afternoon.

Mr. Giaimo: Michael Giaimo I’m with the Business and Industry
Association and they are ... in my employment there I’m Vice President
for Energy and Environmental Affairs.

BIA appreciates the opportunity to lend our support to HB 1673. I
certainly will be as brief as possible. First and foremost, the BIA
supported HB 284 four years agO. The bill that I’m referring to is, ~The
New Hampshire 4 Pollutant Bill.” This legislation, HB 1673 brings
fulfillment to that legislation, and for So,~, NOR, CO2 and mercury
legisMión So itbriñ~ä~ t~ñãkês a bill thät~ a thêO±, ~ ity. It
will significantly minimize sulfur and mercury pollution. It does so with
minimal rate impacts. It is a reasonable piece of legislation with realistic
and achievable time limits.and pollution limits.

In conclusion, HB 1673 is a cost-effective and maybe the most cost-
effective way of controlling plant emissions. So with that I’d be happy to
take any questions. I have written testimony. I’ll submit it to the clerk
and pass them around.

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Please.

Please see prepared testimony of Michael S. Giaimo, Esquire, Vice
President, Energy and Environmental Affairs, Business and Industry
Association attached hereto and referred to as Attachment #21.

Senator Bob Odell, 0. 8: Thank you very much. Any questions?
Seeing none, thank you very much for being here.

Michael Giaimo, Esquire: Thank you.
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Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Mr. Will Abbott was here to speak in behalf
and I don’t see Will

Unidentified Speaker: I think he left.

Senator Bob Odell, D. 8: Okay. And we have Paul Doscher has signed
in, in favor of the bill representing New Hampshire Council of Trout
Unlimited, but does not wish speak. And with that, we have concluded
our Public Hearing and Fil close that hearing on HB 1673.

Hearing concluded at 6:00 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Dd’borah A.
Senate Secretary
September 19, 2006

21 Attachments
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OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR

107 North Main. Street, State House - Rm 208
Concord, New Hampshire 03301

Telephone (603) 271-2121
www.nh.gov/governor
governorlynch@nh.gov

April 11, 2006

The Honorable Bob Odell
Coimnittee on Energy and Economic Development
Room 102, Legislative Office Building
Concord, NH 03301

Dear Chairman Odell and Honorable Committee Members:

On behalf of Governor Lynch I am very pleased to speak in support of House Bill 1673.
The time has come to clean up the sources ofmercury pollution in New Hampshire.

Nearly every water body in New Hampshire is subject to a mercury advisory cautioning
vulnerable populations not to consume freshwater fish because of the potential damage to the
developing brains of fetuses and young children. Mercury pollution is a public health issue and an
economic health issue for our state.

New Hampshire continues to fight the weakening of federal rules that will relax national
mercury standards and we continue to work to provide adequate and safe disposal of mercury products
in New Hampshire. We must now pass legislation to reduce the sources of this pollution here in New
Hampshire.

The legislation before you has the potential to maximize metcury reductions and reduce
sulphur pollution from our coal-fired power plants. This ajproach has far-reaching benefits for the
health of New Hampshire citizens.

Mercury reductions must be meaningful, timely, affordable and achievable. HB 1673
achieves these goals and we should unite to pass mercury emissions reduction legislation now.

Thank you very much for your consiçleration.

Sincerely,

~~
Alice Chamberlin
Special Assistant for Policy

TDD Access: Relay NH 1-800-735-2964

JOHN H. LYNCH
Governor
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New Hampshire Lakes Association
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April 11, 2006 •,9719~’~
Senator Bob Odell, Chair
New Hampshire Senate
Energy and Economic Development Committee
Legislative Office Building, Room 102
Concord, New Hampshire 03301 -

Subject: HB1673 Relative to the reduction ofmercury emissions

Dear Chairman Odell and Members of the Committee:

Thank you for the opportunity to testify in support ofHouse Bill 1673,
relative to reduction ofmercury and sulfur dioxide emissions through the
installation of wet scrubber technology. As an organization with 145 lake
association members, New Hampshire Lakes Association represents over 15,000
lake enthusiasts and is dedicated to protecting our public waters for everyone’s
responsible use and enjoyment NHLA supports HB 1673 as it addresses the need
to remove harmful oxidized mercury emissions from coal-burning power plants,
specifically Menimack Power Station Units 1 and 2 in Bow, NH.

Over the past 12 months, NHLA has actively participated in ajoint effort
to develop thiscomprehensivebill withthehope that oncepassed,-HB 1673 will
significantly reduce mercury emissions by.at least 80%. Ia. addition, the bill
creates the added benefit of removing sulfur dioxide and other emission
particulates thereby improving the overall air and water quality in New Hampshire.
It is important we act now, as our lakes and ponds are already burdened by high
levels of mercury. Our public waters gamer $1.8 billion annually for our state’s
economy through boating, fishing, swimming, drinking water, and waterfront
taxes. However, fishing licenses throughout the state are on a steady decline due
in some part to fish consumption advisories from mercury contamination. If this
trend continues, we stand to lose up to $350 million annually.

New Hampshire Lakes Association (NHLA) supports EB 1673 as the most
scientifically proven way to reduce oxidized merciny and sulfur dioxide emissions
from the Menimack Power Station, thereby improving human health and the
overall health of our public waters. Please vote ought to pass on HB 1673. Thank
you.

Sincerely,

Policy Director

Mt



The State of New Hampshire

Department ofEnvironmental Services

Michael P. Nolin
Commissioner

April11, 2006

The Honorable Bob Odell, Chairman
New Hampshire Senate 1)-1—7~~
Energy and Economic Development CommIttee /7/ i,9€~,9Af~’iv i /
Legislative Office Building, Room 304
Concord, New Hampshire 03301

Re: 118 1673 - An Act Relative to Emissi~rn Reduction Standards as Required by the Clean Power
Act

Dear Chairman Odell and Members of the Committee:

Thank you for the opportunity to provide testimony in support of 1113 1673, which seeks to
reduce mercury emissions from affected fossil fuel burning power plants within New Hampshire. HB 1673
is the result of several months of discussions between Public Service Company nfNew Hampshire (PSNR),
DES, the Office ofEnergy and Planning, the New Hampshire Governor’s Office, interested members of the
General Court, and environmental advocacy organizations. DES’s goal in these discussions was to seek
aggressive levels ofmercury reductions while minimizing cost impacts on electrical ratepayers. This bill
achieves these goals, and provides additional environmental co-benefits of reduced local sulfur and
particulate emissions.

While DES can appreciate the concerns some have expressed for greater reductions in a shorter
timeframe, we remain steadfast that this bill represents a thoughtful balance of environmental and economic
concerns. It delivers significant, yet practicably achievable reductions in a reasonable timeframe, and
includes meaningful incentives for additional reductions beyond the bill’s specified minimum and/or early
action to reduce emissions. Eliminating flexibility in the required reductions and schedule will do little to
provide actual environmental benefit, and yet may be detrimental to project financing We believe this
package of an aggressive, yet realistic reduötion target/schedule and economic incentives achieves our goals
for meaningful environmental benefit, mai~itaining electricity supply stability, and reducing financial risk and
subsequent ratepayer impact.

If passed, this bill will be technically challenging to implement because the existing configuration of
the boilers, stacks, and air pollution control equipment at Merrimack Station does not easily lend itself to
installation of additional equipment. Due to physical constraints, installation of additional equipment to
optimally reduce mercury emissions would require major renovations. PSNH has worked hard to find
creative solutions to these issues so that operations can be maintained while constructing and testing the
required control equipment. We feel that 20.13 represents a practicably achievable goal given these
constraints. The specified technology has the potential to achieve reductions well beyond the minimum
requirement of 80% from all affected soi.frces (including PSNB’s Schiller Station units). However, the bill
contains significant incentives and safeguards to ensure higher reductions if achievable.

P.O. Box 95,29 Hazen Drive, Concord, New Hampshire 03302-0095
Telephone: (603) 271-1370 Fax: (603) 271-1381 TDD Access: Relay NH 1-800-735-2964

DES Web site: www.des.nh.gov
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This bill ultimately results from the requirements of HB 284 (passed in the 2002 session), commonly
referred to as the New Hampshire Clean Power Act. In accordance with the requirements of RSA 125-0 (as

V established by HB 284) the “Multzple Pollutant Reduction Program “, the New Hampshire Department of
Environmental Services (DES) made a recommendation to the Legislature on March 31, 2004 to place a cap
on mercury emissions from these facilities. In response, last year, the NH Senate passed SB 128 which
contained similar mercury reductions as those contained in HB 1673.

During committee hearings in both the Senate and in the House, the public outcry and the expert
testimony for controlling mercury Vemissions from our state’s coal-fired power plants sent a clear message
that significant mercury emission reductions must be made. There were questions, however, as to how best

V to accomplish this task.. Over the summer, PSNH in consultation with DES, performed tests with carbon
V injection control technology and researched the facility’s ability to install wet scrubber technology. The

results of this work led to the conclusion that while carbon injecti6n can produce quick mercury emission
V reductions, the installation of the wet scrubber technology produces superior environmental benefits at a

lower overall cost V

In order to best protect our citizeiis and environment from excess mercury emissions and to address
the biological “hot spots” documented to exist within our state, we feel a successful mercury bill must meet
three goals. First, it ±nust reduce emissions as quickly as possible. Second, the chosen technology used must
achieve the greatest mercury reduction technically feasible. And third, the technology must be implemented
in a way that maintains our electrical reliability and affordability, without shifting production to upwind
states.

HE 1673 meets these goals with the creative use of incentives and the aggressive application of
technology. Early reduction.will..be achieved throVugh~addftionai testing. of-carbon injection.technology. with

V subsequent ongoing implementation on the most successful application of this technology. Critical to the
success of this bill is the requirement that wet scrubber technology be installed on Merrimack Units 1 and 2
by July 1, 2013. The use of this technology not only reduces mercury very efficiently (potentially greater
than 90% in most applications), but it is highly effective in removing sulfur dioxide (SO2) and small
particles. This co-benefit of reducing three pollutants simultaneously with the same equipment reduces

V implementation costs by allowing PSNH to significantly reduce purchasing SO2 emission allowances. Based
on data shared by PSNH, the total capital cost for this full redesign will not exceed $250 million dollars
(2013$) or $197 million (2005$), a cost that will be fully mitigated b37fffe savings in SO2 emission
allowances~ Finally, while the scrubber technology has been demonstrated to achieve higher levels of
mercury reductions than initially called for in this bill, the bill contains a requirement that tightens the
required reduction rate to the level that is actually achieved and is sustainable by the scrubber technology.
Application of the requirements in this way reduces project risks while still achieving full environmental
benefits. V

Further, i~ 1673 is clearly mote strict than the federal Clean Air Mercury Rule, that may have to be
implemented here in New Hampshire with its own associated costs beginning in 201 0~ if no other alternative
such as an enacted RB 1673 is proposed to EPA prior to November 2006. EB 1673 is consistent with state
mercury programs in Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Jersey, and Indiana, as well as regional and national
recommendations made by the State and Territorial Air Pollution Program Administrators and Association of
Local Air Pollution Control Officials (STAPPA/ALAPCO), the Northeast States for Coordinated Air Use V
Management (NESCAUM), and the Ozone Transport Commission (OTC) for mercury Maximum

li-In V
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Achievable Control Technology (MACT). Consistent with the amended SB 128, HB 1673 does not allow
trading of mercury emission credits.

DES is committed to working with the Legislature to develop a prudent course of action to further
reduce mercury emissions. Should your committee members have questions or need additional information
regarding these recommendations, please feel free to contact Robert R. Scott, Air Resources Division
Director, at 271-1088.

Sincerely,

Mich el P. Noun
Commissioner

cc: KB 1673 Sponsors V V

Senate Energy and Economic Development Committee



Overview of RB 1673:

• Owner is to install scrubber technology to remove inercury and sulfur oxides at both
Merrimack units.

• Scrubber technology is one of the best commercially available control technologies for
mercury and is also the superior technology for reducing SO2.

o Also significantly reduces sulfur trioxide, small particulate matter, and improves
visibility (regional haze).

• Scrubber Technology is to be installed no later than July 1, 2013., with economic
incentives to promote timely state and federal permitting, engineering, and construction
resulting in an earlier in-service date.

• Minimum required mercury removal of 80% (aggregate of all coal fired units) with
incentives to achieve greater removal results.

• The rate of mercury reductions achieved through the operation of the scrubber technology
will be sustained in so far as the operational capability of the system allows.

o Once higher reduction rate achieved it wifi be locked in via p~rmit.
Incentives provided for mercury reductions earlier than 2013 and as soon as the bill
becomes law.

o Owner will reduce on-site mercury emissions prior to scrubber installation, employing
efforts including but not limited to the announced DOE trial using Carbon Injection
technology.

• Purchase, transfer or sale of federal mercury credits wifi not be allowed for compliance
with the NE law.

• Emission reductions for mercury and SO2 will be on-site (local).
• Continuous mercury emission monitoring (CEM) equipment to be installed upon EPA

approval or recommendation of an effective technology, with stack tests performed to
monitor performance prior to the installation of CEMs.

• Project installation cost expected to not exceed $250 million (2013 dollars, $197 today’s
dollars). Ongoing costs will be partially offset by no longer needing to purchase SO2
allowances.

• Schiller mercury emissions relatively low already, and will be reduced further with
operation of the Northern Wood Power Project beginning in 2006.

Incentives:

• All saleable credits in the form of SO2 allocations, no Hg trading
• Early Reduction Credits earned for mercury reduced prior to 2013. These credits cannot

be used to delay installation of scmbb~r technology. Incentives increase with a higher
rate of credits provided for mercury reductions made sooner.

• Early Reduction Credits can be applied if scrubber technology fails to achieve 80%
mercury emission control, but credits cannot be used to delay scrubber installation.

o Over Compliance Credits are issued after 2013 if and when aggregate mercury removal is
greater than 80%. Incentives increase.oredits~provided on a sliding scale, with more
credits at higher levels of removal in excess of 80%.

• Credits can be banked for later use or~sb1din a federal trading program to reduce
fmancial impact to customei~s. Gi’ven. the strict NH Clean Power Act requirements,
credits will be usedtdme~tNH~SQ~ ts. V



New Hampshire Clean Power Coalition
Citizens for a Future NH-Clean Water Action -Conservation Law Foundation

Granite State Disability Coalition -National Wildlife Federation —NH Rivers Council
NHPIRG —NH Sierra Club-NH Wildlife Fèderátion- Worldview, Ltd. — NH UU Social

Responsibility Department

January 19, 2006
The Honorable Lawrence C. Ross, Chairman V

House Science, Technology and Energy Committee V

Legislative Office Building, Room 304
Concord,NH 03301 V

RE: HB 1673 V

Dear Chairman Ross ~nd Members of the Committee: .

The New Hampshire Clean Power Coalition wishes to follow-up on comments and
questions raised during the previous hearing on HB 1673 ..~ The original Clean Power Act passed
in 2002, which HB 1673 would amend, called for aggressive reductions in mercury emissions by
the impositioh ‘of an annual cap on mercury ~missions from coal power plants,. to be set by Jufy
2005. R~SA 125-O~3, 111(c). As di~cussed previously, however, what started out as 1~gislation to
meet this goal, i.e. SB 128, has become legislatipn directed at reductions in Sulfur dioxide

~ernissions... Im.fact .B.1673...wou1d--s.igfièantiy.-u.nderrn.f.ne.-j.mportan~econoinjc4n~entjvgg
c~eated in 2002 under the ‘original Clean Power Act, and unreasonably delay installation of

pollution controls. .

The Committee’s consideration of HB 1673 must therefore start with a thorough
understa~iding of the mandates and economic incentives of the original Clean Power Act, and
address certain fundamental issues that ‘reqi.~ire further exploration before final decisions can be
made about what is in the best interests ofNew Hampshire’s raWpayers and its citizens
downwind of the Bow power plant. The Coalition submits that these fundamental questions
must be answered during this Committee’s deliberative process:

1) What economic incentives provided by the current Clean Power Act would be
undermined by HE 1673 to the detriment of New Hampshire ratepayers?

2) Given these economic inëeutives, what is a reasonable deadline goal forthe
implementation of sulfur dioxide scrubber controls at the Bow power plant?

3) . In the meantime, what mercury control technology is economically and
technically feasible’ and should be installed in the near term?

l The Coalition includes environmental, wildlife, consumer, health and faith-based organizations representing

thousands of citizens from all walks of life in New Hampshire

JI-J..~



installation. At this point, the number argued by PSNH is $250 million; this number appears,
however, to be stated in $2013. A recent estimate by DES, in $2004, is $189 million. Moreover,
EPA has projected the average costs for scrubber installatiofl to be nearly half of PSNI-Ps
estimates. This variation is clearly sign jflcant, and a thorough analysis ofa low and high range
ofprojected costs should be completed independently ofPSNH’s estimates.

Finally, HB 1673 contains a much-discussed provision allowing the conversion of
mercury credits to S02 credits, as ai.~ additional financial incentive to install controls. It is clear,
however, that the current economic incentives provide substantial value to PSNH, without the
additional issues these mercury conv~rsion credits will raise, such as the legality df converting
mercury credits to 502 credits.

2) Given these economic incentives, what is a reasonable deadline goal for the
implementation of sulfur dioxide scrubber controls at the Bow power plant?

Setting a reasQnable deadline goal for implementing sulfur scrnbber controls should be
based on a straightforwaid, objective determination of how long the d~sign permitting and
construction is likely to take. Scrubber controls have been in use for many years at numerous
large coal power plants across the U. S., and other industrial countries across the world.
Scrubber technology has significantly advanced, and numerous engineering designs are
available. In~other words, PSNH would not be starting from scratch, and likely has already done
some pre-engineering work to reach its estimation of~5rojected cost. As Director Scott projected
at the recent hearing, the state permitting should reasonably be completed by early2009 at the

• latest, and construction cpmpleted in one tO two y~ars. The timeframe for completing th~ V
V - permitting process ~ll depend osome degree on ~hether there is opposition from interest

• groups - however a well-crafted bill with acceptable provisions will likely eliminate these types
of delays, allowing permitting to be completed well before 2009. A reasonable deadline goal for
the implementation of S 02 controls is therefore 2010. V

3) In the meantime, what mercury control technology is economically and technically
feasible and should be installed in the near term? V V V

Among the current flaws in HB 1673 is the lack of a requirement to reduce mercury V

eiTiissions from Merrimack Statioh in the next few years. Emissions from Merrimack Station are
a major contributor to the hotspot of mercury contamination in southeast New Hampshire. As a
result, the Committee should focus on achieving the most significant reductions in mercury

• pollution possible, as quickly as possible. To argue that HB1673 accomplishes this is
misinformed at best, and misleading at worst.

The development of mercury emissions control technology is rapidly advancing, leading
Massachusetts, Connecticut, New Jersey — with Pennsylvania and Illinpis — to conclude that 90%
control of mercury emissions by the end of this decade is a reasonable regulatory target for coal-
fired powei~ plants. PSNH took a very brief, first look at Activated Carbon Injection (ACT) this
summer, and a report of this test has yet to appear before the Committee. PSNH has indicated, in
vague and nonspecific terms, that this test did not.go as well as hoped and therefore the emission
targets and tinlelines in SB 128 have been proven infeasible. This Committee and the people of

IL//I





New Hampshire Clean Power Coalition
Citizens for a Future NH -Clean Water Action -Conservation Law Foundation

Granite State Disability Coalition -National Wildlife Federation —NH Rivers Council
NHPIRG —NH Sierra Club-N.H Wildlife Federation- Woridview, Ltd. — NH UU Social

Responsibility Department

January 19, 2006
The Honorable Lawrence C. Ross, Chairman
House Science, Technology and Energy Committee
Legislative Offic& Building, Room 304
Concord,NH.03301

RE: HB 1673

Dear Chairman Ross ~nd Members of the Committee:

The New Hampshire Clean Power Coalition wishes to follow-up on comments and
questions raised during the previous hearing on HB 1673.1 The original Clean Power Act passed
in 2002, which JIB 1673 would amend, called for aggressive reductions in mercury emissions by
the imposition of an annual cap on mercury emissions from coal power plants,- to be set by July
2005. R~SA 125-0:3, 111(c). As discussed previously, however, what started out as legislation to
meet this goal, i.e. SB 128, has become Iegislat~on directed at reductions in sulfur dioxide
emissions. In fact, HB1673wouldsifica~vundermineim~po~tanteconomicinàentives
created in 2002 under the original Clean Power Act, and unreaspnably delay installation of
pollution controls. . -

The Committe&s consideration of HB 1673 must therefore start with a thorough
undërsta~iding of the mandates and economic ~incentives of the original Clean Power Act, and
address certain fundamental issues that require further exploration before final decisions can be
made about what is in the best interests ofNew Hampshire’s ratepayers and its citizens
downwind of the Bow power plant: The Coalition submits that these fundamental questions
must be answered during this Committee’s deljberative i5rocess:

1) What economic incentives provided by the current Clean Power Act would be
- undermined by HE 1673 to the detriment of New Hampshire ratepayers?

2) Given these economic incentives, what is a reasonable deadline goal for-the
implementation of sulfur dioxide scrubber controls at the Bow power plant?

3) - In the meantime, what mercury control technology is economically and
- technically feasible-and should be installed in the near term?

The Coalition includes environmental, wildlife, consumer, health and faith-based organizations representing
thousands of citizens from all walks of life in New Hampshire
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The Coalition provides the following responses to each of these fundamental questions:

1) What economic incentives provided by the current Clean Power ~ct would be
undermined by 1113 1673 to the detriment of New Hampshire ratepayers?

To begin with, the original Clean Power Act provided a carefully negotiated set of
economic incentives for the early implementation of sulfur dioxide (S 02) scrubber controls at
PSNH’s coal plants. These economic in~entives are structured on the federal S02 emission cap
and trade program. Under the federal CAA, PSNH currently has an S 02 emissionS cap of
approximately 29,000 tons. T1~ey emit on average 54,000 tons of S02 annually from 3 power
plants, and therefore are currently purchasing about 24,000 tons/credits per year. The costs of
these credits fluctuate, from $600 to over $1500 per credit curiently, and PSNH has therefore
been paying about $15 million to potentially $?4 million or more annually to meet its current
obligations. (An accounting of these expenditures should be contained in fihing~ by PSNH with
the PTJC.) V

Starting in January 2007, the current Clean Power Act (RSA l25-0:3~ 111(a)) lowers the
S02 cap to 7289 tons, and PSNH will then need to purchase another 21,000 S02 credits per
year, at an additional cost of$13 million to $21 million or annually until scrubbers. are installed.
The Clean Power Act therefore has an economic incentive provision, negotiated and agreed to by
PSNH in 2002, to help it meet the 2007 emission cap. For every ton PSNH reduces its S02
emissions, it will: 1) no longer need to buy a S02 allowance credit to meet the 7,289 cap, and 2)
~
additional credits are capped at 20,000 per year and phase out over 3 years. V

So, after PSNH installs scrubbers at the Bow plant to reduce its S02 emissions by 90%,
i.e from 29,800 tofls to 1500 tons, PSNH will earn approximately 20,000 credits in the first 2 V

years, and about 10,000 credits in year 3. PSNH therefore would: V

a. no longer need to purchase about 28,000 credits per year, saving about $28
million per year (assuming $1000 per ton), and

b. earn an additional 50,000 credits, or $50 million, over the next 3 years.2

The current economic incentives therefore work to the benefit ofN}1 ratepayers the sooner
scrubbers are installed. And, HB 1673 will significantly undermine these economic incentives
by allowing PSNH to further delay installing scrubbers for eight more years, until 2013. These
projections will of course vary with the market value ofS02 credits, but it is clear that PSNH,
and therefore the ratepayers, will s~.ve $ millions by reducing 802 effiissiàns as soon as
scrubbers are installed. The value ofthese economic incentives to ratepayeriis clear, and this
Committee should request a thorough analysis ofthese economic impacts by the NHPUC. V

In addition, a complete analysis of the ultimate benefit or impact to ratepayers from
installing scrubbers will require a realistic and accurate determination of the costs of scrubber

2 While some portion of the credits earned will likely be used by PSNH to meet its cap obligation, the $ value to V

ratepayers is the same as PSNH will no longer need to purchase credits on the market

2 VV:.V;VVVVI#1 •V :~ •V~V~J



inst~flatibn. At this point, the number argued by PSNH is $250 million; this m~mber appears,
however, to be stated in $2013. A recent estimate by DES, in $2004, is $189 million. Moreover,
EPA has projected the average costs for scrubber installatioi~ to be nearly half of PSNH’s
estimates. This variation is clearly sign~flcant, anda thorough analysis ofa low and high range
ofprojected costs should be completed independently ofPSNH’~s estimates.

Finally, HB 1673 contains a much-discussed provision allowing the conversion of
mercury credits to S02 credits, as aii additional financial incentive to install controls. It is clear,
however, that the current economic incentives provide substantial value to P SNH, without the
additional issues these mercury conversion credits will raise, such as the legality of converting
mercury credits to S02 ciedits.

2) Given these economic incentives, what is a reasonable deadline goal for the
implementation of sulfur dioxide scrubber controls at the Bow power plant?

Setting a reasonable deadline goa4 for implementing sulfur scrnbber controls should be
based on a straightforward, objective determination of how long the c~esign~ permitting and
construction is likely to take. Scrubber controls have been in use for many years at numeroi.is
large coal power plants across the U. S., and other industrial countries across the world.
Scrubber technology has significantly advanced, and n~merous eiigine~ring designs are
availab1~. In, other words, PSNB would not be starting from scratch,, and likely has already done
some pre-engineering work to reach its estimation of~rojected cost. As Director Scott project~d
at the recent hearing, the state p~rmitting should reasonably be completed by early2009 at the
latest, and construction completed in one to twO years. The timeframe for completing the
~
groups - however a well-crafted bill with acceptable provisions will likely eliminate these types
of delays, allowing permitting to be completed well before 2009. A reasonable deadline goal for
the implementation of S 02 controls is therefore 2Q10.

3) In the meantime, what mercury control technology is economically and technically
feasible and should be installed in the near term?

Among the current flaws in NB 1673 is the lack of a requirement to reduce mercury
emissions from Merrimack Stati’o~i in the next few years. Emissions from Merrimack Station are
a maj or contributor to the hotspot of mercury contamination in southeast New Hampshire. As a
result, the Committee should focus on achieving the most significant reductions in mercury
pollution possible, as quickly as possible. To argue that HB1673 accomplishes this is
misinformed at best, and misleading at worst.

The development of mercury entissions control technology is rapidly advancing, leading
Massachusetts, Connecticut, New Jersey — with Pennsylvania and Illinois — to conclude that 90%
control of mercury emissions by the end of this decade is a reasonable regulatory target for coal-
fired powem plants. PSNH took a very brief, first look at Activated Carbon Injection (ACI) this
summer, and a report of this test has yet to appear before the Committee. PSNH has indicated, in
vague and nonspecific terms, that this test did not go as well as hoped and therefore the emission
targets and timelines in SB 128 have been proven infeasible. This Committee and the people of



New Hampshire have a right to see a report on this test in order to understand what occurred
why, and how any challenges encountered could be addressed.

Most inaport~ntly, the ACT t~st performed at PSNH last summer is just the tip of the
iceberg of the power of this techndlogy. To dra~r from it the conclusion that ACI is not an
option for mercury control at Merrimack Station, and therefore the plan laid out in HE 1673 is the
best we can do for mercury reductiqp~ overlooks the significant potential of this technology.
Experts in this field readily argue that 90% control of mercury is possible at all types of coal
plants, quickly and cheaply. The Coalition strongly urges the Con2mittee to seek additional
testimonyfrom leading experts in thisfield, and not overlook the feasibility ofstrengthening
HB1673 to require more mercury reduction, sooner, than is currently propos~d.

in conclusion, it is time to go beyond only asking PSNH what’s possible for reducing
mercury pollution. The people of New Hampshire expect, and deserve, more from the
legislative process. The Committee must fulfill its role by taking a hard look at the numbers and
assunIptio1~s provided by PSNH, and reach its own independent determination as to what thust be
done in the best interests ofNew Hampshii~e’s ratepayers and èitizens. Scrubbers should have~
been prioritynumber one for PSNH as soon as the Clean Power Act passed in 2002; if scrubbers
were on line by 2007, PSNH would have saved ratepayers about $47 million in 2007 when the
new cap and th~se incentives kick in. At this point there should be no further delays, a target date•
of 2010 for scrubbers, and interim controls for mercury should be incorporated into the bill.

• Brad Kuster
Conservation Law Foundation
New’ Hampshire Advocacy Center

• For the: New Hampshire Clean Power Coalition:
Citizens for a• Future New Hampshire
Clean Water Action
Conservation Law Foundation
Granite State Disability Coalition
New Hampshire PIRG
New Hampshire River Council
New Hai~ipshire Sierra Club
National Wildlife Federation
New Hampshire Wildlife Federation
Woridview, LTD
New Hampshire UU Social Responsibility Department
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NH CLEAN POWER COALITION

• A concern for protecting NH

A diverse alliance of conse[vation, recreation,
faith-based and public health groups have come
together to advocate for passage of strong power
plant clean up legislation because of the well-
documented, continuing contamination of our
environment and the resulting devastating
impacts on human health and wildlife, in addition
to the heavy costs to economic, educational and
recreational iiiterests in the state of New
Hampshire.

• Coalition Members & Profiles

Citizens for a Future N H, Hopkinton, NH is a citizens
environmental group that is cqncerned for the protection of
the environment of New. Hampshire and the public health of
its citizens. 225-2252

Clean Water Action, Portsmouth, NI/is a citizens’
organization working for clean, safe and affordable water,
prevention of he~lth-threatening pollution, creation of~
environmentally safe jobs and businesses, and empowerment
of people--including our 5,000 NH member~--to make
.democracy-work.~..-——. -

www.cleanwateraction.org / 430-9565

Conservation Law Foundation, Concord, NH, is a regional
organization that work~ to solve the most significant
enciironmental problems that threaten New England. CLF’s
advocates use law, ec~onomics and science to create
innovative strategies to conserve natural resources, protect
public health and promote vital communities in our region.
www.cIf.org / 225-3060

Granite State Disability Coalition, Plymouth, NH. People
with every ability actively involved in enlightening people with
any ability on the neeçl to look for better ways to sustain a
society that supports people of all abilities. 536-X884

National Wildlife Federation, Montpeller, VT
NWF represents the power and commitment of nearly a
million memb~rs nationwide, over 7,000 of which reside in
NH. NWF’s mission is to inspire Americans to protect
wildlife for our children’s future.
www.nwf.org/mercury I 802-229-0650

NH Medical Society, Concord, NH. Represents over 2000
NH physicians (MD and DO) to advocate for patients and
physicians on matters of public health and medical policy.
Governed by member physicians who participate in all policy

and program decisions, Actively participates in the legislative
process to educate state and national elected officials and
promote its mission. www.nhms.org / 224-1909

NH PIRG, Concord, NH delivers per~istent, result-oriented
public interest activism that protects our environment,
encourages a fair, sustainable economy, and fosters
responsive1 democratic government. NHPIR.G has about
2000 members statewide. www.nhpirg.org / 229-3222

NH Rivers Council, Concord, N/-f, with 200 members, is
the only statewide conservation organization wholly
dedicated tothe protection and conservation of New
Hampshire rivers, by educating the public about.the v~lue of
the state~s rivers, designating rivers in the state’s protection
program, and advocating for strong publicpolicies and wise
management of New Hampshire’s river resources.
www.nhrivers.org 1 228-6472

NH Sierra Club, C’oncord, NH
is a non-profit member-supported, public interest
or~anization with 6,000 NH members, that promotes
conservation of the natural environment by Influencing public
policy decisions through legislative, administrative, legal, and
electoral means. Mission: To explore, enjoy, and protect the
wild places of the earth; .To practice and promote the

• responsible use of the earth’s ecosystems and resources; To
educate and enJist humanity to protect and restore the
quality of the natural and human envIronment; and to use all
lawful mearistocarryout theseobjectives.
www.nhsierràclüb.org / 224-8222

)~7)

NH Wildlife Federation, Concord, NH isa non-profit 7,500
member organization promoting conservation, environmental
education, sportsman~hip, and the outdoor activities of
hunting, fishing and trapping.
www.nhwf.org I 224-5953

NH Unitarian Universalist Social Responsibility
Department, Concord, NH has 200,000 members
nationally and 3,500 members in NH. Seeking to make
democracy work, honoring the web of existence.
www.nhfaithfuldemocracy.org / 228-8704

Worldview, Ltd, Peterborough, NHis a nonprofit
•organization that produces educational events linking
environmental, economic and social justice issues.
924-9750

The NH Clean Power Coalition represents
the interests ofover 24,000 NH residents.
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The State of New Hampshire

Department ofEnvironmental Services
~-~‘-~‘ NHDES

Michael P. NoUn
Commissioner

January 12, 2006

The Honorable Lawrence C. Ross, Chairman
New Hampshire House of Representatives
Science, Technology and Energy Committee
Legislative Office Building, Room 304
Concord, New Hampshire 03301

Re: JIB 1673 - An Act Relati’c’e to Emission Reduction Standards as Required by the Clean Power
Act

Dear Chairman Ross and Members of the Committee:

Thank you for the opportunity to provide testimony in support of HE 1673 which seeks to reduce
mercury emissions from affected fossil fuel burning power plants within New Hampshire. In accordance
with the requirements of RSA 125-0, the “Multiple Pollutant Reduction Program “, the New Hampshire
Department ofEnvironmental Services (DES) made a recommendation to-the Legislature on March 31,2004
to place a cap on mercury emissions from these facilities.

‘:Lasty~;th~~imiiartu&et~r
contained in BE 1673. During ciomntittee hearings in the NH Senate and in the NH House, the public outcry
and the expert testimony for controlling mercury emissions from our state’s coal-fired power plants sent a
clear message that significant mercury emission reductions must be made, but there were questions as how to
best accomplish this task. Over the summer, PSNH in consultation with DES, performed tests with carbon
injection control technology and researched the facility’s ability to install wet scrubber technology. The
results of this work led to the conclusion that while carbon injection can produce quick mei~curyemissioi~t
reductions, the installation of the wet scrubber technology produces superior environmental benefits. JIB
1673 is the product ofmonths of discussions between Public Service Company ofNew Hampshire (PSNII),
DES, the Office of Energy and Planning, the New Hampshire Governor’s Office, and environmental groups
that sought aggressive levels ofmercury reductions while minimizing cost impacts on electrical ratepayers.

In order to best protect our citizens and environment from excess mercury emissions and to address
the biological “hot-spots” documented to exist within our state, we feela successful mercury bill must meet
three goals. First, it must reduce emissions as quickly as possible. Second, the chosen technology used must
achieve the greatest mercury reduction ~echnicaUy feasible. And third, the technology must be- implemented
in a way that maintains our electrical reliability and affordability, without shifting production to upwind
states.

- HE 1673 meets these goals with the creative use of incentives and the aggressive application of
technology. Early reduction will be achieved through additional testing of carbon injection technology with
subsequent ongoing implementation on the most successful application of this technology. Critical to the
success of this bill is the requirement that wet scrubber technology be installed on Merrimack Units 1 and 2

P.O. Box 95,29 Hazen Drive, Concord, New Hampshire 03302~0095 -
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by July 1,2013. The use ofthis technolàgy not only reduces mercury very efficiently (greater than 90% in
most applications), but it is highly effective in removing sulfur dioxide (SO2) and small particles. This co
benefit of reducing three pollutants simultaneously with the same equipment reduces implementation costs
by allowing PSNH to significantly reduce purchasing SO2 emission allowances, saving greater than an
estimated $25 million per year (2005$). Based on data shared by PSNH, the total capital cost for this full
redesign will not exceed $250 million dollars (2013$) or $197 million (2005$), a.cost that will be fully
mitigated by the savings in SO2 emission allowances. Finally, while the scrubber technology has been
demonstrated to achieve higher levels ofmercury reductions than initially called for in this bill, the bill
contains a requirement that tightens the required reduction rate to the level that is actually achieved and is
sustainable by the scrubber technology. Application of the requirements in this way reduces project risks
while still achieving full environmental benefits~

Once completed, the mercury reduction requirements of HB 1673 should bring annual ~ower plant
emissions down to below 32 pounds per year and quite possibly below the 24 poinid cap envisioned in the
former SB 128. Further, RB 1673 is clearly more strict than the federal Clean Air Mercury Rule, that may
have to be implemented here in New Hampshire with its own associated costs beginning in 2010, ifno other
alternative such as an enacted HE 1 67~ is proposed to EPA prior to November 2006. RB 1673 is consistent
with. state mercury programs in Con~ecticut, Massachusetts, New Jersey, and Indiana, as well as regional and
national recommendation~ made by the State and Territorial Air Pollution Program: Administrators and
Association of Local Air Pollution Control Officials (ST.APPA/ALAFCO), the Northeast States for
Coordinated Air Use Management (NESCAUM), and the Ozone Transport Commission (OTC) for mercury
Maximum Achievable Control Technology (MACT). Consistent with the amended SB 128, KB 1673 does
not allow trading of mercury emission credits. V V

If passed. this bill will be technically challenging to implement because the existing configuration of
the boilers, stacks, and air pollution control equipment at Merrim~ck Station does not easily lend itself to
installation of additional e4uipment. Due to physical constraints, installation of additional equipment to
optimally reduce mercury emissions would require major renovations. PSNH has worked hard to find
creative solutions to these issues so that operation~ can be maintained while constructing and testing the
required control equipment.. V

DES is committed to working with the Legislature to develop a prudent course of action to further
reduce mercury emissions. Should any members have questions dr need additional information regarding
these recommendations, please feel free to contact Robert R. Scott, Air Resources Division Director, at 271-
1088 orme at 271-2958. V

~ Since~ly, V

\~~j\ ~ ‘~/] ()~~r, f )
V ~ \~)4c~Q-~ \~ok~~

kjchael P. Nolin
V Commissioner ~

cc: HE 1673 Sponsors
Science, Technology and Energy Committee Members
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The State of New Hampshire

Department ofEnvironmental Services

Michael P. Nolin
Commissioner

April 11, 2006

The Honorable Bob Odell, Chairman
New Hampshire Senate ~ ,~

Energy and Economic Development Committee f/I i,9c~9,4~’iv i J
Legislative Office Building, Room 304
Concord, New Hampshire 03301

Re: RB 1673 - An Act Relative to Emission Reduction Standards as Required by the Clean Power
Act

Dear Chairman Odell and Members of the Committee:

Thank you for the opportunity to provide testimony in support ofED 1673, which seeks to
reduce mercury emissions from affected fossil fuel burning power plants within New Hampshire. HE 1673
is the result of several months of discussions between Public Service Company ~fNew Hampshire (PSNH),
DES, the Office of Energy and Planning, the New Hampshire Governor’s Office, interested members of the
General Court, and environmental advocacy organizations. DES’s goal in these discussions was to seek
aggressive levels of mercury reductions while minimizing cost impacts on electrical ratepayers. This bill
achieves these goals, and provides additional environmental co-benefits of reduced local sulfur and
particulate emissions.

While DES can appreciate the concerns some have expressed for greater reductions in a shorter
timefrarne, we remain steadfast that this bill represents a thoughtful balance of environmental and economic
concerns. It delivers significant, yet practicably achievable reductions in a reasonable timeframe, and
includes meaningful incentives for additional reductions beyond the bill’s specified minimum and/or early
action to reduce emissions. Eliminating flexibility in the required reductions and schedule will do little to
provide actual environmental benefit, and yet may be detrimental to project financing We believe this
package of an aggressive, yet realistic reduOtion target/schedule and economic incentives achieves our goals
for meaningful environmental benefit, maintaining electricity supply stability, and reducing financial risk and
subsequent ratepayer impact.

Ifpassed, this bill will be technically challenging to implement because the existing configuration of
the boilers, stacks, and air pollution control equipment at Merrimack Station does not easily lend itself to
installation of additional equipment. Due to physical constraints, installation of additional equipment to
optimally reduce mercury emissions would require major renovations. PSNH has worked hard to find
creative solutions to these issues so that operations can be maintained while constructing and testing the
required control equipment. We feel that 20.13 represents a practicably achievable goal given these
constraints. The specified technology has the potential to achieve reductions well beyond the minimum
requirement of 80% from all affected sources (including PSNH’s Schiller Station units). However, the bill
contains significant incentives and safeguards to ensure higher reductions if achievable.

P.O. Box 95,29 Hazeu Drive, Concord, New Hampshire 03382-0095
Telephone: (603) 271-1370 Fax: (603)271-1381 TDD Access: Relay NH 1-800-735-2964
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1:.: This bill ultimately results from the requirements ofHB 284 (passed in the 2002 session), commonly
referred to as the New Hampshire Clean Power Act In accordance with the requirements of RSA 125-0 (as
established by HB 284) the “Multzple Pollutant Reduction Program “, the New Hampshire Department of
Environmental Services (DES) made a recommendation to the Legislature on March 31, 2004 to place a cap
on mercury emissions from these facilities. In response, last year, the NH Senate passed SB 128 which
contained similar mercury reductions as those contained in HE 1673.

During committee hearings in both the Senate and in the House, the public outcry and the expert
testimony for controlling mercury emissions from our state’s coal-fired power plants sent a clear message
that significant mercury emission reductions must be made. There were questions, however, as to how best
to accomplish this task.. Over the summer, PSNH in consultation with DES, performed tests with carbon
injection control technology and researched the facility’s ability to install wet scrubber technology. The
results of this work led to the conclusion that while carbon injectidn can produce quick mercury emission
reductions, the installation of the wet scrubber technology produces superior environmental benefits at a
lower overall cost

In order to best protect our citizehs and environment from excess mercury emissions andto address
the biological “hot spots” documented to exist within our state, we feel a successful mercury bill must meet
three goals. First, it must reduce emissions as quickly as possible. Second, the chosen technology used must
achieve the greatest mercury reduction technically feasible. And third, the technology must be implemented
in a way that maintains our electrical reliability and affordability, without shifting production to upwind
states.

HB 1673 meets these goals with the creative use of incentives and the aggressive application of
technology.. Early reduction.wili be achie.ved.through.additionai.testing of-carbon injection.technology. with
subsequent ongoing implementation on the most successful application of this technology. Critical to the
success of this bill is the requirement that wet scrubber technology be installed on Merrimack Units 1 and 2
by July 1, 2013. The use of this technology not only reduces mercury very efficiently (potentially greater
than 90% in most applications), but it is highly effective in removing sulfur dioxide (SO2) and small
particles. This co-benefit of reducing three pollutants simultaneously with the same equipment reduces
implementation costs by allowing PSNH to significantly reduce purchasing SO2 emission allowances. Based
on data shared by PSNH, the total capital cost for this full redesign will not exceed $250 million dollars
(2013$) or $197 million (2005$), a cost that will be fully mitigated b~7fffe savings in SO2 emission
allowances. Finally, while the scrubber technology has been demonstrated to achieve higher levels of
niercuiy reductions than initially called for in this bill, the bill contains a requirement that tightens the
required reduction rate to the level that is actually achieved and is sustainable by the scrubber technology.
Application of the requirements in this way reduces project risks while still achieving full environmental
benefits.

Further, HB 1673 is clearly mote strict than the federal Clean Air Mercury Rule, that may have to be
implemented here in New Hampshire with its own associated costs beginning in 201 0~ if no other alternative
such as an enacted HE 1673 is proposed to EPA ~±ior to November 2006. HB 1673 is consistent with state
mercury programs in Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Jersey, and Indiana, as well as regional and national
recommendations made by the State and Territorial Air Pollution Program Administrators and Association of
Local Air Pollution Control Officials (STAPPA/ALAPCO), the Northeast States for Coordinated Air Use
Management (NESCAUM), and the Ozone Transport Commission (OTC) for mercury Maximum
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Achievable Control Technology (MACT). Consistent with the amended SB 128, HE 1673 does not allow
trading of mercury emission credits.

DES is committed to working with the Legislature to develop a prudent course of action to further
reduce mercury emissions. Should your committee members have questions or need additional information
regarding these recommendations, please feel free to contact Robert R. Scott, Air Resources Division
Director, at 271-1088.

Sincerely,

• Mich el P. Noun
Commissioner

cc: HE 1673 Sponsors •

Senate Energy and Economic Development Committee




